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FROM NATHAN SCHULTZ, FOUNDER BNS

A

nother summer has flown
by and I sit here wondering
where the three months went
since I started this article in June
while on the plane to Europe. While
2012-13 was again a tough winter
in terms of snow in many places, it
was an encouraging one for BNS and
for XC skiing in the U.S. The U.S. Women’s Ski Team
put on a stellar show and made history with the Team
Sprint Gold at World Championships, another World Cup
Sprint Title for Kikkan Randall and Liz Stephen’s fifth at
World Championships, among many other strong results.
On the men’s side, Andy Newell once again had a strong
showing throughout the year, and Noah Hoffmann popped
an impressive eighth in the Canmore World Cup and 15th
in the World Championships 15k Skate. In Biathlon, the
U.S. men have four solid skiers producing consistent
results, with Tim Burke taking a historic silver medal at the
World Championships and 10th overall in the World Cup.
Nordic Combined once again looks to be building huge
expectations going into this next Olympics.
I have been lucky enough to see some of Kikkan Randall’s
biggest performances in person, from her second place at
World Championships in 2009 to her shared gold medal
with Jessie Diggins in Italy this March. It was a surreal
moment in Italy this spring with two of us yelling our heads
off while thousands of Italians and Norwegians stared at
us in silence, their flags hanging down as if deflated by
the dominant performance of Jessie Diggins and Kikkan
Randall.
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As a junior and young senior, Kikkan stood out as a talent,
but there was nothing that made you think “she will win
the World Cup in 10 years.” Her success has come out of
a very long, arduous, slow progression that has required
years of hard training and incremental improvements. It is
a testament to Kikkan’s persistence and the investment of
her coaches, the US Ski Team and the XC community that
has backed her.
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One of the best results of Kikkan’s success is the confidence
she bestows upon her teammates. Having a role model
win races makes younger skiers believe that such things
are possible. Kikkan’s unprecedented individual success
has pulled her teammates along to the top of the results
list with her. The process has created a strong team
environment where individual results energize and motivate
teammates to perform far above what they are capable
of as individuals. It is a tremendous accomplishment to
build and maintain this kind of team environment, and it is
something all of us should try to emulate in our local clubs,
at work and at home.
In the seven years since I finished my racing career and
started BNS, teams, clubs and individuals have stepped
up and made U.S. skiing stronger. Junior clubs have taken
responsibility for much of the development pipeline in
the U.S., somehow creating elite programs from alreadythin budgets, and providing new opportunities for a key
cohort of skiers to continue skiing instead of quitting the
sport. The National Nordic Foundation (NNF) has grown
into a grassroots fundraising force that steps in to fund
a huge portion of U.S. Ski Team trips abroad to give our
elite and developing athletes vital international experience.
Complaining about why things don’t work has been
replaced by taking action and responsibility for finding new,
unique solutions to the challenges we face as a ski nation.
As we go into this Olympic year, we have a lot to be excited
about. As a ski racing fan, I can’t wait to see what Team
USA will do, and while the expectation for medals is high,
seeing where we are at as a ski nation compared to what
we were 10 years ago, I’m already happy just knowing that
our athletes are among the legitimate favorites. Best of luck
to our athletes in this big year!
While the big guns make us proud, the domestic racing
scene is going strong, despite bad snow that has plagued
many events and races over the past two seasons. Our
biggest events are growing and selling out faster and faster
each year, keeping our sport healthy and bringing in new
energy that drives development in all areas. Ski clubs are
also growing and tackling new and exciting challenges
to grow the sport and improve skiing at all levels. Alpine
Touring is exploding as new gear makes the backcountry
more fun and easily accessible.
While athletes prepare to win medals, qualify for an
Olympic team or prepare for the big marathon of the
season, we at BNS continue to do everything we can to
fulfill our mission to bring World Cup service to everyone.
With the excitement of the Olympics coming up, this year’s
magazine is a tribute to the work and achievement of the
athletes and coaches who make it all possible. We have
some tremendous contributors this year, and we have
added 16 pages to the magazine so that it can all fit. We’re
so excited about what is going on in the ski world, we
probably don’t talk about what we are doing enough. Rest
assured that we are out working just as hard as the athletes
learning, testing, experimenting and developing new ways
to help you learn about the sport and have fun on snow.
Congratulations are due to everyone for how far we’ve
come, and let’s hope that the celebration will continue into
Russia in February!

BNS STAFF

JEFF COURTER—
SERVICE MANAGER, BNS BOULDER

hile we don’t normally like to brag, one of the things we are most proud of is our staff.
Led by BNS Founder Nathan Schultz, a former professional skier who represented the
United States in the World Cup; our team has a wealth of knowledge that is hard to match
elsewhere. Cumulatively, the BNS staff has a total of five NCAA All-American honors, members of
seven different NCAA National Champion ski teams and one triathlete who has been named to 8
different USA National Teams. Alone, BNS Race Service Director David Chamberlain has represented
the United States at three different World Championships and has won the overall Super Tour twice.
Seventy percent of BNS staffers have ski raced at the collegiate level.

What is your hometown? Fayston, VT
At what age did you start skiing? Three
Skate or classic? Skate
Skinning up or skiing down? Both
Apart from skiing, what is your favorite thing to do
in the winter? Trail running in the snow
In the whole world, where is your favorite place to
ski? Methow Valley, WA

In addition to athletic accomplishments, our service team has worked at the Olympics, World Cup,
World Championships, NCAA Championships, Masters World Cup, U.S. Masters Championships, U.S.
National Championships, Super Tour, and countless loppets and marathons.

Originally an alpine skier, Jeff won multiple state
and regional championships while skiing for the
Green Mountain Valley School, and went on to
compete for the UVM Catamounts where he was
part of two NCAA Championship teams. Courter
also skied for the U.S. Ski Team, competing
at the NorAm and U.S. National levels. Since
retiring, Jeff has spent 15 years in the sporting
goods industry, working with Spyder, Descente,
Pearl Izumi and Saucony. Apart from skiing, Jeff
was also an NCAA soccer player and professional
mountain biker. Does Jeff look familiar? Perhaps
it’s because you have seen him in his other life
as a model. Jeff can be found in past L.L. Bean
catalogs, posters, billboards and the occasional
edition of SkyMall.
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Though we are proud of where we have been, we are always learning, testing and striving to provide
the best knowledge, service and products. We look forward to sharing our passion for sport and love of
skiing with our customers. At BNS, we are committed to providing “World Cup service for everyone,”
whether you are a National Team member, first-time skate skier, skimo racer or side-country explorer.
Here’s a bit more about our individual staff members:
NATHAN SCHULTZ—
OWNER AND FOUNDER, BNS

ROGER KNIGHT—
MANAGER, BNS EAST

What is your hometown? Boulder, CO
At what age did you start skiing? Fifteen
Skate or classic? Skate when it’s fast and you
want to cover a lot of ground. Classic when it’s
cold and hilly
Apart from skiing, what is your favorite thing to do
in the winter? Wax skis
In the whole world, where is your favorite place to
ski? New Zealand

What is your hometown? West Farmington, ME
At what age did you start skiing? Three
Skate or classic? Classic
Skinning up or skiing down? Neither. I am straight
Nordic yo
Apart from skiing, what is your favorite thing to do
in the winter? Wax skis and drink espresso
In the whole world, where is your favorite place to
ski? Hall Trail, Jackson, NH or Titcomb Mountain,
Farmington, ME

Nathan was a member of the 1991 NCAA
Champion CU Ski Team, an All-American in
1993 and 1994. After college, Schultz skied
for Germina, the Subaru Factory team and FSx,
represented the USA at several World Cups,
and was the 2000 American Marathon Series
Champion and 2013 U.S. Masters Champion
in the 10k Classic. Nathan has worked as a
service technician for the U.S. Ski Team at the
2009 World Championships and 2010 Olympics
among many other high-profile events. During the
summer, Nathan spends his time away from BNS
trail running.
HENNIE KASHIWA—
GENERAL MANAGER, BNS BOULDER

What is your hometown? Steamboat Springs, CO
At what age did you start skiing? Two
Skate or classic? Classic
Skinning up or skiing down? Down!
Apart from skiing, what is your favorite thing to
do in the winter? I didn’t know there were other
options
In the whole world, where is your favorite place to
ski? Devil’s Thumb Ranch, Colorado
Hennie won the Colorado High School Skimeister
competition (combined alpine and Nordic) before
joining up with the University of Denver Ski Team
in 2002. Kashiwa was men’s Nordic team captain
of the 2005 NCAA Championship team, coached
for one season with Western State College and
returned to DU as assistant Nordic coach, helping
the team to three consecutive National Titles from
2008-10. Hennie is the musician of the bunch,
pulling out his guitar and harmonica for singalongs at every opportunity.

BRINGING WORLD CUP SERVICE TO EVERYONE

Roger was Maine State Champion while skiing for
the Mt. Blue High School Ski Team and went on
to compete at the NCAA level for the University
of New Hampshire. A 20-year veteran of the
ski industry, Knight has worked as the Nordic
Product Manager and Race Service Director for
Swix, and has worked as a wax tech with the
U.S. Ski Team, Subaru Factory Team and Fischer.
In his off time, Roger spends summers at his
camp in rural Maine fishing the waters of Casco
Bay, and enjoys the finer things in life such as a
good espresso with lifelong friend and BNS Race
Service Director, David Chamberlain.
DAVID CHAMBERLAIN—
RACE SERVICE DIRECTOR

What is your hometown? Wilton, ME
At what age did you start skiing? Six
Skate or classic? Classic
Skinning up or skiing down? Skinning up and
skiing down!
Apart from skiing, what is your favorite thing to do
in the winter? Watch hockey
In the whole world, where is your favorite place to
ski? Titcomb Mountain, Farmington, ME
As a junior, David was awarded All-American
honors twice and was an NCAA All-American
twice again while competing for the Bates College
Bobcats. After college, Chamberlain skied for the
Subaru Factory Team, winning the overall Super
Tour twice and representing the U.S. as part of
the 2001, 2003 and 2005 World Championship
Teams. David has also been inducted into the
Lewiston Maine Sports Hall of Fame. When away
from the shop, David enjoys road biking, scuba
diving, fermented foods, travelling and spending
time with his wife, BethAnn.
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JOSH FREEMAN—BNS EAST

Not only is Josh a high school state alpine ski
champion, he was also the first snowboard
instructor for Saddleback Mountain in Rangeley,
ME at the age of 16. A graduate of the University
of Farmington’s Ski Industry program, Freeman
has been with BNS East since the very beginning.
In the summers, Josh sub-leases the BNS East
space for his own business, Freeman’s Bicycle
Service. mybikemechanic.com
MARC DRABIK—BNS EAST

What is your hometown? I hail from Amesbury,
MA
At what age did you start skiing? Five or six
Skate or classic? Telemark
Skinning up or skiing down? You have to get up to
get down, so both
Apart from skiing, what is your favorite thing to do
in the winter? Ice fishing and snowshoeing
In the whole world, where is your favorite place
to ski? Sugarloaf Mountain, ME and Copper
Mountain, CO
Marc’s one and only Nordic ski race was up Mt.
Washington where he was able to beat Roger
Knight, nipping him at the line. A 25-year veteran
of the outdoor sporting industry, Marc spends
his summers as a bike mechanic and enjoys
hunting, cycling, running, nature photography
and camping with his family.
MORE STAFF BIOS AVAILABLE
AT B O U L D E R N O R D I C.C O M.
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What is your hometown? The way I look at,
Topsham, ME
At what age did you start skiing? As early as
humanly possible
Skate or classic? Skate
Skinning up or skiing down? I will not fight gravity.
I come from an alpine background
In the whole world, where is your favorite place to
ski? Switzerland
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VORDENBERG

RANDALL
Kikkan Randall is a three-time
Olympian, the 2012 and 2013 World
Cup Overall Sprint Champion, 2013
World Champion in the ladies team
sprint with Jessie Diggins and has
accomplished numerous firsts for
American women in cross-country
skiing. Hailing from Anchorage, AK,
you can follow Kikkan on her website www.kikkan.com.
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THE ROAD MAP

E

KIKKAN RANDALL

ven though 18 feels like just yesterday, I guess
I have to admit that I’m actually the veteran
on the team now. Recently, I have been getting
a lot of questions along the lines of “What advice
would you give to young aspiring skiers?” and “What
do you want your legacy to be…?” While I still have
plenty of ski dreams and goals that I am currently
chasing, it is an interesting assignment to take a look
back at my career so far, highlighting some of the
developmental stages that I have progressed through
and the process I’ve gone through to map out my
journey to international ski racing success.
I vividly remember early in my career when a coach
told me it was going to take 10 years to develop into
a top international ski racer. At the time, I had just
made my first Olympic team at the age of 19 and I
was full of ambition. I was confident that with hard
work and determination, I was going to defy that
rule and reach the top sooner. Thankfully, this coach
encouraged my ambition while cleverly helping me to
make a road map of how I might approach getting to
the top, one step at a time.
We started with an Excel spreadsheet. On the left
side of the page, we made a quick summary of where
I was starting from, including what my best results
had been to date, my current FIS points and a quick
list of my strengths and weaknesses. We labeled that
column with the year 2002. On the right side of the
page was a list of my ultimate goals. These included
winning an Olympic gold medal and challenging for
the World Cup Overall title. The year for this column
was 2010. For the years in between, we started
with 2010 and worked backward, highlighting the
steps that I would have to take in order to go from
an Olympic Games participant to a medal contender.
First, I would have to get experience on the World
Cup, then top 30, then top 20, etc. Along with the
result goals, we identified specific skills and physical
qualities that I would have to develop and hone. This
gave me a road map for the journey ahead.
The road map turned out to be quite valuable because
it also gave me small goals to focus on en route to
my bigger goal. To go from an Olympic participant
to a medal contender was a huge leap. If that were
the only benchmark I had to focus on, it would
have been incredibly difficult to stay motivated and
confident for all those years when the improvement
was coming along slowly. Instead, focusing on the
small successes that I felt from reaching each new
level built my confidence and inspired me to keep
pushing further. Success builds success!

In cross-country ski racing, measuring progress can
be tricky. With the conditions always changing and
unpredictable, we can’t really compare times like on
the track or wattage like cycling. In skiing, you have
to get creative. To chart my improvement, we used a
few different markers like FIS points, place, time back
from the winner and percentage of time back from
the winner. There were many times when I would
have a breakthrough performance that wouldn’t
always look spectacular on the results sheet, but by
comparing these other markers with past results, I
could be proud of the improvement.

PROJECT :
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he Olympics come around
once every six hours. At
least they do if you are
way, way into it. Maybe you
are out the door twice a day,
wearing something Lycra, with
skis, boots and poles in hand.
Perhaps your mind turns to it at random and your
palms sweat. The Olympics. The Olympics! That’s
how it was for me since about 1988. That is when
I started dreaming of them in earnest.

The road map and performance markers turned out
to be great tools for me, helping me stay focused,
building my confidence and keeping me motivated
to put in the hard work to reach my biggest goals.
But these tools had to be used the right way. I didn’t
necessarily hit all my goals in the exact order that they
were laid out, nor were the performance evaluations
always totally complementary. The key to using these
resources well was to always see every step and
every performance in a positive light. If I achieved my
goal, then awesome, pat on the back! If I didn’t reach
my goal, there was always something to learn from
it and always something that went well. Focusing on
the positive and learning from every experience was
key to using these tools well.

At some level I have been involved in the Winter
Games since 1992. I raced in two, coached in
two and even fore-ran in one. Now I’m a popcornmunching fan. I’m loving my new position,
illuminated by the glow of my computer in the very
early hours, far from the action but still engaged and
anxious. I have to say it isn’t easy to be a fan of the
sport in general these days. Too many of my heroes
have fallen. As a coach, we lost actual medals to
cheaters and dopers. We have literally been robbed.
Even so, it has been a real joy to be a fan of U.S.
cross-country skiing. Last season, I found myself
leaping up in delight almost once a weekend as I
checked the results from the day. And I am looking
forward to the chance to run around the house in a
victory dance this season too.

Another perspective that served me well through my
career has been to enjoy the process. It seems that
when I’m working hard but also having fun and really
living in the present moment, I perform at my best.
Sometimes you can be so focused on the prize or
the end result that you miss the importance and the
value of those thousands of hours that you’re putting
in to reach that goal. It becomes all about the goal
itself. Instead, I find that if I enjoy the process and
appreciate the opportunities and people around me
and give my 100% best effort, I will always walk
away satisfied. And that is worth way more than the
prizes themselves!

As skiers, we have a great advantage as fans. Skiing
is firstly a participation sport and, now that I think of
it, that might be why it isn’t a huge spectator sport
in the U.S. Ski racing almost requires participation
at some level to truly enjoy watching it. If you have
pegged your heart rate near its max and pushed
yourself around your local loop at top speed, you
can better understand what you are watching.
Even a loyal football fan cannot understand what is
happening on the field like you can—understanding
what’s going on inside the racers themselves. Of
course if you don’t have those experiences, you may
think, “What is this crap and when does ice dancing
come back on?”

Cross-country skiing is a sport that takes many years
of training, experience and patience to be successful,
but I think it’s one of the most rewarding sports out
there. I remember watching Sara Hughes win the
Olympic gold medal in figure skating in Salt Lake at
age 16 and thinking to myself, “That would probably
feel pretty cool right now, but shoot, what a bummer
to hit the pinnacle of your sport so young. I’ve got
at least another 10 years to look forward to that
moment!”

As a skier you know how it is to fall off pace, to
fade away; or to push ahead and feel that surge
of power, to hold off pain or yield to it. You have
experienced those small, personal glories as well as
the disappointment when you just can’t get it going
or keep it going. As you watch a race unfold, your
imagination can be quite vivid if you know what it’s
like to battle yourself blind with pain around a loop
on skis. And let me tell you this: that is all there is
to it. You can dress it up with rings and medals and
flags and foreign accents, but ski racing at any level
in any country is nothing more than skiing around a
loop as fast as you can.

Twelve years later, I am still working toward that
moment. I’ve had so many highlights along the way
and enough low points to make me really appreciate
how far I’ve come. It’s all so clear to me now, how
right that coach was about the decade-long journey
to the top. I’m so grateful to have had a road map
that has kept me motivated every step of the way.
Monitoring my progress with the many performance
markers steadily built my confidence and, along with
keeping a positive spirit and making sure to enjoy the
process, I am still going strong today.

That’s it, man. That’s the whole thing.
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AS IT UNFOLDS
PETE VORDENBERG

When I was coaching the U.S. Team and we won
medals at the World Cup and World Championships,
I reacted and in fact felt quite subdued about
it. It was a huge and life-long accomplishment
for me. But I didn’t get as much joy from those
accomplishments as I did from the work it took to
get there. And similarly, when we failed to meet
our goals, the reaction was more pragmatic than
emotional. As a coach and an athlete, each day was
a steppingstone.
Training, resting, winning and losing were all
steps toward the Olympic moment. Failure was
a steppingstone as much as success. That final
satisfaction evaded me both as coach and athlete
because a bigger finish line and an even better result
was always around the next corner, over the next
hill. In place of celebration, there were the same
questions: What did we learn? What is the next
step? Regardless of outcome, it was right back to
work.
The Olympics are a process of dreaming and trying
and failing and trying again. Even in success, the
next step is re-upping the dream and working
towards it over the next four years. In the Games,
we see ecstatic moments of culmination and painful
moments too. Sometimes we get some back-story
to help us imagine the meaning of these Olympic
moments. And for me at least, that is what the
Olympics are supposed to do: Inspire us to dream
and to reach.
I do not doubt the importance of the Olympic
process. In fact, I think the greatest lesson of this
process is a clearer understanding of the value of
failure. Neither failure nor success in any field define
us, but rather provide feedback on what and how
we are doing. In this way, there truly is no finish
line, only the ongoing process of responding and
adjusting to feedback, learning and growing.
But something can easily be lost in this process too.
As a parent, I see how one can get caught up in the
desire to constantly teach the right lessons, read the
right books. And just as it can be easy to get lost in
the constant process of preparing to win, the process
of growing can overshadow the pleasure of simply
playing. There is much to be gained from chasing
goals, but the most important thing is that pure joy
and rush of skiing through the woods as fast as you
can. These days, as fan and father, my focus is on
enjoying the day as it unfolds. Regardless of how
the Olympics go, I’m going to be running around
the house with my daughter, our arms raised in the
air, cheering as loudly as we can just for the pure
fun of it.
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BAILEY

Lowell Bailey is a member of the U.S. Biathlon Team and
has competed in two Olympic Games, three Junior World
Championships and seven World Championships. Lowell
was also a three-time NCAA All-American while skiing
for the University of Vermont. When not on skis or on the
range, Lowell’s other passion is music, traveling around
the world with his guitar and playing mandolin with his
band in the Lake Placid area. He writes and performs his
own songs as a singer-songwriter as well.
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COMPETITIVE LONGEVITY:
THE ROLE OF BALANCE IN BIATHLON
LOWELL BAILEY

A

s a lifelong competitor in Nordic
sports, I have experienced crosscountry skiing and biathlon at
virtually every level of competition. Recently I find myself as one of the oldest
biathletes on the U.S. National Team,
heading towards my third Olympic Games and reflecting
on the reasons why I’m still in the sport and why I didn’t
pursue other opportunities at a younger age. An interesting thing about biathlon, and Nordic skiing to a certain
degree, is that it takes athletes much longer to reach their
potential than most other sports. A figure skater might
reach his or her peak at 21, a snowboarder at 22, whereas
the majority of biathletes don’t see their best years until
their late 20s and early 30s.
One of the biggest challenges that we face in the United
States, when compared to the rest of the countries we
compete against, is the fact that we don’t foster a culture
where biathlon is a career and not just a hobby. Why is this
important? Because hobbies are ancillary by nature and
thus serve as a means for one to indulge in a particular
interest outside of their professional life. Careers, on the
other hand, are how one makes a living, how they survive.
This isn’t to say that the opportunity to make biathlon a
career doesn’t exist. Biathlon is most definitely my career
and as such I consider myself a professional athlete: I
have a skill-set and I am compensated for that just like
any other professional endeavor. One could argue that
the compensation is much more volatile than other jobs
and largely dependent on results, but what salary isn’t
dependent on results? If you perform well as a plumber
or stockbroker, it is reasonable to assume that you are
compensated accordingly.
More than ever, biathletes in the U.S. have ample opportunity to choose biathlon as a career move rather than a
hobby. Regional teams such as Maine Winter Sports Center give developing athletes the means to pursue biathlon
during the crucial development stage between the junior
level and the National Team. However, the fact remains
that the American set of values (i.e., family, higher education, job security, retirement investments) is a huge influence on whether American Nordic athletes choose to
makes their respective sports a career.
The reality is that, except for a few unique cases, in order
to win an Olympic medal in biathlon, one has to put in
the time – decades usually. There is no short cut. I didn’t
have my breakout season until I was 30. My teammate,
Tim Burke, had his best season last year as a 31-yearold. Both of us have been competing since we were four.
Unfortunately, a large amount of elite American biathletes
and cross-country skiers retire from sport after their first
Olympics, well before they’ve reached their prime. And
who can blame them?! We do live in the land of opportunity. One could argue that dreams of six-figure salaries,
financial security, property ownership and higher learning are perhaps more attainable in this country than any
other place on the planet. The simple fact is that when
faced with the allure of all these other opportunities, many
athletes choose to cut their competitive careers short in
order to chase that other dream we hear so much about
in America.
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Yet, with all of the other opportunities present in American
society, there are some Nordic athletes that have stayed
the course and dedicated their lives to the pursuit of Olympic medals. It took three Olympic Games before my friend
Bill Demong reached the podium and won gold at the Vancouver Games in Nordic Combined. As previously stated,
Tim Burke and I have been training for biathlon and Nordic
skiing since we were four.
As a four-year-old “Lollipop Racer,” I fell in love with a
sport that presented a unique set of challenges that, with
enough training and talent, could be overcome. I’m not
saying that I was contemplating the philosophical reasons
why I enjoyed racing as a four-year-old. That’s not what
four-year-olds do. Four-year-olds do things that they like
doing, and therein lies the secret. I simply liked competing
in ski races. And I can honestly say that, for the most part,
I have retained that outlook throughout my Nordic and
biathlon career. Of course the reasons why I like biathlon
have become increasingly more nuanced as I get older,
but is that really important? The fact remains that I still
love what I do.
So what is the secret? Why do some athletes stay the
course while others choose to pursue other things before
they reach athletic maturity? To be sure, there are a multitude of reasons including family pressures, injuries, lack of
motivation, etc. But in many cases, I would argue that the
answer lies in the role that balance plays in an athlete’s
life. This is where the career vs. hobby argument becomes
relevant.
A career requires an intense amount of dedication and focus on a daily basis, regardless of whether the actor happens to be extremely motivated or not. A hobby, on the
other hand, does not require this focus. Instead, one picks
up a hobby when it is convenient for him or her and leaves
the hobby alone when time or motivation does not allow

the indulgence. But hobbies have one very important function: They serve to balance the rigors of career focus with
unfocused time. They create a balance where the hobby
takes on a refreshing or restoring function that, in turn, allows for higher performance and increased focus when the
actor turns back to his or her career tasks.
Just like any career, biathlon requires an intense amount
of physical and mental energy on a daily basis. Only after
years of such a training regime can one start to entertain
the idea of winning an Olympic medal. But in order to
maintain this focus over the long term, an athlete needs
balance. Biathlon is the career, and the hobbies become
the means by which an athlete “refreshes” and comes
back to each training session with the necessary intensity
and focus. Contrary to what some think, successful Nordic
athletes do all sorts of things unrelated their careers. I
know one World Championship medalist who skydives for
fun. Another is obsessed with fly-fishing. Another is a passionate poker player. All of these athletes are successful
because they have a means to step away from their sport
for brief periods of time so that when they step back into
a training session or race, they are able to function at a
higher level.
It is funny to say that I have worked hard to maintain my
hobbies, but I view each hobby as directly correlating to
my success in biathlon. When I pick up my guitar and
play a song or take my motorcycle out for a ride, there is
a small part of this act that is helping me become a better biathlete. Just as muscles need time to recover and
rebuild after strenuous training sessions, the mind needs
its own form of recovery. This relationship of work and
recovery, career and hobby, is the balance that has helped
me throughout my biathlon career, and it is the reason I
am now finally in a position to start seriously talking about
Olympic medals.
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CNOSSEN

WHITCOMB
PROJECT :

Matt Whitcomb is the Women’s Coach for the U.S. CrossCountry Ski Team. This is his eighth year working with the
U.S. National Team. Matt grew up ski racing as a member
of the Berkshire Trails Nordic Ski Club in Massachusetts
and considers that successful club, his motivating coach
Ed Hamel and his supporting parents as the reason he
remains passionate about cross-country skiing. He is a
2001 graduate of Middlebury College, a fly fisher and
has a cabin in East Burke, VT. You may contact him at
mwhitcomb@ussa.org.
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FUEL FOR THE FIRE
MATT WHITCOMB

Y

ou’ve bought the high-fluoro wax supposedly made
with space dust. You’ve trained exclusively on
homologated trails to check off your vertical goals,
and you all but campaign against the use of V1 offside.
You upload your Polar monitor and share workouts online,
broke your iPhone crashing your bike during what was
for sure going to be a Strava record and just replaced
the baskets on your Avanti bounding poles. Marty Hall
said you have a nice classic stride. You’ve celebrated
Thanksgiving in West Yellowstone for 12 consecutive
years where you got frostbite on the part of your nose not
covered by the Breathright strip. You own a FIS license for
no good reason, an Outback with an aftermarket T-Grip
shifter, a single speed, Cat Skis, and have a signed copy
of Pete Vordenberg’s Momentum. You’ve had your question
answered twice on Skipost. You can recite your USSA
distance points at the drop of a hat, but like the rest of
us, only pretend to understand the actual points system.
You’ve even logged Ericsson’s 10,000 hours, though too
many of them ended in a bonk to make much difference,
and you’ve recently re-glued the flapping stickers on your
Rocket Box that were killing your mileage and ruining
winter. You are so into it you read the articles in ski retail
magazines. That’s why U.S. skiing needs you.
Another Olympic quadrennial is reaching its peak. Despite
moving up two Birkie waves last year, USSA didn’t go deep
enough to scoop you up when selecting the Olympic Team.
Luckily, NBC requires no objective criteria for plugging into
their feed, and if their production is anything like 2010,
you’re bound to see a lot of our U.S. skiers as they try to
bring home what only Bill Koch has been able to do.
This is an Olympic primer detailing 11 U.S. Ski Team
athletes whose goal is to represent us all in Russia. Follow
a few athletes closely this season, get to know this team,
get your kids into it, wake your dog up to watch early
morning World Cup feeds and help us drum up some
American-style energy for these Games. It’s people like you
– this amazing new age of U.S. XC fandom – for whom
these athletes want so badly to perform. They represent
what we all dream about, only they are really good at it.
It’s people like you that make this ski world go ‘round,
so here’s a short athlete guide to help you become even
more entrenched in this sport. Thanks for your contribution
to this blaze we’re about to spark. When you make noise
these athletes will hear it.

JESSIE DIGGINS
YoB: ’91
Team: Stratton Mountain School Elite T2
Hometown: Afton, MN
Website: www.jessiediggins.com
Twitter: @jessdiggs

SIMI HAMILTON
YoB: ’87
Team: Stratton Mountain School Elite T2
Hometown: Aspen, CO
Website: www.simihamilton.com
Twitter: @simihamilton

Jessie is a 2013 World Champion in the team sprint. Her
marquee events to look for at the Olympics could include
the skiathlon, freestyle sprint, relay, and 30k free. Her best
World Junior result was 7th and her best U23 result was
15th. Jessie is typically the choreographer for the team's
dance music videos, wears glitter for every race, plays a
pink guitar, hates raisins, and while she has never lived
north of the border, is a dual Canadian & American citizen.

Simi has been to the semi-finals three times in World Cup
sprinting and will be gunning for the Olympic podium in
both skate sprint and classic team sprint events. Simi is
a 2010 Olympian and a former Exum mountain guide on
Grand Teton in Wyoming. He won the sprint qualifier at
U23s in 2009 but lost his pole grip in the rounds. Simi
is an accomplished rock climber and backcountry skier,
but perhaps his most impressive athletic talent beyond his
5,000 jumps in 75 minutes on a pogo stick is his ability to
descend on a mountain bike.

ANDY NEWELL
YoB: ’83
Team: Stratton Mountain School Elite T2
Hometown: Shaftsbury, VT
Website: www.andrewnewell.com
Twitter: @andynewellskier
Andy’s best World Junior finish was 6th and he was 8th
in his best sprint at U23 Championships. He is the 5th
ranked sprinter in the world, though has been known to
hang with the leaders scrambling the first leg of the relay
and can crack the points in a classic distance event. Andy’s
Olympic focus is to medal in both individual and team
sprint events, but you may see him start the 15k classic
and scramble the relay. Newell is a cat lover and celebrates
Caterday on a weekly basis. He is a former Vermont State
Champion swimmer, and is just as comfortable on a skate
board or surfboard as he is back-flipping on cross-country
skis. Outside of skiing, Newell is a strong supporter of
www.350.org.

IDA SARGENT
YoB: ’88
Team: Craftsbury Green Racing Project
Hometown: Orleans, VT
Website: www.idasargent.blogspot.com
Twitter: @idasargent
Ida skied her way into the Sprint Red Group and onto the
USST A-Team last season as the 23rd ranked sprinter in
the world. She is gunning for Olympic starts in the skate
and classic sprints, 10k classic and one of the classic legs
in the relay. Like Newell, Ida is a sprint specialist that has
cracked the top 20 a couple times in classic distance races.
Her best World Junior finish was 12th while her best U23
result was 4th. Ida is a former Burke Mountain Academy
teammate to Liz Stephen, and a graduate of Dartmouth
College where she studied psychology and biology.
SOPHIE CALDWELL
YoB: ’90
Team: Stratton Mountain School Elite T2
Hometown: Peru, VT
Website: www.sophiecaldwell.blogspot.com
Twitter: @dophed

KIKKAN RANDALL
YoB: ’82
Team: Alaska Pacific University
Hometown: Anchorage, AK
Website: www.kikkan.com
Twitter: @kikkanimal
“Kikkanimal” is a 2013 World Champion with Diggins
but also won silver in the skate sprint at the 2009 World
Championships. She won the pre-Olympic Sochi World
Cup with a head cold. Kikkan shares Newell’s love for
cats, though she is the only athlete on the team to have
won a body-building contest in high school. Her best World
Junior result was 6th in a 2001 sprint, and she was also
6th three years later in the sprint at U23 Championships.
Kikkan is the U.S. chapter president of Fast and Female,
a non-profit supported by everyone on the U.S. women’s
team: www.fastandfemale.com.

Sophie’s best World Junior finish was 17th and she was
9th last year at U23 Championships. She qualified for the
USST B-Team last season with a 14th place skate sprint
in Quebec City and a breakthrough 20th place in the
classic sprint at World Championships. Sophie is a sprint
specialist who aims to develop her distance racing to
become a point contender in any race. Sophie’s marquee
Olympic event will be the freestyle sprint, but could also
earn starts in the team sprint and 10k classic. Sophie
rejoins Ida as a teammate again having overlapped for
three years at Dartmouth College. Cold water gives Sophie
anxiety, she wants to be a third grade teacher when she
grows up and she supports the charity Girls on the Run:
www.girlsontherun.org

NOAH HOFFMAN
YoB: ’89
Team: Team Homegrown
Hometown: Aspen, CO
Website: www.noahhoffman.com
Noah is a distance machine who likes to set his own pace
at the front of the pack. His 2013 season was crowned
with a commanding 15th in the 15k skate at World
Championships and he soon proceeded to qualify for
World Cup Finals in the last regular season World Cup. His
best World Junior finish was 12th in Italy and he finished
on the podium at U23s with a silver medal in Turkey in
2012. Don't be surprised if you find "The Hoff" listed in
the top-10 in any World Cup distance event next season.
LIZ STEPHEN
YoB: ’87
Team: Burke Mountain Academy
Hometown: East Montpelier, VT
Webstie: www.lizhstephen.blogspot.com
Twitter: @lizstephen
Liz favors races where she can run people down on
skate skis. She is best known to unleash her inner spider
monkey during the third leg of a relay, but she’ll break
it out in the Tour de Ski hill climb where she posted the
second fastest time in 2013. She missed the podium by
less than 10 seconds at the 2013 World Championships,
finishing 5th in the 10k free. Liz has summer Olympic
running aspirations in the marathon. She finished 7th
place twice at World Juniors and won a bronze medal at
U23s in 2009. Liz’s non-ski charity is Nothing but Nets:
www.nothingbutnets.net.
ERIK BJORNSEN
YoB: ’91
Team: Alaska Pacific University
Hometown: Anchorage, AK
Website: www.erikbjornsen.com
Twitter: @erikbjornsen
Erik is a fast-rising U.S. athlete who is evenly balanced
between distance racing and sprinting. As a World Junior
competitor he was a top-15 sprinter and finished 10th in
the 2013 U23 sprint. Erik performs extremely well in highpressure situations, drives a beat-up two-wheel drive Ford
Ranger—its condition he argues—and will be gunning this
season for his first World Cup top-30.

SADIE BJORNSEN
YoB: ’89
Team: Alaska Pacific University
Hometown: Anchorage, AK
Website: www.sadiebjornsen.blogspot.com
Twitter: @sadzarue
Like her brother Erik, Sadie is a game-day skier. She
welcomes big pressure. As juniors, Sadie and Erik were
regularly called on to scramble the World Junior relay
teams. Her best result at World Juniors was 11th in a
classic sprint and her best U23 Championship result was
a 5th in a 10k classic in 2012. Sadie became a threat
on the World Cup last season—still impressively versatile
—by finishing 9th in a skate sprint and 18th in a 10k
classic race in Lahti. She scrambled the 2013 World
Championship relay team and was a key to their 4th place
finish. Sadie takes classes at APU and will graduate next
summer.
HOLLY BROOKS
YoB: ’82
Team: Alaska Pacific University
Hometown: Anchorage, AK
Website: www.hollyskis.blogspot.com
Twitter: @brooksha1
Holly opened last World Cup season with a huge weekend
in Gallivare finishing a career-best 5th in the 10k skate
and scrambling an historic medal-winning relay team.
Despite her ranking in the distance Red Group, Holly can
be dangerous in both sprint and distance, but performs
best when conditions are tricky and course profiles are
hard. She is well-known as the team’s late-bloomer, never
having attended World Juniors or U23 Championships.
These days, however, Holly aims to start the skate sprint,
relay and 30k skate in her second trip to the Olympic
Games.

Dan Cnossen is a sit-skier on both the U.S. Biathlon and
Cross-Country Paralympic teams. He was 6th in the 15k
at World Championships last season and is already prequalified for the 2014 Paralympic Games in Sochi, Russia.
D was injured while serving with the Navy in Afghanistan
and is still on active duty. He lives in Winter Park, CO
and is in his third year competing for the U.S. Paralympic
squad.
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AUGUST ON-SNOW TRAINING
DAN CNOSSEN

A

s of this writing, I’m in my fourth week of skiing
in Ushuaia, Argentina. As a member of the US
Paralympic Nordic ski team, I decided to break
up the summer training routine by spending all of August
at sea level in Ushuaia, which has two primary Nordic
centers. As a sit-skier, I prefer training at Tierra Mayor,
which has about 20-30k of mostly flat, groomed trails
and is located 21k east of the city. The other site, named
Francisco Jerman, has about 14k of steeper trails and is
only a few minutes from the city center.
Being on snow in August has been an excellent alternative
to rollerskiing. More than anything else, I have noticed
that being back on snow has renewed my enthusiasm
for training as I head into the upcoming winter season
and prepare for the Sochi Paralympics, which follow the
Olympics by two weeks.
One of the selling points for traveling to Ushuaia compared
to New Zealand is the time zone is one hour ahead of
the East Coast, so jet lag is not really an issue. I landed
on a Saturday evening in Ushuaia and felt completely
ready to train the next day after a relatively easy twoday travel time from Denver. Ushuaia is an additional
three-hour flight from Buenos Aires. The snow at Tierra
Mayor is plentiful and the area is very exposed to high
winds, but they do have a Piston Bully groomer that has
been functioning all but one day during my four weeks
here. From every local I have spoken with, the snow is
extremely reliable in the month of August, but July or
September would be a gamble.
The highlight of my trip has been the Marcha Blanca 21k
classic race as well as the 42k Ushuaia Loppet—the two
races are on consecutive weekends. The Marcha Blanca
is the major Argentine cross-country race where skiers
from the town, and the world, show up to compete. A
wax tech for the German Ski Team won this year’s race.
The Ushuaia Loppet is under review for inclusion in the
World Loppet series. Without a doubt, it felt great to put
on a bib and get back in the racing mindset!

Photo: Schultz
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BNS SKI SERVICE SYSTEM

BNS SKI SERVICE SYSTEM
FOCUS!

Over the years, BNS staff have hosted hundreds of clinics for skiers across the world. One
thing we discovered is that there are a lot of people who are confused, frustrated and even
misguided in their attempts to master ski service. The BNS Ski Service System evolved as
a way to make the technical side of our sport manageable and fun. We do this by breaking
ski service into a framework of manageable chunks, explaining each of these steps, why
they are important and how to manage them efficiently and confidently.

SIMPLICITY
Avoid complication when possible and you’ll keep ski service manageable and fun.
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We completed a new wax recommendation application as well as a comprehensive
how-to section on our web site. Visit bouldernordic.com to sign up for automatic wax
recommendation updates as well as to get detailed guides on ski selection, stone grinding,
waxing and more.

SKI QUALITY & FLEX

QUALITY
Whether it is skis, grinds, wax or tools, high-quality materials are always our
emphasis. We understand that you invest a great deal into your skiing—we are
committed to providing you with the very best products and services to help you
make your investment pay off.

PERFORMANCE FACTORS
There are many different elements that must come together to produce
fast skis on race day. Understanding each of these and how important
they are relative to the other factors is the first step to nailing ski
service.
•
Ski Quality & Flex
•
Fleet Setup & Management
•
Waxing
•
Hand-Structure & Topcoats: Optimization

OPTIMIZE

WAX

EFFICIENCY
You will never have enough time or budget to do everything, so invest your
resources in what will yield the greatest returns, and don’t waste time and
energy on things that won’t make a significant difference.

SETUP

MANAGEMENT
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BNS has been a great company to work with. They do a
tremendous job of confidently supplying all teams, big
and small, with useful unbiased information and practical
advice. We all have limited budgets and time but we all
want our racers to have competitive skis; BNS helps do that
and seems to get better every year.

Fleet setup is the process in which we examine each pair of skis to determine what
conditions it will be best in, and then select stone grind structures to target the appropriate
range of snow conditions. The end result is that whether you have one pair of skis or 10,
you know that every ski is high quality and that it is set up to cover a specific range of
conditions. You will be able to have a better understanding of which skis are best suited
to which conditions and you can quickly pick the right skis on race day with confidence.
For more on fleet management and grinding, see pages 16-17 and bouldernordic.com.

Ethan Townsend
Head Nordic Ski Coach
St. Lawrence University

WAXING
WAXING – CLOSING IN ON SUCCESS
Once you have chosen your race skis, the most important thing you
can do is make sure that you have wax that is right for the conditions.
Don’t be tempted to gamble on wax that you’re unfamiliar with or
that could be bad if conditions change. Be conservative here. As long
as you have chosen your skis well and your wax is competitive, you’ll
never be out of the race.

See pp. 19-26 and bouldernordic.com for a complete waxing guide.

SKI SELECTION – THE FOUNDATION FOR SUCCESS
Making fast skis on race day starts long before the race with picking the right pair for you.
There are two things that matter here: getting an awesome pair of skis with the right flex.

QUALITY

The absolute quality of the ski is the most significant factor in ski performance. A highquality ski performs well in a broad range of conditions and will often be the “go-to”
ski—even for an elite racer with a large quiver of skis. On the other hand, a low-quality
ski consistently performs poorly even with the perfect stone grind and wax application.
The main difficulty in finding a ski of high absolute quality is that great skis and underperformers come off the same production lines. This is why BNS travels to hand-select
skis every summer. We thoroughly examine each pair of skis for the right characteristics
to ensure you get the best product available.

HOW WE FIGURE IT OUT

We invest a lot of time and energy in figuring out skis. We start by putting as many skis
on snow as possible and then correlating their performance to flex characteristics we find
in the ski based on flex testing machinery and our hands. We work with athletes, test skis
on snow and race ourselves, which gives us a very broad experience from which we can
identify important features like speed, acceleration, stability and ease of kick. We then
connect these performance features to the flex characteristics we see in the ski.
We then work closely with the manufacturers to learn what they are trying to accomplish
in their development and production. We test out their theories and put the skis to the
test on snow so we can get better at selecting the best skis and matching the flex pattern
to the ski’s purpose. We then use this knowledge to pick the best quality skis for specific
people and also for our general inventory.

OPTIMIZATION
STRUCTURE & TOPCOATS – REACHING FOR AN ADVANTAGE

SPECIFIC FLEX CHARACTERISTICS

When race day rolls around, hopefully you will have chosen a high-quality pair of skis with appropriate flex
characteristics and grind. Combined with a conservative but competitive wax preparation, you should already
have a good pair of skis for the day. Optimization is when you can make that good pair of skis truly great.

Every ski, even those of the same model and length, is unique in its shape and flex profile.
These characteristics must be matched appropriately with the skier and the conditions in
which the ski is intended for use. Doing so contributes greatly to how the ski will perform.
With years of experience and the help of our in-house flex-testing machine, the BNS staff
is trained to select skis that will be right for you and for where you ski.

Optimizing layers are the adjustments you make to your skis very close to race time—rub-on and liquid
flouros, called “topcoats,” as well as hand-structure. Because these elements are applied to the skis just
minutes before the start, it is possible to choose products that can yield amazing results in a relatively narrow
range of conditions. Adding the right topcoat and hand structure to your well-prepared skis gives you a clear
edge over your competition.

“

For more discussion on skis, ski quality and flex see bouldernordic.com and page 12.

I want to thank you for picking out my quiver of
skis. They are fantastic. I skied on my old skis today
for a bit and was blown away with how much better
my new skis are. Good job.
Adam
Wyoming
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“

FLEET SETUP – A STEP TOWARD SUCCESS
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Waxing is one area where we see people worry excessively and waste
a lot of time and energy when they should be focusing on relaxing so
they can race well. Keep it simple, learn to wax efficiently and waxing
will not be a daunting part of race day.

SELECTION

“
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INTRO TO SKIS
THE RIGHT FIT

One of our greatest passions here at BNS is making sure
that we match up each of our customers with the right ski.
We place a huge emphasis on skis that fit your skiing ability,
body-type and goals while providing optimal performance
in whatever conditions you intend to use them. Regardless
of where you decide to purchase skis, it is crucial to either
educate yourself or find a resource that will help you select
the right pair.
PROJECT :
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For racing or in-track skis, this means going beyond
choosing a certain length that is either “soft,” “medium”
or “stiff.” A knowledgeable skier or salesperson should
understand that each pair of skis is unique and should be
treated as such. Too often, we see skiers who have had a
disappointing skiing experience that is directly attributed to
having purchased the wrong equipment for them. From our
experience, it is well worth it to purchase equipment from
a well-stocked and knowledgeable ski retailer.

RACE SKIS
Photo: Nordic Focus

SKATE SKIS

CLASSIC SKIS

FISCHER SPEEDMAX SKATE

hand-selected
Possibly the most talked-about new ski this season, the Fischer SpeedMax is the result of ski development for Fischer’s
top World Cup athletes over the past three years. Though it looks much the same as its Carbonlite brethren, on the inside,
this is a different ski. The Cold Base Bonding technology utilized in the construction of the SpeedMax is the secret to its
incredible performance. The nature of this construction allows the ski to be more supple, and because the base material
is not subjected to high heat during production, it is able to absorb and retain wax better than ever before. The bottom
line? This new technology produces a ski whose performance is undeniable. Available in Plus and C-Special: $750

FISCHER SPEEDMAX CLASSIC

hand-selected
The latest and greatest from Fischer is here. Using the Cold Base Bonding technology developed to produce World Cupstock skis for their top athletes, Fischer has created a classic ski with incredibly smooth and supple flex. Because of
this cold bonding process, the base is able to retain its molecular structure during production, allowing it to absorb and
retain wax like never before. The SpeedMax Classic is only offered in the 902 (S-Track) construction making it an ideal
ski for warmer hardwax as well as klister conditions. If you are looking for a colder hardwax ski (below ~ -10ºC/14ºF),
the Carbonlite Classic is still the way to go. $750

FISCHER CARBONLITE SKATE
hand-selected
The original “Hole Ski” has become incredibly popular and recognizable worldwide. The Carbonlite gets new graphics
but remains otherwise unchanged for this season and that’s just fine by us. Technically speaking, the Fischer design is
the most versatile and universal we’ve ever seen; a single great pair of skis can be outstanding in a very broad range of
track conditions. Available in Cold, Plus and S-Track models: $650. Last year’s graphics: $600 with limited availability

FISCHER CARBONLITE CLASSIC		
hand-selected
Like its skate sibling, the Carbonlite Classic gets new graphics but remains internally unchanged. Fischer classic skis are
legendary for their combination of speed and secure kick. The 812 construction that was introduced nearly a decade
ago set a standard that has been emulated by almost every other manufacturer. The magic of the 812 is that the pocket
is positioned forward under the foot and closes easily when pressure is applied through the ball of the foot. This means
that the ski is fast and free in a gliding position, but kicks easily when you roll onto the ball of the foot. Available in Cold,
Plus, S-Track and Zero: $650. Last year’s graphics: $600 with limited availability
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WHY BNS?

Skis are our focus at BNS, and we invest a huge amount
of time, energy and money in understanding the skis that
we carry. We recognize that the absolute quality of your
skis is the foundation of your experience on snow. Every
pair of high-end race skis that we have in inventory has
been hand-selected to meet our quality criteria. We travel
to factories in Europe every year to meet with the engineers
who design these skis and the World Cup technicians who
support them. We also work with athletes and test skis
extensively on our own to get a better understanding of
how they work in the real world. We combine all of this
knowledge and experience to bring together an inventory
of skis that is unsurpassed in quality. We’re proud to say
that we have the highest quality inventory of skis available
anywhere.
While high-end race skis are obviously our specialty, we
are passionate about getting all of our customers set up on
the right equipment. Whether you are looking for your first
pair of skate skis, looking for something to go touring in the
park or just want to shuffle around the Nordic center, our
staff will be more than happy to get you set up with gear
that will keep you smiling for years to come.
We could write a book about skis but fortunately for you,
space limits us to tiny summaries of each model. We invite
you to take advantage of our experience and knowledge.
Drop by one of the shops, call or go to bouldernordic.com
for detailed product information and expert guidance to
help you find the perfect ski.

FOR DETAILS ON
SKI SELECTION
AND WHY IT IS
SO IMPORTANT,
SEE PAGE 10

PROJECT :
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ROSSIGNOL X-IUM SKATE
hand-selected
The Rossi X-ium WCS has been constantly evolving from its radical changes in 2008, and many of the top skiers and
service techs argue that it has become one of the best skating skis available. New last season, the X-ium features
Rossignol’s 3D Profile construction and a Nomex Honeycomb core with a lower and longer camber providing additional
stability and handling, while still maintaining the lively feel of previous generations.

ROSSIGNOL X-IUM CLASSIC
hand-selected
The Rossignol X-ium features 3D Profile construction with a Nomex Honeycomb core and Control Edge ABS sidewall
inserts that give more strength at the front of the pocket, maintaining the traditional Rossi feel, but increasing the speed
and giving the ski a smooth, solid kick. Overall, the Rossi classic ski feels very quick to accelerate with its lightweight
javelin tip and tends to have easily accessible kick.

New this year, Rossi changes the S1/S2/S3 designations: S1 for colder, harder conditions; the S2 has a more universal
flex profile and the S3 is designed with a warmer profile and higher camber for softer/wetter conditions. For the 20132014 season, the S3 will also come with a harder white base allowing for improved performance in dirty and/or wet
snow. We generally stock mostly the S2, but we can select S1 and S3 for customers who pre-order in the spring and
sometimes grab a few pairs for inventory. $660

There are three types of X-ium classic: C1 for falling powder conditions, C2 for general hard wax use and C3 for klister.
For the 2013-2014 season, the C3 will also have a white base option designed to improve performance in wet/dirty
snow. We generally only stock the C2, but we select C3 and C1 for customers who pre-order in the spring and sometimes
grab a few pairs for inventory. $660

MADSHUS REDLINE CARBON SKATE
hand-selected
RED stands for “Race Engineered Development” and this new ski stays true to its name. CAD-designed and digitally
prototyped before being tested and proven with Madshus’ top athletes, designers and engineers were able to create new
ski geometry that, in combination with a new fiberglass and carbon materials, is 50g lighter yet stiffer than before. The
Redline 008 offers a distinct splay, short pressure areas and the same PR 100X core that has helped the Nanosonic
become so successful. The Redline also offers newly-developed transparent base with improved performance in wet and/
or dirty snow, but a more universal black base is also available through BNS. $750

MADSHUS REDLINE CARBON CLASSIC
hand-selected
We were lucky enough to get a prototype of Madshus’ radically new Redline classic ski last summer and it really blew
us away on snow. Madshus took their successful Nanosonic and used computer design and virtual prototypes to create
a new geometry that reduced weight and increased stiffness while also making the ski faster and kick more accessible.
Available in both Cold (002) and Plus (003) variations, these skis have an entirely new ski geometry featuring an
incredibly soft tip and tail, optimized pressure points, and a great balance between reliable grip, glide and tracking. This
creates a ski that has very accessible kick and a smooth, silky-feeling glide with quick acceleration. Not to be overlooked,
the Redlines utilize a new fiberglass material making the ski 100g lighter than the Nanosonic. This is an incredible ski
that is a fantastic choice for any classic skier, experts and beginners alike. $750

MADSHUS NANOSONIC CARBON SKATE
hand-selected
Back for a second year, the Madshus Nanosonic skate comes in two models: the “119” model, named the “R-Soft,”
is meant for use in regular or soft conditions. The “118” model, known as the “HP,” is designed with extra carbon
reinforcement to provide great performance in hard snow conditions. Both the R-Soft and HP models feature a PR 100X
foam core (also used in helicopter blades), enabling precise 3D shaping that allows the ski to be light and strong at the
same time. The 3D milling process also allows Madshus to remove most of the center mass of the tip and tail while
maintaining stiffness around the perimeter. Available in R-Soft and HP: $650

MADSHUS NANOSONIC CARBON CLASSIC
hand-selected
Madshus makes some of the most accessible elite-level classic skis available, with the longest wax pocket we know of
from any brand. The Nanosonic Classic Cold model is a great hardwax ski that performs very well in conditions below
freezing. The Plus model continues with the “VR” camber that is one of the best klister skis we’ve ever seen, with a very
high wax pocket that closes down flat when loaded on the right spot. These are some of our favorites; demo a pair—
skiing is believing. Available in Cold and Plus: $660

SALOMON S-LAB SKATE
hand-selected
After an absence from the BNS ski wall for the past few seasons, Salomon is back. With new presses at the factory in
Altenmarkt and other improved production techniques, Salomon’s product consistency has improved significantly and
we are excited to be offering their ski line-up once again. The S-Lab Skate utilizes a Nomex Honeycomb core, carbon
laminate from tip to tail and a Zeolit base to create a ski that is easily competitive with any other elite-level race ski. The
Warm and Cold variations are great stable skis that anyone can use. The Soft Ground (SG) excels in softer conditions and
under lighter athletes but tends to be less stable; we recommend it for skiers with advanced technique. $650

SALOMON S-LAB CLASSIC
hand-selected
Salomon is back at BNS with a much-improved product consistency that has allowed us to confidently bring their lineup
into our ski offering. The S-Lab classic utilizes a Nomex Honeycomb core and is designed with an optimized camber
shape and flex distribution. The Classic Cold has been fine-tuned to create an easier kick and the Classic Warm is an
all-new construction with more tip splay, softer rear pocket and an easier camber to kick. $650
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SPORT SKIS

POLES
SWIX TRIAC 2.0 Swix set the bar very high when it introduced the Triac 1.0 in 2011 and now they’ve raised the bar
yet again with this latest evolution in the Triac line. 5% lighter and 18% stiffer than its predecessor, the Triac 2.0 won
every stage of the 2013 Tour de Ski and shone brightly at the 2013 World Championships. Continuing with the features
available on the previous generation, the 2.0 retains the interchangeable Triac Basket System (TBS), allowing any of the
five basket types to be quickly and easily switched out. Now available to the public for the 2013-2014 season, this is
the pole for those who demand only the best. $499
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SKIGO RACING 2.0 All new from SkiGo this season is their 100% high modulus carbon racing pole, and we’re very
excited about it. After several years of development, SkiGo has produced an incredibly stiff and light pole shaft that pairs
very well with their proven strap and grip combination. This was one of the best new poles that we were able to test
last season and it is a great option for those seeking the performance of an elite-level pole. Priced very competitively, we
think that this new product is going to give the more established pole brands a run for their money. Stop by one of our
stores and try one for yourself! $325

MADSHUS NANOCARBON RACE 100 UHM Madshus World Cup athletes requested a lightweight pole with maximum
power transfer and the Carbon Race 100 UHM pole delivered—for the athletes and for us. This pole, constructed of
100% Ultra High Modulus Carbon, is one of the stiffest, lightest poles on the market. It comes with a low-profile basket
designed to shed snow with every pole plant. The full cork handle makes for a very low swing-weight and the 3D custom
moldable Contour Champion Strap provides incredible comfort and performance. $280

SWIX TRIAC 1.0 The Swix Triac 1.0 is one of the top elite-level poles on the market and continues to offer incredible
performance, though its newer brother outshines it a bit (albeit with a difference in price). The 1.0 features an extremely
stiff triangular shaft, and the amazingly comfortable and adjustable Triac strap developed specifically for this application.
The Triac Basket System (TBS) allows any of the five available baskets types (including rollerskiing ferrules) to be
changed quickly and without tools. $350

SWIX STAR CT1 The winningest pole of all time. While retaining an incredibly light and stiff high modulus carbon fiber
shaft and natural cork grip, Swix has updated this tried-and-true champion with the Triac Basket System (TBS) and
the redesigned Pro Fit 2 strap. The TBS system allows baskets to be interchanged without the use of tools within just
seconds. TBS baskets are available in five different variations from powder baskets to rollerskiing ferrules. The new Pro
Fit 2 strap is the next evolution of Swix’s highly successful Pro Fit Strap line. Developed with World Cup skiers, the new
straps feature neoprene padding with a nylon outer layer ensuring comfort without sacrificing performance. The CT1
remains a best seller and the choice for many racers and performance-driven skiers. $330

SWIX TEAM CT2 Like the CT1, Swix has given the CT2 the easily interchangeable Triac Basket System (TBS) and the
new Pro Fit 2 strap. The CT2 is a 100% carbon fiber pole with an amazing compromise of weight, stiffness, price and
strength. The Team is slightly heavier and less stiff than the Star, but makes up for in strength—having a less brittle shaft.
The CT2 is a great choice for junior skiers, smaller athletes and recreational skiers alike. $235

MADSHUS NANOCARBON RACE 100 HS The Madshus 100HS’s 100% High Strength carbon shaft provides strength
and stiffness at a low swing-weight for racers. The Contour Race Strap and full-cork race handle enhance comfort and
control. This pole is a great option for enthusiasts and competitive skiers looking for extra durability in a lightweight,
inexpensive racing pole. We have been impressed with this pole’s quality for such a great price. $199

SWIX CARBON CT3 The CT3 is an 80% Carbon-20% Fiberglass pole that is reinforced at the bottom to withstand ski
edges and impact (great for mass starts). A great all-around pole, it shares the same new Pro Fit 2 strap that is used on
the CT1 & CT2. The grip is a more durable cork-filled thermoplastic, which is very comfortable and only slightly heavier.
Make no mistake; the CT3 is has noticeably more heft than the CT2, but still a reasonably good racing pole. Many juniors
choose this pole for its strength and price. $130

SWIX CROSS CT4 The CT4 is a 60% Carbon-40% Fiberglass pole that is designed for recreational and entry-level racing
use. A pole for the price conscious consumer looking for some performance, it shares the same new Pro Fit 2 strap found
on the CT1, CT2 & CT3 with a durable cork-filled thermoplastic grip. $90
SWIX COMP CT5 The CT5 is a 40% Carbon-60% Fiberglass pole with a polycarbonate handle and new Pro Fit 2 strap.
The CT5 is strong, but the basket, grip and shaft give this pole a noticeably high swing-weight. This is the heaviest and
least stiff pole in the Swix carbon pole line, but provides adequate performance for the recreational skier or entry-level
racer. BNS recommends that you upgrade to the CT3 or CT2 if you are skiing with poles 160cm or longer. $70

ATOMIC SKINTEC The Skintec is a unique waxless ski that uses a skin material held in interchangeable inserts underfoot.
Designed as a race ski, the Skintec delivers great kick and glide without having to worry about kickzone preparation.
A favorite among coaches and athletes as low-maintenance training skis; these could come in very handy when the
kickwaxing becomes tough on race day. $565

THE LOWDOWN
ON POLES

PROJECT :

It is important to understand how essential
poles are to your skiing experience: They
are one of only two ways for you to propel
yourself across the snow. It is important
that your poles are adequately stiff and
have a low swing-weight. Poles that are not
stiff enough will absorb a significant portion
of the energy that you are trying to get to
the snow—the longer the pole, the stiffer
and lighter it needs to be. Heavy poles have
a high swing-weight that requires more
energy to move the pole through the air and
can throw off your timing, especially when
skating. Cross-country skiing is all about
efficiencies and having stiff, light poles can
make a huge difference. Not all poles are
created equal and it is key to find a pole
that meets your needs as a skier.
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SALOMON EQUIPE RC CLASSIC The all-new RC Classic is a remarkable new product from Salomon that utilizes a new
D-Carbon core that gives it on-snow behavior like a World Cup ski. Designed to have an accessible kick, this is a great
ski for loppet racers who face challenging conditions or anyone else looking for an easy-to-use high-performance classic
ski. $500

FISCHER RCR SKATING VASA The Fischer RCR offers a great balance between performance and cost. Designed with
materials that help keep this ski affordable, the RCR is still built like a race ski and skis like one, too. There is a very good
reason that this is our most popular ski among entry-level racers and enthusiasts. The RCR is designed to work well in a
broad range of conditions and utilizes a very fast universal base material. $390

FISCHER RCR CLASSIC & CROWN VASA Like the RCR Skating Vasa, the RCR Classic and RCR Crown offer excellent
performance while keeping the budget in check. Built with the same 812 construction found on the Carbonlite, the RCR’s
biggest difference from its cousins is a small yet noticeable increase in weight. The RCR is an easy-to-kick racing ski for
recreational skiers, racers and even beginners looking for performance. Available in Crown (waxless) and waxable. $390

PICKING THE POLE THAT IS RIGHT
FOR YOU
When approaching a new pole purchase,
it is best to keep in mind what your poling
priorities are. First, it is best to establish
what category of pole shaft you are
looking to find. The 100% “high modulus”
carbon poles will be the choice for serious
racers, the 100%-80% carbon (non-high
modulus) poles can work well for priceconscious recreational and high school
racers. Composite (carbon and fiberglass
poles) are a good option for recreational
skiers and those looking for a pole that
is more forgiving in a crash and for those
looking to keep their setup affordable. Keep
in mind that as poles get longer, the weight
and softness of lower-end poles becomes
more pronounced. If you are a tall person
(using 160cm or longer) it is recommended
to find a pole with a carbon content of
80% or more. There are more nuances to
these categories, so don’t be afraid to ask a
salesperson if you have questions.

SALOMON EQUIPE 9 SKATE Totally redesigned for this year, the Equipe 9 is reinforced with a carbon power plate for a
more lively performance. The Equipe 9 is a great option for those looking for the performance of a race ski but wanting
to stay on a budget. $400

SALOMON EQUIPE 8 SKATE New for 2013-2014, the Equipe 8 is a fast, predictable ski that is excellent for entry-level
and high school racers as well as budget-minded fitness enthusiasts. One of the most popular skis in this segment, we
have been out on these last season and were impressed. BNS is excited to introduce the Equipe 8 to our lineup for this
season. $250

SALOMON EQUIPE 8 CLASSIC The new Equipe 8 Classic is one of the best offerings from any brand at this price point
and it’s no wonder that it is one of the most popular skis in its category. Offering a race-like glide with easy kick and
good stability, this is an excellent choice for recreational skiers seeking performance as well as high school racers and
the occasional masters competitor. $250

FISCHER SUPERLIGHT CROWN The Superlight Crown is a great ski for those seeking reasonable performance for both
in-track skiing and light touring. These skis have also been used as backcountry racing skis for a number of years. The
lightweight race construction with a bit of extra width for stability makes the Superlight a great all-around utility ski.
$289

Once you have established your pole
category, the discernible differences among
your options will be strap and grip design,
stiffness, swing weight and price. Keep in
mind that though similar poles look the
same on paper, each will have its own
unique characteristics. Try each pole on,
swing it back and forth and find a solid
place to push down on the pole to test its
stiffness. Pay close attention to how the
strap and grip feel on your hand. Don’t
forget that this is an important purchase
and if you have questions, don’t be afraid
to ask!

FISCHER SPIDER 62 A big seller over the past few seasons, the metal edge and Nordic Rocker make this an excellent ski
for cruising through the backcountry while the AirTec core keeps it light. Fischer’s innovative Offtrack Crown gives the ski
great climbing ability while providing exceptional glide for a ski in this category. This is a perfect all-around ski for those
who like to seek adventure away from the touring center but also enjoy a bit of time in the track. $300

MADSHUS VOSS MGV+ The Voss is a great touring ski that’s just narrow enough to fit into the tracks, making this a very
versatile choice for the recreational skier. The Multigrip Vario + (MGV+) waxless pattern provides good grip for climbing
without adding too much extra drag while gliding. A responsive Tor¬sion Cap and Multicore construction gives the Voss
a light, soft flexing tip and tail, while the 3/4-length steel edge provides sure grip without adding too much weight. Also
available in a waxable variant by special order. $210

Finally, before you leave the shop, try the
straps on to make sure that they are the
right size. It can be very disappointing to
try your new poles for the first time only to
discover that the strap is too large or too
small. Usually, it is possible to exchange
for different sizes at the time of purchase.

MADSHUS GLITTERTIND MGV+ A pure backcountry touring ski (too wide to fit in tracks), the Glittertind offers many
of the same features of the Voss including the Multigrip Vario + (MGV+) waxless pattern and Multicore construction.
Providing a wider platform than the Voss, the Glittertind is a great ski for those looking for a more traditional touring
option that will keep them floating above the powder snow. Also available in a waxable variant by special order. $230

A LWAY S M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N
AT B O U L D E R N O R D I C . C O M
Photo: Schultz, US Nationals, Soldier Hollow, Utah
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STONE GRINDING

HOW TO GET IT DONE

BNS GRIND SYSTEM

The BNS grind naming system simplifies grind selection. The system is easy: Each name starts with “S” or “C”
to designate skate/classic. Two numbers follow, separated by a decimal point. The first digit corresponds to
moisture and temperature range on a scale of 0 (cold/dry) to 5 (warm/wet). The second digit corresponds to
snow type ranging from 0 (new/sharp) to 5 (transformed/rounded). These names bring clarity to each grind’s
characteristics and also allow you to easily compare grinds relative to each other just by looking at their names.
PROJECT :
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STONE GRINDER UPDATES

YOU HAVE THREE OPTIONS
TO GET YOUR SKIS TO US FOR GRINDING:
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1. Drop them off at BNS stores in Boulder, CO or Portland, ME.
2. Drop them off Thanksgiving week in West Yellowstone at the
Indoor Expo or the BNS Mobile Store.

SIMPLE GRIND MENU UPDATE

With more performance data on the S2.2 grind, it has made our core skate grind menu. We also moved our
core grinds toward the finer end of the scale, providing broader-range solutions that can be modified by hand
structure. Everyone from ski manufacturers to national teams seems to be migrating toward this approach, so
we are confident that these new core grinds are the best choices.

3. Ship them to us in Boulder, CO.
Please DO NOT ship skis to the Portland store!

We have two other grinds that almost made our skate core: for extreme cold we recommend the new S0.3. For
wet conditions, S4.2 is an excellent choice. For racers in the Rockies, S0.3, S1.3 and S2.2 would be a great
setup for three pairs of skis, while east- and west-coast skiers might go warmer with S1.3, S2.2 and S3.2/S4.2.

Download a stone grinding work order form from the “Wax &
Race Service” page at bouldernordic.com. There you will find
our grind menu, info and tips, as well as shipping addresses
and instructions. Fill out the form, prepare your skis and ship
them to the Boulder shop.

SHIPPING SKIS

In December 2012 we installed three major upgrades to our Tazzari RP-13 stone grinder. Lars Svensson from
Tazzari came over from Sweden and spent four days with us dialing in the machine and telling fantastic tales
about his many Olympic and World Championship grinding successes. We installed a new ski feed system that
improves accuracy and efficiency when feeding skis, as well as a new diamond drive, which has made a nightand-day difference in the quality and precision of the cuts we get on the grinding stone. The result is better
consistency and efficiency all-around, with sharper, cleaner grinds and some new capabilities, especially for
extremely fine grinds.

CALL US IF YOU NEED HELP

We can guide you to the right grind choice and answer other
questions you might have. Find more information on our grinds
and grind process at bouldernordic.com.

GRINDING MENUS
KEEP IT SIMPLE, STUPID, or the KISS principle, should
apply to stone grind choice. We recommend our core
grinds on the menus to the right as the starting point for
everyone. These broad-range structures provide a solid
foundation to handle every condition, whether you have
one pair of skis or 20.

p
one

C2.2

(Li2)

C1.2

(XTi2)






EXPANDED RACING MENU

The reality is that snow conditions vary wildly and we sometimes need structures to complement our broad-range
core grinds. The core grinds are highlighted in the middle of these expanded menus, but you’ll also find the rest of
the structures that have proven themselves worthy of being in our primary repertoire. Find out more details about our
grinds at bouldernordic.com.
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C0.4
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The quality of a stone grind directly corresponds to
performance. Producing high-quality grinds that yield
thve fastest skis requires advanced machinery and highly
skilled operators. The people running the process must
have a keen eye for grind quality as they manage the
many variables that influence production on the machine.
Experience, patience and ability are all required to make
high-quality grinds consistently.
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Stone grinding flattens the ski base, removes burnt and
damaged base material and creates an important structure
pattern. Bottom line, grinding makes your skis faster
and easier to wax when done well. Factors you need to
consider when stone grinding your skis are grind quality
and how to choose structure patterns to optimize your
skis’ performance.

(SLC03)

(Li4)

(Li3)

S3.2

Our Tazzari RP-13 machine was the first Tazzari machine
developed with advanced CNC capabilities. Lars used it
in Sweden before shipping it over for the 2002 Olympics
where he spent a month grinding athletes’ skis during The
Games. Our machine then spent time in Vermont until
Zach Caldwell sold it to us in 2006. Since then they developed the RP-23 machine which upgraded the ski feed
system, the computer and the diamond drive, but the basic chassis is still the same as the RP-13. This gave us the
opportunity to swap out the old gear and replace it with
the latest and greatest upgrades.
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3
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We spent a whole day getting comfortable on the machine
while grilling Lars about everything we could think of –
from the most efficient way to flatten skis to procedures for
working on skis for someone who might win a world championship the next day. He coached us on our ski feeding
technique, looking at structures under the scope, and a
million other tidbits all while we cut a bunch of structures
and disussed grind development and what the future of
stone grinding and waxing might look like.
Maybe not riveting stuff for everyone, but our grinding
crew here was very excited to end up with practically a
brand new machine with the bonus of getting to hang out
with a stone-grinding rock star for four days. Lars actually
laughed out loud when he saw my reaction to looking at

His visit began with a tour around our shop and Lars set
to work tearing apart our machine in preparation for upgrades while I spent all day calling around begging and
bribing the transport and customs people who had not yet
delivered all the parts from Italy.
Tazzari machines and our
special stones leave skis remarkably clean relative to
other brands of machines. We
chose Tazzari because they are specifically made for
cross-country skis, they have the most advanced functions available and Tazzari grinds are race-ready from
the start with less prep work.

ticed dramatic improvements in the consistency of cuts on
the stone compared to the old system where sometimes
we would have to cut the stone 2-5 times before it produced exactly what we wanted.

Once everything was in and connected, we spent several
hours tuning up and aligning the machine to perfection.
Lars showed us all of the new features and we practiced
feeding test skis through the machine. Everyone adapted
quickly to the new feed system and we marveled at the improved accuracy and efficiency. The upgraded feed mechanism moves the ski over the grind stone with more control
while lowering the grip pressure required to handle the ski.
Both of these result in more precision, repeatability and
efficiency as we pass skis through the machine.
The second big upgrade was the diamond drive system.
The diamond drive holds the diamond cutting tool as it
passes across the stone to cut the structure into the ski
base. The new diamond drive has a pre-tensioning system that stabilizes the diamond as it cuts the stone. This
mechanism is under tremendous pressure as it cuts into
the stone and moves across it, and this pre-tensioning system locks the diamond down more than the previous system. The result is much higher precision and repeatability
in the cuts that we get on the stone. We immediately no-

one of the first test grinds we produced on the upgraded
machine. He said that my expression made it very clear
that I was happy with the results. David was so excited
about running the first grind batch after the upgrades that
he came in to spend half of his day off grinding skis.
That week reminded me why I started BNS and why I love
working with skis and wax. It is truly amazing what we can
do to make skis fast, and this upgraded stone grinding machine has sent us all into a tizzy with the possibilities. We
gained new capabilities and a huge amount of efficiency in
our stone grinding process, and it has inspired us to raise
our game with new grind development.

MORE ABOUT STONE GRINDING
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In December, Lars Svensson visited BNS to upgrade our
stone grinder and spend a few extra days on the grinder
with us. Lars has worked with Tazzari, the Italian stone
grinding equipment manufacturer, for over 20 years and
is one of the legends of the stone grinding business.
Aside from being on the forefront of development on the
mechanics of the machines with Tazzari, Lars’s grinding
expertise has been sought out by many national teams
and top athletes for decades. Over 150 Olympic and
World Championship medals have been won on skis he
ground. Having that kind of experience around was a
fantastic way to elevate our game as well as toss some
new ideas about structures around with someone who
has incredible experience.
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BY: NATHAN SCHULTZ
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This new stone is made of a finer grit than our standard
stone, giving structures that are much cleaner and more
precise. A few of our colder grinds run faster on snow
when made with the green stone, so we’ve switched
production over to the new stone for these structures.

C4.2
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GREEN STONE
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S0.3 This a dedicated extreme-cold grind that has been
beating S0.1 frequently in tests in all types of cold, lowhumidity snow. It seems to really take off in snow that
is a few days old and has gone through some grooming
cycles, but it has performed well in fresh, falling snow
as well as older snow. We don’t have a ton of test
data on S0.3 yet, but we are confident enough in its
performance to put it on the menu as a viable alternative
to the S0.1, which has been a fantastic grind. Its upper
temperature limit is probably around -10C/14F and it
requires low humidity, dry snow.
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NEW GRINDS

For 2013-2014 we added S0.3, a new extreme cold
grind that has been running well for the tail end of 2012
and early 2013. We also began using a new “green”
stone for some of our grinds.
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S2.2 (S1-0x)

S1.3 (CVO)   
S3.2

Our Simple Grind Menu is based on how many pairs of
skis you have in your fleet. Ninety-five percent of racers
have one, two or three pairs of skis, and we recommend
different mixes of our core grinds based on how many
skis you have to work with. To find the right mix of
grinds for your fleet, choose skate/classic and then pick
the grinds that are highlighted for the number of pairs
of skis you have.
Every region has unique snow conditions. Skiers in
the dry Mountain West will want to adjust toward the
colder end of the menu, while skiers in the Northwest
and California should consider moving to the warmer
end of the spectrum. We are always happy to consult
with individuals and teams to make recommendations
that keep your life simple but ensure you get the best
we have to offer.

air

Skate

STONE GRINDING

Lars spent two days installing the latest diamond drive
and ski feed system onto our machine and giving it an
overall tune-up. We had a great time listening to stories
of late-night ski deliveries at championships and how he
ground one outstanding pair of skis 46 times over 9 seasons, all while up to our elbows overhauling the machine.
After two days of drilling, banging and prying, we had the
old parts ripped out and everything ready to accept the
upgrades. It went together surprisingly well, with only one
or two scares when we thought we did not get the right
parts from Italy.

5

BNS uses cross-country-specific machines that leave bases
clean and hair-free, reducing post-grind base prep and
giving you fast skis almost immediately. These machines
are numerically controlled, which means that the diamond
cutting system and grinding wheel are digitally controlled
and can give us highly precise, repeatable grinds. Our
machine avoids the burning, smearing and overlyaggressive structure we see in a lot of skis that are brought
to us from other grinders.

BRINGING WORLD CUP SERVICE TO EVERYONE

CHOOSING THE RIGHT STRUCTURE

Snow varies widely in moisture content and snow crystal
type, and ski performance corresponds directly to how
well a stone grind pattern manages these factors. Some
stone grinds have very broad ranges and handle a wide
variety of conditions well, while others are superb in a very
limited set of conditions and not very good in most others.
The grinds you choose to put on your skis should depend
on how many pairs of skis you have in your “fleet” and the
conditions you expect to encounter most often.
Since ski quality itself is a dominant factor in performance,
for most people, the best setup is 1–3 pairs of high-quality
skis with broad-range grinds that put the best skis in the
race more often. However, many high-level competitors
have 4–6+ pairs of skis to be able to handle all snow
conditions.

FLEET MANAGEMENT

Choosing which grind to put on your skis should not be
difficult. The first step is to identify the characteristics of
the ski itself – stiffness, camber shape and flex pattern.
Often these characteristics determine the conditions
in which the ski will be best. See our section on fleet
management for more information.

RACE DAY DECISIONS

When it comes to choosing the right ski for training or
racing, you may have to choose not only between skis, but
also grinds. Keep in mind:
•The fastest grind is the one that performs the best over
the ENTIRE course. Course conditions often vary widely,
so it is important to find the grind that works in everything
you will encounter. For example, a grind might excel in the
glazed stadium area where many people have skied, but
90% of the course may be on newer, dryer snow out in the
woods. A better choice would be a grind that handles the
glaze, but is also fast in the newer, dryer snow.
•Test skis/grinds against each other leading up to races
if possible. Zero out two pairs by preparing (waxing)
them the same way and testing them against each other
to determine which grind is working best. Glide testing
as well as field testing (skiing with one ski each from
two different pairs) are great ways to determine what is
working best.
•On race day, use your knowledge of each grind’s
strengths and weaknesses when making your choice. For
example, if two grinds are testing the same, but conditions
are warming, choose the warmer grind, or if snowfall is
threatening, pick a new snow grind.
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HOW-TO: INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION TO WAXING

Clean the ski
with glide zone
cleaner or by
hot scraping.

Choosing the right race wax can be challenging, but it doesn’t have to be difficult. Remember that your goal is to have fast skis:
It is important to keep it simple and focus on the essential parts. Understanding how each step in the waxing process affects ski
speed will make you more effective and efficient. There is very little science to back up our understanding of ski waxing. Instead,
wax technicians rely heavily on empirical information. They test and use what works simply because it works—even if test results
confound the most experienced of wax techs. That being said, experience is a priceless resource when it comes to waxing. BNS
staff members have waxed skis at every level of competition, from small citizens’ races to the World Cup and the Olympics. In the
following sections, we share this knowledge with you in the hopes that our experience can help you have great skis, every time.
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APPLICATION TECHNIQUES
THE GREATEST EFFECT WITH THE LEAST DAMAGE
While incidental scratches and dings incurred during normal
use don’t slow your skis down much at all, the damage inflicted
during incorrect waxing and preparation often causes skis to
slow considerably. The most common types of ski damage that
we see are burned bases or overheated ski cores. By exercising
proper technique when waxing, you can easily avoid damage
and continue to maximize the potential of your equipment.
Also, knowing your tools and how to use them will give you the
confidence you need to apply waxes safely and with precision.
See our website bouldernordic.com for more information and
videos on waxing techniques.
BASE BASICS
Most ski bases are made of P-Tex, an industrial thermoplastic
that provides an ideal surface for sliding on snow—very
low friction and high abrasion resistance. P-Tex is made by
pressing together small particles of polyethylene and various
additives under high pressure and heat through a process
called sintering. This creates a material that will absorb wax
when applied with adequate heat. Most bases require an iron
temperature of at least 110°C to absorb wax. Alternatively,
skis can be put into a “hot box” that will heat the skis to a
much lower temperature, 55°-65°C, and the wax is absorbed
slowly into the base over several hours. Physically, wax alters
the hardness of the base surface. This allows you to tune the
base for the kind of snow crystals you anticipate encountering.
Chemically, wax adjusts the water repellency and also
lubricates the ski base. Wax additives such as fluorine, graphite
and molybdenum provide additional characteristics such as
dirt repellency, dry lubrication and electrical conductivity.

NORDIC
RACING

NANO CFC CLEANER
Special Glide Zone Cleaner that dissolves fluoro and cleans dirt while
preserving the paraffin wax base.
Essential for anyone using fluorinated wax products to refresh and
thoroughly clean glide zones.
100ml $20
500ml $60

PARAFFINS
Paraffin waxes are the foundation of glide waxing and come in
many varieties that are used for different temperature ranges,
moisture levels and snow types. These waxes are applied by
melting the wax onto the ski and moving a hot iron along the
surface of the ski from tip to tail; this process allows the wax
to penetrate the base material. The safest and most effective
method is to use the iron temperature recommended by the
manufacturer and to move the iron in a relatively continuous
pass from tip to tail without moving it back and forth on the
ski. Two or three passes should be adequate for each wax
application. Once the wax has cooled, the wax that has not
been absorbed into the base is removed by scraping with a
plastic scraper followed by brushing. Scraping should remove
almost all of the excess wax. A sharp scraper is necessary
to do this efficiently, especially with colder, harder paraffin
waxes. Brushing picks up where scraping left off, removing
any remaining wax residue and cleaning out the structure
(grind pattern) in the base.

Apply paraffin by dripping
a molten bead of wax onto
the ski with the iron.
Iron the wax in two
to three continuous
passes from tip to
tail.

SCRAPING TIPS
1. Start with one push of the scraper from tip to tail to remove
the bulk of the wax.
2. Follow up with a few short, quick scrapes to remove pockets
of wax missed in the initial scraping.
3. When scraping the edges and sidewalls, use the short ends
of the scraper so you don’t dull the scraping (long) edge.
Hot boxing skis is a great way to prep a new or newlyground pair of skis as it efficiently saturates the base
material with wax. Hot boxing too often, however, can
physically alter the ski, affecting its performance and
is therefore not recommended. BNS suggests putting
skis in a hot box after stone grinding or when needed to
saturate the base, but not daily or weekly.

HOLMENKOL
ELECTRONIC WAXER
All the great features of the Digital Racing Wax Iron just without
the LED display. The temperature of this iron is controlled by
a microprocessor providing precision and consistency. $135

SKI*GO
GROOVE SCRAPER
A very nice groove scraper
with multiple angles and
sizes for cleaning any type
of groove. $5
HOLMENKOL
5MM SCRAPER
Professional thick plastic
scraper. Also available in
3mm version. $8

Remove excess wax
from grooves using
groove scraper

BASE BRUSH STEEL
MICRO FINISH
Ultrafine steel brush
for complete removal
of excess wax from
the base. A must-have
in racing to do quick,
effective brush work.
$55

When the wax has cooled
(room temperature), scrape
with a sharp plastic scraper.

X-IUM SKATING WC S2

Rossignol’s race line features the highest performance skis and boots for elite
World Cup racers to high school athletes to fitness-oriented, entry-level skiers.
The most advanced nordic race ski technologies and constructions combine to
deliver incredibly powerful, efficient and lightweight race skis for every level skier
and racing discipline.

Remove excess wax
with a soft metal
brush and polish the
base with a nylon
brush.

X-IUM WC SKATE
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HOW-TO: DECISION MAKING

DECISION MAKING

MENUS

SAFETY

RACE DAY PARAFFIN DECISIONS

In the following pages you will find menus containing
selections of our favorite waxes across all brands laid out
to show the range of conditions each wax excels in. Below,
we have defined the snow crystal type and moisture content
designations that you will find across the menus. We have
also designated an entire section of our website to teaching
you how to select, apply and test wax and structure.

With as much waxing as we do at BNS, we take safety
very seriously. Recently there has been discussion about
evidence suggesting prolonged exposure to wax fumes
and particulates can lead to respiratory problems and we
prefer to err on the side of caution and protect ourselves.
Below is a list of respirator systems you can use to
protect yourself. We have been using these systems for
years and notice that we definitely feel better when we
are not breathing in wax dust all day long. We offer three
options for your protection:
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The right paraffin wax serves as a vital foundation for
preparing a race ski. Having an appropriate paraffin is the
key to not only having competitive skis, but also for building
subsequent layers of powders and topcoats that can make
a truly significant difference. Keep your paraffin decision
simple and conservative. The best use of time spent testing
wax is on fluoro powders and topcoats, as they can make
the biggest difference. That being said, if you have time, it
never hurts to test two or three paraffins—just make sure
that you keep it simple. Generally, the best strategy for
choosing a paraffin is to know a line of waxes well enough
so you can pick a wax that will do the job and not slow you
down. If you are at a race where shops or wax companies
are providing race service, combine your knowledge with
their wax testing reports.
When choosing a paraffin, a good guide is to ask yourself
the following questions while considering the crystal shape,
moisture content and temperature characteristics of the
snowpack.
1. What is the appropriate hardness of the wax? In general,
colder snow necessitates harder wax while warmer snow,
softer paraffins.
2. What is the appropriate fluoro content of the wax? As
a rule of thumb, dryer snow requires fewer fluoros; wetter
snow needs more.
3. What additives and under layers are appropriate?
Adding a graphite under layer before applying your paraffin
can often be a good choice. We find that it usually improves
the speed of race paraffins, but more importantly, it will
almost always improve durability and dirt resistance. Our
testing has confirmed this over many seasons. Durability is
the biggest benefit provided by graphite and can give you
an advantage during the second half of the race, when fast
skis are the most important.

WAX RECOMMENDATIONS

Here at BNS, we provide two types of wax recommendations,
testing-based and forecast-based. During the racing season
we provide recommendations for all the major and minor
events in the country. Check our website weekly throughout
the winter to see what we recommend.

DIGITAL THERMOMETER/HYGROMETER
Quickly determine temperature and relative humidity with this tool to give you the data you need to
make the right wax choice.
$112

SNOW CRYSTAL TYPE:
NEW SHARP
CRYSTALS

OLD FINE
CRYSTALS

TRANSFORMED
GRANULAR
CRYSTALS

Snow crystals come in many shapes and forms. Time,
humidity, temperature and a number of other factors change
the crystal from the time snow falls from the sky to when it
melts. Each crystal shape has distinct characteristics that
change the way it interacts with the base of your ski. It
is important to understand these different characteristics
because they are likely the most important factors in
choosing the right wax and grind when selecting skis from
your quiver or when deciding on hand structure.
Snow starts out as well a defined crystal with sharp edges
when it falls from the sky. New snow is also able to absorb
and hold a relatively high amount of moisture. Over time
the crystals dull and become less capable of soaking up
moisture.

SNOW MOISTURE CONTENT:
FULLY
SATURATED
SLOP

WET
SNOW

THAWING
SNOW,
FREE
MOISTURE
EMERGING

MODERATE
MOISTURE,
STILL
CAPTURED
BY THE
CRYSTALS

Snow moisture content is often confused with relative
humidity. Relative humidity is the capacity of the air to hold
water vapor and it can be misleading for choosing waxes.
To help make decisions, it is best to develop a feel for the
snow—touch it with your hands, make a snowball, squeeze
it and observe the track surface to look for glazing. All of
this will give you a good indication of the moisture content
of the snow.
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Glid
Holmenkol
Matrix Red/GW25

Swix HF8

Ski*Go
HF Yellow

Holmenkol Speedbase Matrix Wet

SNOW / AIR THERMOMETER
Don’t be caught without this on race day. Range
-30ºC to +50ºC
$15

FLASHPEN SNOW THERMOMETER
Instantly measure snow temperature with infrared
beam. Just point and click! Battery included.
$112

DRY

Ski*Go
Holmenkol
HF Yel/Vio
Matrix Red
Holmenkol Speedbase Matrix Mid

Ski*Go
HF Blue
Holmenkol
Matrix Blue

Holmenkol
Matrix Red/Black
Ski*Go
Swix HF6 HF Violet

Holmenkol
Matrix Blue/Black
Holmenkol Speedbase Matrix Cold
Start
Ski*Go
HF80
Holmenkol
HF Green
Matrix Green

LF Graphite

3M RESPIRATOR HALF FACEPIECE—Better than
Basic Protection—A great starter mask for someone who
waxes occasionally. This reusable mask is better than
the basic masks found at local hardware stores. It has
a soft sealing surface and uniquely designed 3M Cool
Flow Exhalation Valve for enhanced comfort. Made from
a durable silicone and can be used with any of the 3M
Filters and Cartridges. Comes with two Cartridge Organic
Vapor/P100 Filters. Available in medium and large. $50
Replacement filters (2pk.) $25
3M SPERIAN OPTI-FIT RESPIRATOR—Mid-Level
Protection—Great for coaches or anyone spending
long hours in a wax room. This full-face respirator is
designed for superior fit, comfort and optics. It features a
distortion-free, fog-resistant lens with exceptional range
of view and an anti-scratch coating. The lightweight
construction reduces head and neck stress even during
long days of waxing. Comes with two Organic Vapor/
P100 Filter Cartridges. NIOSH approved. We wear these
in the shop and while waxing at events. Available in
medium or large. $175 Replacement filters (2pk.) $25
3M VERSAFLO COMPLETE SYSTEM KIT—Max
Protection—A professional investment in comfort, safety
and efficiency. This full kit provides forced air flow into a
full-face shield. The benefit is that the perspiration and
moisture do not build up, dramatically improving comfort
for long stretches wearing the mask. The Versaflo is
maximum protection in a lightweight, compact package.
Equipped with automatic flow control, low battery
alarm and low flow alarm; this kit has all the bells and
whistles to keep you 100% protected. Quick Release
Swivel breathing tubes allow fast and easy connection.
This provides excellent peripheral and downward
vision so as not to hinder your work on skis. The easily
removable parts allow simple cleaning, maintenance
and replacement. Available in small and large. Includes:
head cover, PAPR with easy clean belt, breathing tube,
charger, filter and storage bag. (Replacement filters
available.) $1280

ATOMIC.COM

READY
WHEN YOU ARE.
ATOMIC SKINTEC
The high performance waxless ski
for top-level XC training.

The new ATOMIC SKINTEC is a high performance waxless ski which ensures
the perfect kick and fast gliding in all snow conditions. This makes it ideal for
top-level XC training without the need for time-consuming waxing.

Skintec_8_5x5_1875.indd 1

DesigneD
For FreeDom
Glide faster. Everything we make is
designed to enable greater efficiency
and freedom of movement. The result
is lightweight, ergonomic head-to-toe
gear to enable your most liberated
skiing performances.
salomon.com/glidefaster

“Very little has been written or talked about in terms of
wax safety in recent years. It is definitely the proverbial
“elephant in the room” that is often not discussed when
we talk about the nuances and tricks of waxing. The
reality is that we should all be subscribing to the “safer
is better” strategy. This means not only well-ventilated
wax areas, not overheating wax or exposing it to open
flame, but also wearing face protection. Not just any face
protection, but proper protection.”
		Roger Knight, Wax Safety, 2012

IMPORTANT WARNING!

These respirators help protect against certain airborne
contaminants, but only when used correctly. Before use,
read and understand the instructions provided with the
mask. Be certain that the filters and mask are appropriate
for the environmental hazards you will encounter, as not
every filter will protect you from every danger.

universal underlayer for all race paraffins in all conditions
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HOW-TO: KICK WAX

HOW-TO: KICK WAX
KICK WAX & KLISTER
We have all had the day of classic skiing where the kick and glide were perfect. The problem is replicating those days
in all conditions. Though kick waxing theory could fill a book, the key is simplifying things. Once you have the basic
principles of kick waxing, you can build your knowledge and wax box in an educated manner. Kick wax grips the snow
surface by forming a weak chemical bond with it. The goal is to have kick wax that will release as the ski rebounds off
the snow at the end of the kick. Kick wax also needs to repel dirt and water as much as possible to avoid dragging. As
you can imagine, all of these factors make it very hard to formulate kick waxes correctly over a broad range of conditions.
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HOW

An ideal kick wax application matches the firmness,
moisture content and crystal shape of the snowpack. It
must be soft enough to engage the snow and provide grip,
but hard enough to release the crystals, repel dirt and
prevent icing. The layer of wax must also be thin enough
and smooth enough to avoid grabbing the snow when
gliding. This is accomplished by layering and sometimes
mixing kick waxes appropriate to the conditions in order
to achieve a suitable balance of grip and glide. The goal
is to get an appropriate thickness of wax distributed in the
kick zone of your ski. Hard wax is applied by crayoning
and then hand-corking smooth. Typically, hard waxes are
applied in a series of thin layers in order to best control
the thickness. This also keeps the application smooth.
Klisters tend to be applied in single layers by dabbing them
onto the ski straight out of the tube. The klister is heated
using an iron, heat gun or torch and then smoothed out
on the base using the iron or fingers. With all kick wax
applications, it is important to keep the wax as smooth
as possible. Bumps in your wax job can lead to dragging
and icing.

KNOW YOUR SKIS

The first step in having fast, fun classic skis is getting
to know all about your wax pocket (the area under and
ahead of your foot where kick wax is applied). Every
pair single of classic skis will have its own nuances and
unique characteristics. The first and most important thing
to know is how long your wax pocket is. Well-fit skis will
have a series of markings on them that should get you in
the ballpark. Skis that have been put on a flex tester will
give you an even better idea of where your wax pocket is.
One of the best ways to truly figure out where your wax
pocket begins is to apply kick wax further forward than
you normally would and go ski for a few hours. While your
skis may be slow at first, the wax will wear off as you ski
and the remaining wax will denote exactly where the front
of your kick zone begins. It is important to note that you
should never kick wax behind your heel—doing so will not
improve your kick and will noticeably slow your skis.

PREPARING CLASSIC SKIS

A kick wax application starts with a prepared ski. This
means that the ski is clean of all old kick wax and dirt, has
a well-marked kick zone and has a kick zone that has been
roughed up with fine sandpaper to help the wax adhere
to the ski. Kick zones can be cleaned with a scraper, wax
remover and fiberlene. It can be helpful to heat stubborn
waxes such as cold, hard klisters and warm, sticky hard
waxes with a torch before scraping. Scraping off old kick
wax and klister is best done with a scraper with a beveled
edge, such as the Ski*Go Kickwax Scraper. When cleaning
your kick zone, don’t forget to clean the sidewalls, as kick
wax and klister have a tendency to collect there. To sand
your kick zone, wrap a piece of fine sandpaper (100 grit)
around a cork or brush and sand back and forth with
medium strokes from one end of the zone to the other with
light pressure. The idea is to rough up the base of the ski
just enough to help the kick wax adhere to the base. Too
much sanding will result in too “hairy” of a kick zone; this
can interfere with the wax job. Sanding is a must before
kick waxing your classic skis for the first time, but may not
be needed before every wax job. With experience, you will
be able to identify whether the base of your kick zone is
ready to accept kick wax.
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BINDERS

LAYERING & MIXING

When possible, apply hard wax while outdoors. The colder
the ski and wax are, the easier it will be to apply wax
smoothly and to avoid creating bumps in the wax job.

GETTING WAX TO STICK TO A COLD BASE

When faced with waxing outside under cold conditions, it
can be challenging to get kick wax to stick to a cold base.
Avoid warming up hard wax to get it to stick to the base;
it generally results in gobs of wax on the base that are
very hard to smooth. Instead, heat the base of the ski by
aggressively corking, which will allow for the wax to go on
in thin, even layers. You will find that after the first layer,
it becomes quite easy to apply additional layers. To layer a
cold wax on top of a softer, warmer wax, first ensure that
the soft wax is sufficiently cooled on the base of the ski.
Next, warm the cover wax up with a heat gun or torch.
Apply the cover layer under light pressure and cork lightly
to make sure that layers stay separate and do not mix.

If your wax is bumpy, allow the ski to get as cold as possible
and then cork lightly.

SKI*GO KICKWAX SCRAPER
The simplest tool that no one had ever
thought of! A great tool for cleaning the kick
zones of classic skis. Small and effective,
this scraper has beveled ends for cleaning
kick wax or klister effectively. A must-have
for every classic skier or coach.
$7
HOLMENKOL
SYNTHETIC CORK
Great for smoothing
kick wax.
$5

Kick
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APPLYING KLISTER

APPLYING HARD WAX ‘SHELL’

1. Allow kick wax or klister to get as cold as possible.
2. Very gently, apply a thin layer of hard wax.
3. Cork using extremely light strokes, being sure not to mix
layers. Though this application may not look great, it can
still be fast.
4. Look down ski to check for smoothness of application.
WAX REMOVER/CLEANER
For removal of kick wax, oil, grease and
resin from the ski base. Use Holmenkol
Nano-CFC cleaner for regular glide zone
maintenance. Ground shipping only.
500ml $20
1L $28

Wax

SWIX HAND CLEANER
Ever wonder how to get all of that klister off
your hands? Swix has the answer. The 100%
natural formula quickly removes all the sticky
stuff and leaves your hands smelling like
beeswax. A BNS favorite! $21

ter

Klis
Rex OU
Ski*Go
HF Yellow
Mix Rex Rex Gold
Swix K22N
OU/OV (OI)

Ski*Go
HF Yellow
Ski*Go
XC Yellow
Swix VR65
Guru Red Rode VXPS
Ski*Go
Rode VPS
XC Orange
Swix Sp. Red Rode VO

Rode Multigrade Universal

Swix VR45

APRON
Use what the pros do! World Cup
apron with many practical pockets.
$19

Rode Rossa Special
Rode Rossa

Start Universal Wide

Ski*Go
Swix VR50 HF Red
Guru Violet

1. Apply a thin layer of kick wax to the binder layer using
light pressure. Remove any clumps that may form.
2. Cork with a synthetic cork, using long strokes with light
pressure. Use the fewest number of strokes possible.
3. Apply and cork 2 or 3 more full length layers. After each
application, look down the length of the ski to make sure
that your application is smooth.
4. Apply and cork 1 to 3 more layers in the central 60-70%
of the wax pocket.

1. Make sure that the klister is warm enough to flow from
the tube. Heat tube with torch or heat gun if necessary.
2. Apply klister using “herring bone” pattern. Start close
to the groove of the ski, finishing at the edge. Use more
klister in the middle of the kick zone and less at the front
and back.
3. Smooth klister using thumb or palm. Heat with a torch
or heat gun if necessary. *Use caution to prevent burns to
your hands!
4. Remove any klister from the groove and sidewalls, allow
to cool completely before skiing.

WAX REMOVER 250ML
Environmentally friendly, odorless, fastest
to biodegrade wax remover on the market.
We care about the environment, but we
also love this for it’s ease of use. Due to it’s
unique formulation you can also fly with
this wax remover, unlike most.
$14
WAX REMOVER 1000ML
$30

THE RIGHT WAX, THE RIGHT SKI, THE RIGHT
APPLICATION

Kick wax application is at least as important as wax
selection. Thicker and longer applications generally give
better kick, but they may sacrifice a great deal of speed.
Understanding the way the skis work is critical for getting
the right wax in the right place. You should have a good
understanding of the length, position and shape of your
wax pocket, the action of the pocket (or how the various
parts of the pocket move), and which parts are critical
for providing kick. Learning your skis and the differences
between different pairs will make you a better waxer. The
best teacher is experience, and it’s a good idea to train on
race skis, particularly when conditions are tricky. “Making
do” on a training day can teach you the lessons required so
that you don’t need to “make do” on a race day.

APPLYING HARD WAX

TIPS

RODE KLISTER CHOLA
A tacky binder klister for all
conditions. This is particularly good
in warmer binder conditions above
-4°C (25°F). Ironed in and wiped
with fiberlene to create a thin layer
when speed is a must.
$17.50

All grip wax applications begin with a binder layer. This
layer provides a platform for subsequent layers and binds
the entire wax application to the ski, increasing durability.
Binder choice is important as it dramatically affects the
speed of the wax job. Depending on how aggressive the
snow is, it is possible to use a green or blue hard wax,
a dedicated hard wax binder or a hard klister or klister
binder. It is often a good idea to test some different binder
layers to find the best balance between durability and
speed. When applying the binder, apply a very thin layer
of wax. This must then be heated in order to bond with
the base of the ski. This is generally accomplished with an
iron, heat gun or torch. Allow the base to cool and then
smooth with a synthetic cork.
Many wax jobs involve layering waxes with varying degrees
of hardness. In the case of hard wax, this usually involves
putting a harder (colder) wax on top of a wax that kicks
well, but drags or is icing. This process helps reduce icing
and drag without sacrificing the kick. It’s also common
to cover klister with a layer of hard wax for transformed,
granular conditions to release the snow and to prevent
the klister from grabbing chunks of snow. Layered wax
jobs provide unique advantages with the different layers
retaining some of their independent qualities. Mixed waxes
form a new homogenous layer with its own qualities that
are often harder to predict. Layering waxes can be tricky
because too much pressure applied while corking will
cause the layers to mix. In order to create layers, make
sure that the base layer is well-cooled and hardened, apply
the cover with light pressure and cork delicately.

APPLYING KICK WAX

VAUHTI SUPER BASE BINDER
In our opinion this is the best binder in
the world. Fast, durable, inexpensive.
Don’t even bother with other binders:
This is the one you want.
$11

Rex OV
Ski*Go
HF Violet

Guru 39

Swix Extra Blue
Guru Hallgeir Extreme
Rode Super Extra Blue
Guru Blue
Rode Super Blue
Ski*Go
Guru Super Hallgeir
HF Violet
Rode Multigrade Blue
Ski*Go

Rode Violet
Guru 39 Hard
Rode Special Violet
Guru Blue Rex Blue

HF Blue

Ski*Go
XC Green
Rode Special Green

Rode Chola
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HOW-TO: FLUORO TOPCOATS

HOW-TO: FLUOROCARBONS
ABOUT FLUOROCARBONS
PROJECT :
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Sprinkle an even
layer of powder onto
a clean, scraped and
brushed ski.

Pure fluorocarbon waxes have revolutionized ski racing
in recent years. With their ability to repel water and dirt,
fluorocarbons have become a must-have in every wax box
for those looking to get the most out of their skis. Pure
fluoros provide the largest advantages over traditional
paraffin waxes as snow gets wetter and dirtier, but recent
advances in technology have resulted in new compounds
that work well in colder and drier snow. Modern fluoros
work so well that it is rare to find conditions where pure
fluoro powders aren’t used at high-level events.

TOPCOATS

HOLMENKOL DIGITAL RACING WAXER
Professional waxing iron with digital
temperature display and advanced electronic
temperature control. 180C maximum for
even the hardest powders. Now with longer
cord.
$225

HOLMENKOL BASE BRUSH HORSEHAIR
The BEST horsehair brush anywhere! This
brush is a must have for use on all waxes.
Very dense bristle pattern gets the job done
quick and effectively.
$16

PROJECT :

POWDERS

Iron the powder
onto the base
using the bevel
of the iron to
spread and
smooth the
powder.

Powders are the most durable of the pure fluorocarbons but
also the trickiest to use and apply. Most powders come in
a 30g vial; you can expect to get 5-8 applications per vial.
Powders are durable for 50k of racing and beyond and will
often increase the durability of pure fluoro topcoats applied
over the top of the burned-in powder.

Use a horsehair or soft
metal brush to remove
additional excess material
from the base.

Polish with nylon
by brushing with
high pressure, back
and forth.
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START WAXING GLOVES
An effective, affordable way to protect your
hands while glide waxing. These are a musthave for anyone with sensitive skin and a
should-have for everyone else. With a breathable back so that your hands don’t get sweaty,
our shop techs use these faithfully.
$8.50

APPLICATION

Powders are applied in a “hot” application process using
an iron to melt the powder. The high heat required to
apply fluoro powders can be intimidating, but like all
waxes, once you know the tricks, it becomes a simple and
straightforward process. We’re used to the tentative looks
we get at wax clinics when we say that applying fluoro
powders is easy, so we created a section on our website to
teach how to select, apply and test fluoro powders.

IRONING

Once the ski
has cooled,
lightly scrape
excess powder
off the base.

HOLMENKOL OVAL NYLON BRUSH
Universal ski base brush for polishing. Professional oval design.
$35

Sprinkle powder on the base until evenly covered. The goal
is to use only enough to cover the entire surface of the
base. Adding more powder does not increase performance
once you get full coverage. Push the powder out of the
groove using a groove scraper or finger. Iron temperature is
critical to success with powders. Each powder will have its
own recommended temperature, so follow the instructions
on the package. Always remember that with high
temperatures involved, the iron has to move very quickly
across the ski. “Tack” the powder to the base with a single
quick pass of the iron, using the leading edge of the iron to
smooth the powder onto the base. Then follow it up with
one quick pass of the iron from tip to tail. You should see
the powder liquefy and re-crystallize on the ski. If you are
having trouble, try a hotter iron. Fluoro application is much
easier on bases that are flat and in good condition.
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Ironed applications of pure fluorocarbon powders improve
speed over paraffin waxes alone, but their greatest asset is
the durability of that improved speed. To maximize speed,
we add topcoats of solid or liquid fluorocarbons using a
hand cork, a process referred to as “cold application.”
Occasionally, fluoro powders are applied as a cold topcoat,
but this is rare.

There are occasions where a liquid fluoro performs better
alone than when applied over an ironed fluoro powder.
Liquids generally outperform all other fluoros in older,
granular or transformed snow. In these instances, it is
important to note durability concerns, as many liquids will
only last 10K without a fluoro powder underneath.

PROJECT :
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APPLYING A FLUORO BLOCK

To apply a fluoro block, crayon the block evenly, covering the entire base. It is important to note that blocks may crumble
when gripped tightly. Avoid this by relaxing your grip on the block and not pressing too hard. Should the block crumble,
simply spread the smaller pieces on the ski with the cork. Although this is called a cold application, the topcoat will
not bond to the base unless a fair amount of heat is created. We highly recommend hand-corking using a natural cork,
rather than synthetic, in order to create enough friction to bond the fluoro to the ski. Corking by hand ensures that you
do not overheat either the fluoro or the base. We recommend this over roto-corking to ensure consistent results and
prevent burned bases. We use the large Ski*Go corks for pure fluoro application, as their larger size makes for fast and
efficient work. Cork aggressively with high pressure until the topcoat changes consistency to ensure that the fluoro bonds
to the base. Once corking is complete, allow the surface to cool for five minutes or more. More cooling time is better to
ensure that the bond between topcoat and ski is adequate. After cooling, use a stiff nylon brush briskly back and forth
for approximately one minute. Finish by wiping the ski clean from tip to tail with Fiberlene.

APPLYING A LIQUID FLUORO

To apply a liquid fluoro, use the applicator on the container to apply a thin film of liquid to the entire length of the ski.
Allow to dry for at least five minutes or until all of the liquid has evaporated. Cork aggressively until the applied layer
becomes warm and tacky. Put ski aside to cool for a minimum of five minutes. Brush aggressively with a stiff nylon brush
after the ski has cooled. The fluid will often set up very hard; in this case, it is possible to use a fine steel brush for a few
passes before the nylon brush.
PROJECT :
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SCRAPING & BRUSHING

Holmenkol
Matrix SP Wet
Ski*Go
C22

c
Top
Gallium
GigaSpeed L
Maplus HotL
Holmenkol
SB Wet
SkiGo SkiGo
Ski*Go
Ski*Go
C22L CM10L
CM10
C22
Swix FC8L

Ski*Go
C44/7
Swix FC8X

Holmenkol
SpeedPowder Matrix Mid

Holmenkol
Race Powder Mid (Mid08)

HEAT DAMAGE

Base material needs to be brought to a temperature near
110ºC in order to absorb wax, but the core of the ski begins
to deform when heated above 70ºC. This means the base
must be heated up enough to melt the wax while keeping
the core relatively cooler. Keeping the iron moving from tip
to tail at a reasonable speed and only making two or three
passes will prevent damage. This is especially important
when using the high heat necessary to work with pure
fluorocarbons.
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Of all the steps in the waxing process, fluorocarbon
topcoats (hand-corked liquids and blocks) can improve
ski speed far more than any other step. There have been
many instances when we have been simply stunned by
the difference the right topcoat can make. Topcoats are
relatively inexpensive per application, quick and easy
to apply, and can give you a clear advantage over your
competitors.

HOW

SKI*GO FINE NYLON BRUSH
An all new brush that leaps to the top of our
favorites for polishing! This is a fine nylon
brush that really polishes the ski at any step
of the waxing process.
$23

Start by scraping off the fluoro layer with a plastic scraper.
Some people like to only brush fluoro powder off of the
ski, but there is no performance advantage over scraping,
and scraping is faster and easier. Once you’ve removed
the bulk of the fluoro powder, brush with a stiff natural
brush (horsehair/boar’s hair). For powders that are difficult
to brush out start with a fine steel brush before using a
horsehair brush. Finish by polishing with a nylon brush.
Using a separate set of brushes for fluoros is common
and ensures that your expensive fluoro application is not
contaminated. It is possible to use the same brushes you
use for paraffin waxes, just keep your brushes clean. Rub
brushes against each other, against a bench top, or vacuum
to remove excess wax before brushing fluoros.
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Cold applications of pure fluoros provide superior speed
for several reasons. The high heat of an iron causes the
fluoro to bond to the ski base at random angles, including
some against the direction of travel, causing drag against
snow crystals. Additionally, the hot application chemically
modifies the fluoro compound which can lead to decreases
in water and dirt repellency. Although this decrease may
be only slight, it does not occur in a cold application and
the flouro retains its original chemical form and thus
optimal performance.

THE BEST BANG FOR YOUR BUCK

Solda HP05

Holmenkol
SB Mid08
Ski*Go
C22

Ski*Go Ski*Go
C380 C110

Innovax Beta Cold

Ski*Go
C105
Ski*Go
C110
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TRICKS FOR EXTREMELY COLD CONDITIONS
In extreme cold, a fluoro block finish can be hardened
by using a very hot (160-175ºC) iron. After the fluoro
block has been applied and lightly brushed, run the iron
with a piece of fiberlene over the base plate down the
ski in a quick pass. This will harden the surface which
will help gain initial speed in extreme cold conditions.
Of course always test this against normal application to
ensure it does improve performance.

APPLYING TOPCOATS: QUICK AND EASY

Ski*Go
C44L

Ski*Go
C105
Holmenkol
Matrix SP Cold

Holmenkol
SB Mid
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1. Apply the liquid or block to the ski. For blocks, crayon
Ski*Go
C44/7

on the ski; for liquids, paint a smooth layer on the base
and let it dry, at least five minutes.

2. Hand-cork (cold application). Don’t be afraid to push

Ski*Go
C55/99L

hard. The liquid/solid fluoro will get gooey as it heats
up and will then become clear as it is absorbed into
the base.

Ski*Go
C105

Holmenkol
SB Cold

TRICKS FOR EXTREMELY WET CONDITIONS
In saturated slushy conditions, we have found that
applying multiple layers of fluoro block with a special application helps manage dirt and moisture. Cork
the first two or three layers as normal, and instead
of brushing the base clean, use a stiff nylon brush to
“brush in” the wax so that it leaves a film on the ski.
After two or three corked applications, you can skip
corking, and just use the nylon brush to brush the wax
into the base. The result is a somewhat filmy and dulllooking but very water-repellent finish which sheds
dirt as the fluoro film comes off the ski. This provides
superior speed for two or three kilometers, and is very
effective in sprint competitions.
SKI*GO NATURAL CORK BIG
A BNS Favorite! This large natural cork is great for
corking fluoros of all types. It does the job in half
the time of other natural corks. $7

3. Let the ski cool for five minutes or more.
4. Brush with a metal brush lightly, going tip to tail only.
5. Polish with a nylon brush going back and forth at high
speed and pressure.

Rex TK-72
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HOW-TO: HAND STRUCTURE
ABOUT HAND STRUCTURE

HOW TO

Hand structure is added to a ski using hand tools to physically imprint structure patterns in the base. These structures are
(usually) a temporary complement to the permanent structure that stone grinding creates. Hand structure helps manage
moisture and reduce surface area contact in order to make the ski faster. Hand structure is typically added as a final layer
immediately before race time. There are many different hand structure tools and methods available, so there is no simple
and complete set of how-to instructions. It is smart to practice working with the tools on rock skis to get the feel for each
tool and how to use them effectively. Hand structures, with the exception of rills, usually rebound out of the base after
several passes with a hot iron—once you put hand structure in a ski, you’re stuck with it until it is ironed out. On race day,
this poses a challenge because you can’t test hand structures on top of each other. The rule of thumb is that each structure
is effectively permanent for that day on the snow.

1. Prepare the ski by waxing. Typically this will involve
base prep, paraffin layer(s) and possibly an ironed fluoro
powder application.
2. Brush and polish the ski well.
3. Apply the hand structure in a single pass using firm,
even pressure from tip to tail.
4. Lightly brush with a fine steel brush.
5. Apply a liquid or solid fluoro topcoat if desired.
6. Polish with a nylon brush.

PROJECT :
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OUR FAVORITE STRUCTURE FINITE SKI TOOLS
TOOLS
HOLMENKOL CROSS STRUCTURE TOOL a
The Cross Structure Tool has two rolling structure drums
with opposing threads at 1.75mm spacing. Each drum
creates a linear structure that crosses the ski base. With
both drums in place, the opposing angles create a fishnet
pattern which is very effective at breaking surface tension
in high-moisture glazing conditions. With one drum
removed, the offset linear structure provides fantastic
performance in cold and dry glazing conditions, with very
little liability in areas where the snow is not glazing. This
is the tool that taught us the value of hand structuring in
cold conditions. $125
SWIX SUPER RILLER b
The Swix Super Riller is the original structure tool and
remains indispensable. It creates relatively sharp linear
structures that provide good moisture clearance in wet
conditions and effective crystal management in dry
conditions. Interchangeable structure blades are available
with line spacing from 0.25mm to 3.0mm. We find that
the smaller structures pressed into the ski very lightly
work well in fine-grained, glazing snow, while the 0.5mm
to 1.0mm blades handle moist snow under freezing well.
The 1.0mm, 2.0mm and 3.0mm blades work well for
saturated snow. It is common to use the 2.0mm covered
by the 1.0mm or 0.75mm rill in sloppy wet conditions.
$65

a

Eric and Joe Jensen, the developers of the Finite Finish Structure Tool, are avid ski racers and top-level masters based out
of Boise, Idaho. When they’re not ski racing or training, they run AceCo Precision Manufacturing in Boise. One of AceCo’s
five divisions is Finite Ski Tools. The Jensens run Finite with the same exacting standards that has made AceCo an industry
leader in tool and semiconductors production. You won’t find another ski tool anywhere that matches the quality of design
and workmanship of these great tools.
FINITE FINISH STRUCTURE TOOL c
The Finite Finish Tool is designed to work with a large variety
of interchangeable structure drums and cutters. It is a “tractor
box” type tool; a geared drive-wheel rotates the structure drum
opposing the direction of travel along the ski base. This means
that the drum creates a smooth, and relatively high-volume,
impression compared to normal rolling tools. The Finite Finish
platform can also support normal rolling drums (without gears)
and non-rotational cutters. At the Olympics in 2010, we used
several combinations of the standard drums to very good
effect, winning several hand structure tests when we were
testing every structure tool available. There are currently six
structure drums and one “blanking” drum (used to de-tune
and smooth structure) available. The Finite Finish Tool is the
platform that BNS has invested in for our own testing and
development. We will continue to be partners with AceCo in
the development of new structure solutions, and will be testing
and recommending Finite Finish structures as part of our raceservice work. The Finite Finish platform is the most advanced
and flexible structure solution available, and will grow to
support your ongoing needs. $500 as a kit with 5 drums
FINITE FINISH PRESSBOX-D KIT 6 The Finite Finish
PressBOX–D Kit 6 is a crafted and functional tool body that
runs two rollers to press structure into the base. The Kit 6
comes with six rollers that are interchangeable with all Finite
Finish Tool bodies and provide a wide range of structure
options to cover most snow conditions. Additional structure
rollers are available to further broaden the range. $320
FINITE FINISH PRESSBOX-D KIT 2 Kit 2 comes with the two
most versatile rollers. Use with one roller for cold, dry snow
that is starting to show signs of glazing and use both rollers for
moist to wet snow. $175

b

FINITE FINISH PRESSBOX-S KIT 1 The PressBOX-S tool is
a simple, single-roller structure tool that can accommodate
any of the Finite press rollers. It comes with a single V05
roller drum, which is an excellent starting point that can be
supplemented down the road. Like all Finite Tools, the quality
of this tool is impressive. $135

•Make a mild hand structure modification on one ski.
Leave the other ski unmodified.
•If the modified ski is better, then make another
slightly more aggressive modification on the other ski.
•If more structure seems to be better, it may be worth
making a new modification to the first ski and making
one more test, but you’re probably reaching the limit
of what you can learn at this point.
•It’s important to think ahead about temperature
changes and solar effect through the day. When in
doubt, use less aggressive structure in order to limit
the potential for liability.

Swix 2.0+0.75
Finite V10+V03
Finite V10+V05
Finite V03
Finite V05
Finite
V05 Light Finite LP17L & LP17R
Holmenkol Cross Structure
Finite L04
Finite L02
Finite LP17 (single roller L or R)
Swix 0.25

c
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FINDING THE RIGHT HAND STRUCTURE

It’s possible to test two or three hand structure
modifications on a back-up pair of race skis using
these guidelines:

Holmenkol Cross Structure
1 roller
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SPEEDPOWDER &
SPEEDBLOCK PURE
FLUORO
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Holmenkol uses a patented nano-CFC
formula that combines the excellent
properties of conventional fluorocarbon
powders with the physical surface effects
of nano composites. The result is a firstclass coating for your ski base that sets
new standards in terms of speed, abrasion
resistance, range of applications and ease
of use. Blocks use the same raw material
without the nano coating. These waxes
enjoyed a breakout year in the U.S. in the
winter of 2010, with unparalleled success
at all levels. These waxes also use a very
simple-to-understand system, not fancy
code names: just Cold, Mid and Wet.

SPEEDBASE

HOLMENKOL MATRIX

Speedbase is a revolutionary new concept in racing
wax – combining the traditional HF wax base layer
with pure fluoro powder. Produced in a granular from,
Speedbase consists of an ultra-high fluorinated wax
base with a nano-CFC coating. Providing performance
greater than most normal HF waxes at a very reasonable
price, this ultra-HF offers a good option as a final
race wax for the cost-conscious and an exceptional
base wax for Pure Fluoro powders for racers seeking
ultimate performance. After two seasons of testing, the
BNS service team has seen great results in a variety
of conditions, both domestically and internationally.
Can be easily and consistently mixed to adjust for
conditions. 75g salt-shaker container.
$75

Holmenkol’s Matrix line is an HF paraffin line unsurpassed in quality in terms of performance and value. Not only is the Matrix line excellent in head to head performance against other
brands, it is less expensive per gram than almost everything out there. When a wax is at or near the top in every test no matter the conditions and is very affordable, it has a place in
our wax box. It should have a place in yours too. When we have to make the HF call without testing, we use Holmenkol Matrix Green, Blue and Red with confidence. They just work.

SPEED POWDER MATRIX COLD
Excellent cold fluoro for a wide variety of
snow types and conditions. BNS has found
this to always be one of the best cold
fluoros on the market on days below -6ºC
(21ºF). Iron temp of 155ºC–165ºC or cork
by hand.

SPEED POWDER MATRIX MID
In the mid-range this is a must-have as it is
always near the top of our tests. Mid excels
in the -9ºC to -1ºC (15ºF–30ºF) range in
all snow types, especially old snow. Iron
temp of 150ºC–160ºC. Newly formulated
in 2010–2011.

30g Powder: $130
15g Block: $99

30g Powder: $130
15g Block: $99
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RACE POWDER MID
Race Powder Mid is the new name for the
same Mid 08 service powder that has had
incredible success across North America.
Used in a wide variety of conditions, this
wax should be a fixture in every wax box.
Designed for snow that tends toward dry,
this wax will work in nearly all conditions.
In block form, this product is still known as
Mid 08 and has a range that will go colder
than the powder. This is a favorite everywhere, especially in the Rockies, Midwest
and Alaska.

MATRIX RED
This wax offers unparalleled performance in all humidities and snow
types. At BNS we hear over and over again that this is the best HF in the
Red range, just put it on and forget it. No need to even test. The best part
is the price—the best in the market per gram. Whether you are just getting
into using HF waxes or you are using them as a base layer, you need to
have Matrix Red as a staple in your wax box.
2x35g: $65
150g: $99

SPEED POWDER MATRIX WET
This powder is good in warming conditions
from -4ºC (25ºF) on up. Very good in
the not-quite-saturated snow but with
significant moisture present which makes it
unique among wet powders. Speedpowder
Wet can go lower than its published
range and it is worth testing this powder
against mid-range powders as it will often
outperform them. Iron temp of 150ºC–
160ºC. Newly formulated in 2010–2011.

MATRIX BLACK/RED
Very durable wax for older and
aggressive snow conditions. Serves a
key range for older snow.
2x35g: $65
150g: $99
MATRIX BLACK/BLUE
Works well in all older snow conditions:
spring snow, corn snow, icy and older
snow. A very durable wax that is easy
to work with and safe for bases with a
low melting point. Hugely popular in
the Midwest.
2x35g: $49
150g: $80

MATRIX GREEN
Green is a harder wax that works across a wide range of humidities, but
excels in low humidities. It also is very easy to work with, as it has a
melting point lower than many other green waxes. Blue and Green work
very well in dry new snow as well as fine-grained and artificial snow. They
are specially formulated with correct levels of fluorocarbons and special
hardening additives for durability and performance.
2x35g: $39
150g: $69

30g Powder: $130			
15g Block: $99
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MATRIX BLACK/YELLOW
One of the very few options for older
dirty snow in the warmest range
of waxes, this wax offers superior
performance in all humidity ranges.
2x35g: $65
150g: $99

MATRIX BLUE
Blue was the number one HF paraffin we used last year. It is slightly softer
than the green but has superior range and performance to nearly all other
blue HF’s in the market. This wax is a proven winner at all levels and a
must-have for any kit.
2x35g: $49
150g: $80

30g Powder: $130
15g Block: $99

DATE:

MATRIX BLACK LINE
Matrix Black contains a special black
additive that tends to work better
than regular Matrix in old, dirty and
aggressive snow. The additive provides
extra shearing ability, which helps keep
the ski cleaner in dirtier older snow.
These waxes also excel in man-made
snow conditions.

MATRIX YELLOW
Cost per gram and on the snow: This is unbeatable HF Yellow. Matrix
Yellow excels in warming temps throughout the day and lower humidity
than most other yellow HF waxes on the market. Used in all snow types.
If the snow is saturated and the humidity is high, Ski*Go HF Yellow tends
to outperform Matrix Yellow.
2x35g: $65
150g: $99

HOLMENKOL SPEEDBASE COLD
For damp to dry, fine- to coarse-grained snow -8ºC to -20ºC/18ºF to -4ºF.
HOLMENKOL SPEEDBASE MID
For dry to damp and fine-grained snow. -2° to -10°C/28° to 14°F.
HOLMENKOL SPEEDBASE WET
For moist and wet, new and fine-grained snow. 0° to -4°C/32°to 27°F.
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NORDIC RACING WAX MATRIXFX

RACING MIX

Holmenkol Racing Mix is a system of fluorinated racing and training
waxes that is designed to be simple, affordable…and fast. While
not as condition-specific as the Matrix line, RacingMix waxes still
provide high performance and the broad temperature ranges keep
decision making easy. This lineup is perfect for those looking for
affordable HF waxes that are simple to use.
2x35g: $55
150g: $80
RACING MIX WET
For snow temperatures from 0° to-4°C/32° to 25°F.
RACING MIX MID
For snow temperatures from -4° to -10°C/25° to 14°F.
RACING MIX COLD
For snow temperatures from -10°C to -18°C/14° to 0°.

HOLMENKOL BASE WAX HYDROCARBON

A simple three-wax system for all snow types—there is no need to mix these
waxes to make them work. Broad ranges and durability make these legendary
training and recreational racing waxes. Available in three sizes and a combo
pack to cover all of your needs.
2x35g: $13
150g: $22
ALPHA MIX YELLOW
For soft, new and fine-grained snow.
Alphamix is slighty harder than other
yellows in the market making it ideal
for travel waxing and hot scraping.
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HOLMENKOL KICK & KLISTER
KICK WAXES $10 / KLISTER $12
Base
Kick Wax

BETA MIX RED
For all snow types, this wax works
well across the entire humidity
range. A great day-to-day wax for all
uses: travel wax, cleaning wax, etc.
Holmenkol’s most popular wax.
ULTRA MIX BLUE
For cold weather, specifically old or
dry-grained snow. Great durability.

IRON TEMPS FOR
MATRIX LINE
Green		
140–145ºC
Blue		
135–140ºC
Red		
125ºC
Yellow		
115–125ºC
Black/Red
125–135ºC
Black/Yellow
115–125ºC

Holmenkol Matrix Green
and Blue have a lower
melting temperature than
many cold waxes, making
them much easier to apply
and safer for ski bases!

Blue
Violet
Red
-20 to -3°C -4 to +2°C -2 to +3°C
-4 to 27°F 25 to 36°F 28 to 37°F

Silver
Black Special
Red Special Universal
-2 to 0C
-4 to +4°C -1 to +3°C -1 to +10C
28 to 32°F 25 to 39°F 30 to 37°F 30 to 50°F

BRINGING WORLD CUP SERVICE TO EVERYONE

Blue
-12 to -4°C
19 to 27°F

Green
-20 to -6°C
-4 to 21°F

Blue
Special
-6 to -1°C
21 to 30°F

Blue Extra
-7 to -2°C
21 to 28°F

Violet
0C / 32°F

Violet
Special
-2 to 0C
28 to 32°F

Yellow
-1 to +4°C
30 to 39°F

Red
-1 to +2°C
30 to 36°F
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WAXING TABLES & PROFILES
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DIGITAL RACING WAXER
Professional waxing iron with digital
temperature display and advanced
electronic temperature control. 180ºC
maximum for even the hardest powders.
Now with longer cord.
$225

ELECTRONIC WAXER
All the great features of the Digital
Racing Wax Iron just without the LED
display. The temperature of this iron is
controlled by a microprocessor providing
precision and consistency. $135

SMART WAXER
This economy waxing iron ensures
consistent heat through an extra-thick
bottom plate with unique grooves to
ensure optimum distribution of wax.
Includes handy
resting plate.
$80

BOTTLE BAG 1 LITER
1-liter insulated adjustable drink belt
perfect for keeping liquids cool or warm.
Nice large top pocket for storing keys,
gels, cell phone, etc.
$40

WAXING TABLE PRO INCLUDING BAG
Portable wax table straight from the WC.
With vertical ski supports, adjustable
height and extensions. Comes with bag.
$450

NORDIC WAXING SPANNER
Very portable 3-piece vice set. Ideal for
the beginner waxer or as a travel setup.
$125

WAXING PROFILE
Waxing profile with catch to be fixed on table or workbench.
Ajustable length for skis from 160cm to 210cm.
$225

BASE BRUSH HORSEHAIR
The BEST horsehair brush anywhere!
This brush is a must have for use on all
waxes. Very dense bristle pattern gets
the job done quick and effectively.
$16

DIGITAL THERMOMETER/HYGROMETER
Quickly determine temperature and relative humidity with this tool to give you
the data you need to make the right wax
choice.
$112

SNOW / AIR THERMOMETER
Don’t be caught without this on race day.
Range -30ºC to +50ºC.
$15

FLASHPEN SNOW THERMOMETER
Instantly measure snow temperature
with infrared beam. Just point and click!
Comes with battery.
$112

RACE WAXING TABLE
Highly valued and functional waxing
table made of aluminim and stainless
steel in a handy bag. For one or two
workers. Does not include profiles.
$750

SYNTHETIC CORK
Great for smoothing kick wax.
$5

CROSS STRUCTURE ADD-ON KIT
Holmenkol five roller add-on kit for the
Cross Structure Tool.
Blank Plastic Roller
0.5mm Linear - for snow with free
moisture below -2ºC
1.0mm Linear - for snow with free
moisture 0ºC and above
0.3mm V
0.5mm V
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CROSS STRUCTURE TOOL
Outstandingly effective structure tool
with two rollers for cross pattern structure. This tool wins more structure tests
than any single tool we have. Use one
roller for colder glazing conditions, or
both rollers for wet conditions.
$125

$150

BRUSHES

ROTO BRUSHES

OVAL STEEL MICRO FINISH BRUSH
The best steel brush in the world in a
more effective oval design. This brush
can be used on all wax types. Two thirds
more bristle contact than a standard
rectangular brush. Fitted strap for ease
of use.
$90

OVAL NYLON BRUSH
Universal ski base brush for polishing.
Professional oval design.
$35

OVAL HORSEHAIR BRUSH
Natural ski base brush for preparation of
speed products. Professional oval design.
$35

OVAL STEEL BRUSH
Very effective tool for cleaning the ski
base before waxing and for brushing off
paraffin waxes. De-tuning recommended.
$75

ROTO SPEED CORK
Ideal for use on all fluoro applications.
For use with SpeedStick.
$50

ROTO SPEED BRUSH FIBER
All around brush for glide wax brushing.
For use with SpeedStick.
$50

ROTO SPEED BRUSH NYLON
Great in all steps of the roto brush process, particularly used in finishing. For
use with SpeedStick.
$50

ROTO SPEED BRUSH HORSEHAIR
Horsehair roto brush for glide wax brushing. For use with SpeedStick.
$50

BASE BRUSH STEEL MICRO FINISH
Ultrafine steel brush for complete
removal of excess wax from the base. A
must-have in racing to do quick, effective
brush work.
$55

NANO CFC CLEANER
Special Glide Zone Cleaner that dissolves
fluoro and cleans dirt while preserving the paraffin wax base. Essential for
anyone using fluorinated wax products to
refresh and thoroughly clean glide zones.
100ml $20
500ml $60

WAX REMOVER/CLEANER
For removal of kick wax, oil, grease and
resin from the ski base. Use nano-CFC
cleaner for regular glide zone maintenance. Ground shipping only.
100ml $11
500ml $20
1L $28

SERVICE BOX BIG
Large wax box with full assortment of
drawers. The best way to transport your
tools and wax materials. Lockable.
$150

ROTO SPEED FLEECE
Amazing roto fleece for finish brushing
and polishing on fluoro applications. For
use with SpeedStick.
$65

SPEEDSTICK PRO II 120MM
Roto brushing handle. Single-click quickchange mechanism. High-quality full
metal version.
$65

SPEEDSHIELD PRO II 120MM
Roto brushing protective shield to keep
wax particles and dust from flying
around. For use with SpeedStick.
$40

APRON
Use what the pros do! World Cup apron
with many practical pockets.
$19

30
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HOLMENKOL
Thanksgiving

WAXING ACCESSORIES
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SCRAPER SHARPENER PRO
The best scraper sharpener
on the planet!
Bench-mounted
professional scraper
sharpener with 4-sided
steel blade. Keeps
plastic scrapers square
and sharp. Includes clamp.
4-sided replacement blades
available.
$70

REPLACEMENT BLADE
$15

5MM SCRAPER
Professional plastic scraper. Also available in 3mm version.
$8

PRO GROOVE SCRAPER
Professional groove scraper made from
aluminum. Different diameters work with
all XC ski grooves. An excellent tool!
$30

High Altitude, Early Season Skiing

NOV 28 - 30, 2014

ALLEY LOOP
nordic marathon

An American Birkebeiner Qualifier

FEB 1, 2014
WAX ROOM SKI STRIP
Portable wall strap capable of holding up
to 12 pairs of skis. A must-have when
working on multiple pairs of skis.
$22

NATURAL WAX

Made from biodegradable, renewable
materials, this wax performs well as a
base wax and it tests well against racing
waxes, beats all other “quick application”
waxes we’ve tested it against and is
easy to apply. This is a great option for
people who don’t have time to wax their
skis – use the rub-on or fluid to give you
a performance boost and protect your skis
without having to iron something in. It
also comes in an iron-in 150g bar.

NATURAL WAX FLUID 100ml $19
NATURAL WAX STICK 50g (Rub On) $16
NATURAL WAX BAR 150g $22

GOTHIC
MOUNTAIN
TOUR
A Backcountry Ski Race

REGISTER AT WWW.CBNORDIC.ORG

RETAIL PARTNERS

BNS has expanded its network of partners who carry Holmenkol, Ski*Go, Gallium, Guru and Magnar. Please support your local shop, and if they don’t have
something you need in stock for these brands, they can get it for you quickly. BNS will also be working closely with these shops to publish wax recommendations
and test results. Check your local shop for details and follow Holmenkol/Ski*Go on Facebook to get the latest news, info and updates.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

WEB SITE

PHONE

Beaver Sports

3480 College Rd

Fairbanks

AK

99709

beaversports.com

907.479.2494

Gold Run Nordic

200 Clubhouse Dr

Breckenridge

CO

80424

townofbreckenridge.com

970.547.7889

Crested Butte Nordic Center

620 Second St

Crested Butte

CO

81224

cbnordic.org

970.349.1707

Sturtevants Sun Valley/Hailey 1 West Carbonate

Hailey

ID

83333

sturtos.com

208.788.7847

• Competitive winter athletics in partnership with the Steamboat Springs Winter Sports Club

Gravity Sports

503 Pine St

McCall

ID

83638

gravitysportsidaho.com

208.634.8530

Brick Wheels

736 East 8th St

Traverse City

MI

49686

brickwheels.com

231.947.4274

• Nordic Olympian alumni: Johnny Spillane (’98, ’02, ’06, ’10), Clint Jones (’02, ’06), Tommy
Schwall (’02), Ryan Heckman (’92, ’94), Dave Jarrett ( ’94, ’98 & Current Head US Nordic
Combined Coach)

Finn Sisu

2436 Larpenteur Ave

Lauderdale

MN

55113

finnsisu.com

888.FINNSISU

Ski Hut

1032 East 4th St

Duluth

MN

55805

theskihut.com

218.724.8525

Cyclova XC

125 N Washington St

St Croix Falls

WI

54024

cyclovaxc.com

715.483.3278

1670 N Stevens St

Rhinelander

WI

54501

bikes-n-boards.com

715.369.1999

Bikes ‘n Boards

Don’t see your local shop here? Ask them to consider stocking your favorite wax & tool brands.

32
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• Accredited by: Association of Colorado Independent Schools (ACIS) and National
Association of Independent Schools (NAIS)
• Only a 3 hour drive from Denver, LWS is an amazing place
to get an education!

FEB 15, 2014

SKI*GO

SKI*GO

HF KLISTER $30

HF KICK WAXES $30

VIOLET -2ºC to +2ºC. A really unique wet Violet klister.
Good in man-made and in wet, old snow. Mix 1:1 with
HF Yellow Klister in tricky varying conditions for amazing
results!

We feel we can say that these are the best
kick waxes in the world! With unbelievable
ranges, great durability, firm kick and
amazing glide, Ski*Go HF kickers continue
to impress our customers and frankly, us.
Most wax companies make eight to 10
waxes to cover the range that Ski*Go does
in these four amazing products. Every kick
box should start with one of each and then
build from there. While the cost is slightly
more than a normal kicker, the overall cost
to cover the same range of temperatures
is actually less. Ski*Go differentiates
between new and old snow to make the
choice easy to have great skis.
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YELLOW +3ºC to +20ºC. Amazing klister for wet saturated
conditions across the red/yellow/universal klister range. Mix
1:1 with HF Violet in tricky varying conditions for amazing
results!

LF KICK WAXES $19

SKI*GO FLUIDS
+4ºC to 0ºC (39ºF to 32ºF) For all snow
conditions. Wet conditions above freezing
before moving to klister or for covering
klister. These conditions perplex even the
best techs in the world, but this wax often
solves the problem. Very good grip and
glide when no other kick waxes work.

-2ºC to -15ºC (28ºF to 5ºF) For newer
snow and fine crystal snow. Works well in
all humidities. If temperatures are below
freezing and new or untransformed snow
is present, this wax is your choice, no
need to even test.

HF RED

-1ºC to -20ºC (30ºF to -4ºF) For all
snow types except new snow. Provides
a soft and distinct grip across its entire
temperature range. If temperatures are
below freezing and the snow is old or
transformed, this is the choice for top
performance.

+1ºC to -3ºC (34ºF to 27ºF) For all snow
types. Positive grip and excellent glide in
the transition range where waxing can
become a nightmare. This wax has saved
many a day when waxing gets tough.

SAVE $15: ALL FOUR FOR $105!

Ski*Go makes the best fluid fluorocarbons on
the market, hands down. They are very easy to
apply, extremely durable and fast in their specified
conditions. To clarify what would be the best
choice for you, here are descriptions of each liquid.
As always, please call us if you need additional
help deciding which ones are right for you.

HF BLUE

C44/7
+2ºC to -9ºC Very good in transformed snow conditions varying
from saturated to ice. A musthave for every serious racer.
$130

C55/99
-2ºC to -10ºC This liquid in
two years has gone from an afterthought to a proven winner.
Anytime it is wet or transforming
snow this wax must be tested.
Because when it goes there is
nothing in the world that can
touch it. Period.
$130
PROJECT :
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C105
-4ºC to -15ºC This works well
in older transformed snow or extremely fine-grained snow. Contains graphite.
$130

XC KICK WAXES $11

Ski*Go makes two LF Kick waxes that use a
fluoro content ideal for specific conditions.

LF ORANGE

A great wax in the transition area around
freezing when snow is either wet or dirty. This
wax resists water and dirt very effectively.

XC YELLOW

Another BNS favorite that is amazing in coarse snow moving
towards klister. Also works well in new, falling wet snow.

XC ORANGE

A life saver! This wax exceeds others in the variable range around
freezing when waxing is the toughest. A BNS favorite.

XC RED

LF VIOLET

HF VIOLET

HF YELLOW

C22
+15ºC to -2ºC Unbeatable in any
wet condition, especially above
freezing, but also in to the mid
20s (F) in all snow types. You
must have this in your box if you
live anywhere that gets above
freezing or has wet snow conditions. C22 liquid produces astoundingly fast skis for us at least
two or three times per season.
$130

A key range of 32ºF down to 20ºF. This
range makes it a great choice many days of
the winter. LF Violet also resists dirt well and
works great in drier snow with a very positive
kick and excellent glide.

Great at freezing or just below in all snow conditions. Also
performs well improving the grip of blue when applied just ahead
of the binding.

XC VIOLET

A wide ranging violet that works well in all snow types. Soft,
distinctive grip in all conditions.

XC BLUE

SKI*GO POWDERS

XC GREEN

Ski*Go pure fluorocarbon powders don't have
exciting names, but they are so good, you are
bound to have a day where they give you the
best skis you've ever had. Take note of the
four Ski*Go fluoro powders. They are the best
of the industry and definitely on the musthave list.

Very durable traditional blue kickwax that excels in coarse snow.
Can be ironed in as a binder under warmer waxes or used as
cover over warmer waxes towards 0ºC/32ºF.
All snow types in all conditions. XC Green is a BNS favorite
used alone in cold conditions or as a cover layer on top of other
kickwaxes in colder, penetrating snow. Add this to a set of the HF
kickwaxes and you will be covered in all conditions!

BASE BINDER

For abrasive snow conditions, base binder helps regular waxes
adhere to the kick zone longer.

CM10 FLUID

-2ºC/28ºF to 20ºC/68ºF. Advanced fluoro
suspension for the warmest and dirtiest snow.
This liquid excels in wet saturated transformed
snow. Very durable. $165

C22 POWDER
+22ºC to +1ºC All snow types.
The #1 warm snow powder in the
world. When the snow is wet and
saturated C22 is always the choice
with no need to even test. Very
durable. Iron Temp: 170–180ºC.
$140
C44 POWDER
+1ºC to -14ºC This is an improved
version of the famous C44 powder.
The new formulation is more versatile and works well in all snow but
tends to excel in grainy and older
snow. This powder is a favorite
both for its range and pure speed in
a wide variety of conditions. There
are conditions where C44/7 will
blow doors off of everything else
out there. Iron Temp: 170ºC. $145

C105 POWDER
+1ºC to -15ºC All snow types. This
is quite possibly the most versatile
powder in the world. BNS has sold
out of C105 every year that we
have carried Ski*Go, no matter how
much we order. It works in all snow
types and is the cure for slow skis
in the conditions below 0ºC/32ºF.
No wax box is complete without
this proven winner! Iron Temp:
150-160ºC. $140
C110 POWDER
-10ºC to -20ºC All snow types.
Ski*Go introduced this product on
the World Cup last season with
amazing results so it was added to
the lineup for consumers as well.
The cure for slow skis in those
squeaky or grainy conditions below
14ºF! Iron Temp: 170ºC. $140

CM10

Temperature

New snow

Coarse snow / ice

+10 °C

+50 °F

Violet XC Klister as a base + Orange XC Klister alt. Yellow HF
Klister

+5 °C

+41 °F

See above

See above

+2 °C

+36 °F

0 °C

+32 °F

HF yellow alt. Violet XC Klister as a base (thin) + Universal XC
Klister alt. Orange XC
Blue XC ironed as a base + Orange LF
(Orange XC cushion in pocket)

Violet XC Klister as a base + Red XC Klister
alt. Violet HF Klister alt. HF Yellow
Violet XC Klister as a base + Red HF
alt. Violet HF Klister

-1 °C

+30 °F

Blue XC ironed as a base + Violet LF or Red XC

Blue XC Klister as a base (thin) + HF blue alt. Violet HF Klister

-2 °C

+28 °F

See above

Blue Klister as a base (thin) + HF blue alt. Violet HF Klister

-3 °C

+26 °F

Blue XC ironed as a base + Violet HF or Red XC mixed with
Blue XC

Basewax ironed as a base + Blue HF

-5 °C

+23 °F

Blue XC ironed as a base + Violet HF alt. Violet XC

Basewax ironed as a base + Blue HF alt. Blue XC

-8 °C

+18 °F

Blue XC ironed as a base + Violet HF

See above

-12 °C

+10 °F

Blue XC ironed as a base + Violet HF alt. Green XC

Basewax ironed as a base + Blue HF

-15 °C

+5 °F

Green XC

Basewax ironed as a base + Green XC, alternatively Blue HF

34

Violet XC Klister as a base + Orange XC Klister mixed with Silver
XC Klister alt. Yellow HF Klister

Ski*Go CM10 is the latest development for
Ski*Go in their legendary pure fluoro lineup.
CM10 is a solid that is extremely good in a wide
range of conditions from -2ºC/28ºF to 20ºC/68ºF.
Made for granular or old snow, CM10 goes
on the ski very easily and can be roto corked,
hand corked or ironed in (160ºC). Also excels
in man-made snow. For distances over 5k BNS
recommends ironing CM10 for durability. Brush
with white nylon.
$185

SKI*GO SOLID BLOCKS
Ski*Go solid fluoros are ideal as an
optimizing topcoat, for a sprint race or
as a budget fluoro choice. Application is
simple and easy, no matter what method
you choose.

NOTE* CM10 is a 30g solid, so it is larger than
the standard 20g size of most other solids.

C44 BLOCK
+3ºC to -9ºC Older, grainy snow below 0ºC (32ºF), and newer, wet snow
at 0ºC and above. Very good for old
snow down to -9ºC, extremely fast,
test against 105 block. In new and
wet snow at or just above 0ºC it is
worth testing against C22 solid.
$120

A LW A Y S M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N
AT B O U L D E R N O R D I C . C O M
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C22 BLOCK
+20ºC to -4ºC All snow types. C22
block is nearly a universal topcoat
due to its amazing range and speed
benefits. This block will dominate in
wet snow near or above 0ºC/32ºF,
but also in many conditions below its
listed range. Due to the hardness and
versatility of this wax, it can be used
in all snow types down to -22ºC! In
the coldest conditions, test against
C105 block. Your pure fluoro wax box
should start with this wax!
$120

C105 BLOCK
+1ºC to -20ºC All snow types. We
like this block as a cover in nearly all
conditions below freezing. C105 almost never slows the ski down, and
the majority of the time it really enhances the speed and feel of the ski.
Test against C44 when close to 0ºC
and older snow conditions.
$120
C110 BLOCK
-10ºC to -20ºC For all snow types
in colder weather. A specialty cold
weather fluoro for dry and cold conditions in every snow type. Can be
tested against C105. We found this
to be extremely fast when we tested
it last year.
$120
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SKI*GO

SKI*GO
snow type
newsnow

humidity
humidity
> 65%> 65%

humidity
humidity
> 65%
> 65%

humidity
humidity
> 65%> 65%

humidity
humidity
> 65%
> 65%

humidity
> 65%

humidity
humidity
> 65%
> 65%

humidity
> 65%

iron Ciron C
130 125

iron iron
C C
145 125

iron Ciron C
145 130

iron iron
C C
130125

iron C
145

iron iron
C C
145130

iron C
130

SKI*GO XC
60g $11
200g $30

snow type
old- aggressive

snow type
all types

humidity
> 65%

humidity
> 65%

iron C
145

iron C
145

SKI*GO LF WAXES

green
red

50 g 50 g

50 g 50 g

blueorange

green
red

50 g 50 g

50 g 50 g

50 g 50 g

blueorange

violet/
yellow/
ultima
C242

green
red

blue
orange

violet/
ultima

50 g 50 g

50 g 50 g

50 g 50 g

50 g 50 g

50 g

HF BLUE

-3ºC to -10ºC For new snow. This wax is amazing
in any new snow or snow that has not transformed!
Covering a wide range, it is an easy choice to make in
below-freezing, untransformed snow. Very durable and
unbeatable in new snow conditions. A compliment to HF
Violet for new snow. Iron Temp: 130ºC

- 1 to - 12 C - 7 to - 20 C

snow type
newsnow
humidity
> 65%
iron C
130

- 3 to - 10 C

violet/
ultima

red
blue
greenbetween
blue 50% and
Low fluoro green
glide
waxes
for humidity
75%. Apply with a wax iron (recommended temperature
on package). For racing and training. 60g and 200g
packages.
50 g 50 g

50 g

50 g

50 g

50 g

green

LONG FINE STEEL BRUSH
Very fine bristles penetrate the structure
to get excess wax out. Used as a first or
second brush for all waxes. Long bristles
- 7 to - 20for
C ease of use and better feel on the ski.
$50
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SKI*GO NYLON BRUSH
A great all-around nylon brush with
short, stiff bristles for polishing or for use
as a universal brush. At BNS we use this
brush as our last step on all wax jobs.
$18

SKI*GO FINE NYLON BRUSH
An all new brush that leaps to the top of
our favorites for polishing! This is a fine
nylon brush that really polishes the ski at
any step of the waxing process.
$23

SCRAPER 5MM PLASTIC
A very nice 5mm scraper with a cutout
corner for working on edges of skis as
well. Also in 3mm: $6
5mm: $7

EASY CUT CAP
A great invention! No more wax in the
teeth or uneven peels on your kick
waxes! This aluminum cap evenly cuts
most brands of kickwax for you.
$7

FIBERLENE 40M
Anyone who has ever waxed skis knows
the necessity of Fiberlene! Equally effective as a lint free way to apply wax remover to your skis or as a polisher and
cleaner, Ski*Go Fiberlene is the standard
on the market.
$15
Also in 20m $8

KICKWAX SCRAPER
The simplest tool that no one had ever
thought of! A great tool for cleaning the
kick zones of classic skis. Small and effective, this scraper has beveled ends for
cleaning kick wax or klister effectively. A
must-have for every classic skier or coach.
$7

GROOVE SCRAPER PLASTIC
A very nice groove scraper with multiple
angles and sizes for cleaning any type of
groove.
$5

WAX REMOVER 250ML
Environmentally friendly, odorless, fastest
to biodegrade wax remover on the market. We care about the environment, but
we also love this for its ease of use. Due
to its unique formulation you can also fly
with this wax remover, unlike most.
$14

WAX REMOVER 1000ML
Same great stuff in a bigger bottle.
$30

NATURAL CORK SMALL
Very dense natural cork for all-around
use. Equally versatile with kick wax and
fluoro applications, we recommend the
big version for applying blocks and liquids
and the smaller version for kick waxes.
$4

NATURAL CORK BIG
A BNS favorite! This large natural cork is
great for corking fluoros of all types. Does
the job in half the time of other natural
corks.
$7

snow type
all types

humidity
> 65%
iron C
145

50 g

Ski*Go LF Blue is your best option for travel and prep wax!

low fluor glider

blue
orange
50 g 50 g

violet/
yellow/
ultima
C242
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high fluor glider

snowsnow
typetype
grainyall types
artificial

high fluor glider

snow type
old- aggressive

high fluor glider

snowsnow
typetype
newsnow
all types

high fluor glider

high fluor glider

snow snow
type type
grainyall types
artificial

- 1+to20
- 12
to -C1 -C7 +
to1- 20
to - 5
C C - 3 to
+ -110
to -C5 C - 1+to20
- 12
to -C1 -C7 to
+ -120
to -C5 C - 3 to
+ -110
to -C5 C - 1+ to
20- 12
to - 1
C -C7 to
+ -120
to -C5 C - 3 +
to1- 10
to - 5
C C - 1 to - 12 C - 7 +
to1- 20
to - 5
C C - 3 to - 10 C

violet/
yellow/
ultima
C242

+20ºC to -1ºC For all snow types. The best wet snow/
warm weather HF wax on earth! BNS has complete
confidence in saying that when you get into saturated,
wet conditions you don’t even need to test, Ski*Go
HF Yellow is the winner. Evolved from the old C242
formulation, this wax has been a proven winner for over
30 years. Does not pick up as much dirt as other HF’s
in this range. Iron Temp: 125ºC

snow type
all types

snow type
all types

snow type
newsnow

snow type
old- aggressive

snow type
grainy- artificial

snow type
new to older

snow type
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50 to 75%

humidity
50 to 75%

humidity
50 to 75%

iron C
145

iron C
145

iron C
130

iron C
145

iron C
130

iron C
125

iron C
125

HF GREEN

-7ºC to -20ºC For all snow types. If humidity is greater
than 50% and it is cold, this is the best HF green wax on
the market. Many races have been won with HF Green
mixed 1:1 with C380 Cold Powder. When humidity is
below 50%, Holmenkol Matrix Green is a better choice.
Iron Temp: 145ºC

all temperatures-

SKI*GO COLD POWDERS

yellow/
C242
60 g

snow type
older- aggressive

snow type
grainy- artificial

glider

glider

snow type
newsnow

snow type
new to older

snow type
all types

humidity
0 to 100%

humidity
0 to 100%

humidity
0 to 100%

humidity
0 to 100%

humidity
0 to 100%
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0 to 100%
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145
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145

iron C
130

iron C
130

iron C
130

iron C
130

iron C
125

to - 20 C- 3 to - 10 C- 1 to - 12 C+ 1 to - 5 C+ 1 to - 5 +
C 20 to - 1 C

graphite

green

blue

violet/
ultima

60 g

60 g

60 g

60 g

red

orange

yellow/
C242

60 g

60 g

60 g

1. Graphite provides a first layer that helps to harden the base making waxes
more durable. In many conditions, especially 20ºF and lower, a harder base
will increase wax durability, reduce the drag coefficient on the snow and make
for faster skis.

new snow

+ 20 to - 1 C
green HF LF
XC

all ++120to to- 5- 1C C

humidity
humidity
0 to 50
100%
to 75%

iron iron
C C
130125

snowsnow
typetype
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artificial
to older
humidity
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0 to 50
100%
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C C
130125
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artificial
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0 to 50
100%
to 75%
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C C
130130
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1+
to1- 12
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to - 5
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C C
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100%
to 75%
iron iron
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130145
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typetype
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to 100%
iron iron
C C
145130

60g $11
- 7- to
- 20
C C
3 to
- 10
200g
$30

- 3- to
- 10
C C
1 to
- 12

low fluor glider

blue HF LF XC

snowsnow
typetype
new to older
all types

glider

older, aggressive -1..-12 / +30..+10

snowsnow
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all types
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humidity
0 to
5060%
to 75%
iron iron
C C
145145

all temperatures
- 7 to - 20

C

yellow/

yellow/
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C242

redorange

violet/
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ultima

violet/
blue
ultima

green
blue

graphite
green

graphite

60 g60 g

60 g60 g

60 g60 g

60 g60 g

60 g60 g

60 g60 g

60 g

all

snow type
all types
humidity
60 to 100%
iron C
145

all temperatures

60 g

all

PORTABLE WAXING BENCH
These portable benches are solid, cost effective
and travel well. Both benches have folding legs
and collapsible ski forms to make a compact package for travel. The double bench includes a small
table-top for holding brushes, iron and tools. Ski
profiles are easily adjustable for different length
skis; the binding clasp is also adjustable and can
easily release Salomon Propulse bindings. These
are great tools for use when traveling, waxing at
race venues and for those with limited space in
their wax rooms.
Single: $180
Double: $325

The difference between the Ski*Go XC Graphite and LF Graphite is simply
that there are fluoros added to the LF. This helps to make the wax faster and
more durable. While we recommend both, the LF Graphite is the choice for
top performance.
low fluor glider

violet HF LF XC

Over the last four years, we have run countless tests on wax and the
overwhelming majority show that having Ski*Go Graphite as a first layer
will make your race wax faster and more durable. LF Graphite is a staple
underlayer, especially for longer races. We can safely say that buying Ski*Go
LF Graphite is an investment you need to make; no matter what your race
goals are for the year.

glider

granular, artiﬁcial +1..-5 / +34..+23

C242
graphite
LF XC

glider

snow type
all types

humidity
0 to 60%

all temperatures- 7

glider

snow type
all types

Graphite is used for multiple reasons, but there seems to be confusion about
why. There are two basic reasons for using a graphite underlayer when waxing:

low fluor glider

red HF LF XC

glider

+1..-5 / +34..+23
low fluor glider

new to older
glider

orange HF LF XC

iron C
125

orange
60 g

SKI*GO LF & XC GRAPHITE GLIDE WAX

Temp C / F

low fluor glider

+20..-1 / +68..+30

glider

all

low fluor glider

yellow HF LF XC

glider

Snow type

humidity
0 to 100%

red
60 g

2. Graphite provides maximum dirt resistance. When a ski or wax picks up dirt
it slows down drastically and quickly.

Wax

snow type
all types

violet/
ultima
60 g

A series of regular glide waxes for all temperatures and
snow types. For humidity between 0% and 100%. Apply
with a wax iron (recommended temperature on package).
60g and 200g packages.

Ski*Go’s HF waxes make it simple. It is as
much about snow type as it is temperature.
Luckily the Ski*Go HF waxes cover the range
of several waxes from other companies,
making it an easy line to use. If it’s very cold,
use HF Green. In below freezing and new snow
conditions down to -10ºC or so, use HF Blue.
For the same conditions but older transformed
snow, use HF Violet. For artificial snow, use
HF Red. For 0ºC and just under in wet snow,
use HF Orange. In conditions of saturated
snow from 0ºC and above, use HF Yellow.

P16 -4ºC to -25ºC
Synthetic glide powder that works well in
aggressive or artificial snow where the humidity
is above 65%. Exceptionally hard powder yet
easy to iron into the ski, P16 works well as a
stand-alone layer or mixed with other waxes to
harden them up.
$60

C380 -7ºC to -20ºC
Synthetic glide powder that is excellent in a varying range of conditions from harsh new snow to
older icy snow. Ideal in humidities below 60%.
This powder is legendary as a top layer or mixed
1:1 with LF or HF Green. We have found that
C380 will really speed up green waxes from
most companies in a wide range of conditions.
Most importantly, it is extremely easy to iron on
the ski, making it very easy to use. Iron Temp
150ºC.
$40

blue
60 g

glider

-1ºC to -12ºC For old or aggressive snow. HF violet is
a complement to HF Blue in older or aggressive snow.
With a huge range, this wax covers several waxes from
other brands making it a tremendous value. Possibly the
most durable HF wax on the market, ideal for marathon
racing. At BNS we sometimes mix it into other waxes to
increase durability. If the snow is transformed, this wax
is a winner. Iron Temp: 145ºC

green
60 g

glider

HF VIOLET

graphite
60 g

SKI*GO XC WAXES

HF RED

+1ºC to -5ºC For artificial or grainy snow. A specialty
wax for artificial or mixed artificial snow but is great in
grainy snow as well. Extremely durable and easy to use.
Iron Temp: 130ºC

7 to - 20 C- 3 to - 10 C- 1 to - 12 C + 1 to - 5 C + 1 to - 5 C+ 20 to - 1 C

glider

HF ORANGE

+1ºC to -5ºC For all snow types. For humidity above
50%, around and under 0ºC. Originally was a wet,
falling snow wax but has performed very well in all snow
types. Sales continue to skyrocket on this wax—we are
not alone in loving it. Iron Temp: 125ºC
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SKI*GO LF
60g $25
200g $65
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45g $70
200g $200
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low fluor glider

We love the Ski*Go HF Glide Wax Program. Ski*Go
addresses the snow type first and then deals with
temperature. While this concept is foreign to many, it
absolutely makes sense…all snow is not created equal.
BNS
experts are always available
to 20help
explain theto1line
+ 1 to - 5 C + 20 to - 1 C + 1 to - 5 C
+ 1 to - 5 C - 1+to
- 12
to - 1
C C + 1 to - 5 C - 3 +
- 10
to - C
5 C
and help you find exactly what you need.

high fluor glider

SKI*GO HF WAXES

60g $25
200g $65
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RODE

RODE & START

RODE

RODE TOP LINE SERIES WAXES

Rode kick waxes and klisters are some of the best products out there and have been at the top of their game for a long
time. Family-owned and produced at a small factory in Asiago, Italy, waxes with names like Multigrade, Weiss, Rossa
and Chola have been fixtures in many wax boxes for years. Any serious racer should have at least a few Rode kickers in
their collection.

This series of waxes was developed specifically for the World Cup and became available to the general public just last
year. They have varying degrees of fluorination and deal well with the tough conditions around freezing, man-made
snow and when conditions are changing rapidly. Top Line waxes come in identical packaging to keep your secret wax a
secret...a small sticker is attached to denote which wax is in which tube.

RODE KLISTER $17.50

RODE KICK RACING VO 0° to -2°C (32° to 28°F) Great in
falling snow that is just below freezing, in man-made snow
and in the tricky area approaching freezing. Can be used
down to -5°C (23°F) in man-made conditions. $24

RODE KLISTER RACING K3 0° to +3°C (32° to 37°F)
For wet artificial and natural snow in conditions just above
freezing. Deals with increasing moisture in the snow very
well. $36

RODE KICK RACING VPS 0° to -1°C (32° to 30°F) Excels
in wet snow, falling snow and rapidly warming conditions.
$24

RODE KLISTER RACING KM3 -6° to +6°C (21° to 43°F)
A more fluorinated, tougher version of Rode Multigrade.
Excels in both man-made and natural snow. A wideranging klister that gets the job done no matter the snow
type. $36

PROJECT :
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RODE KLISTER BLUE SPECIAL -6° to -14°C (21° to
7°F) Skare Special is a hard blue klister that can be used
alone or as a binder. When using as a binder, make sure
that the kick zone is well-sanded to prevent chipping.
RODE KLISTER BLUE -3° to -7°C (26° to 19°F) Skare
is the gold standard for Blue klisters. BNS frequently
sells this klister, which can also be used as a fast klister
binder.
RODE KLISTER VIOLET SPECIAL -1° to -5°C (30° to
23°F) A great klister in the harder, icy conditions that
prevail in the Violet ranges. Dab a few dots of Rossa in
when in rapidly warming or more humid conditions.
RODE KLISTER VIOLET -3° to +1°C (26° to 34°F)
Rode Violet is well-known for its durability and speed in
hard snow that is typically associated with Violet klister
conditions.

RODE KLISTER SILVER +1° to +5°C (33° to 41°F) For
wet snow above freezing. Can work alone or mixed with
Rossa.
RODE KLISTER YELLOW 0° to +2°C (32° to 36°F) This
klister, labeled Gialla on the package, is for new falling
snow or precipitation just above freezing.

RODE KICK RACING VXPS 0°C (32°F) For all snow
conditions at or around freezing. This wax deals with the
trickiest kick waxing out there. At zero Celsius, this can be
a real lifesaver. $24

RODE KLISTER UNIVERSAL +/-0C (32°F) A universal
klister for all temperature ranges.
RODE KLISTER SILVER EXTRA 0° to +4°C (32° to
39°F) Wet to dry snow. A traditional Silver mixing-klister
for all dirty snow conditions.
RODE KLISTER NERA -2° to +5°C (28° to 41°F) Used
as a binder or as a mixer with other klisters in varying
conditions.

RODE KLISTER ROSSA SPECIAL 0° to +3°C (32° to
37°F) For wet snow just above freezing. Usually needs
another klister mixed in, such as Guru 39, for speed.

RODE KLISTER MULTIGRADE -6° to +6°C (21° to 43°F)
The best universal klister in the world. Many refer to it as
“the great fudge factor” as it never performs badly. Used
alone and in mixes with other klisters. A must-have in
every wax box.

RODE KLISTER ROSSA -2° to +4°C (28° to 39°F) For
traditional wet snow, Red klister conditions. This is the
klister that everyone tries to copy with their own Red
klisters. Hint: They haven’t done it yet.

RODE KLISTER CHOLA A tacky binder klister for all
conditions. This is particularly good in warmer binder
conditions above -4°C (25°F). Ironed in and wiped with
fiberlene to create a thin layer when speed is a must.

RODE KICK GREEN Performs well in all cold kick wax
uses. Good speed, firm grip. -4° to -10°C (25° to 14°F)
RODE KICK BLUE II For the cold side of the blue range.
Tends to have a firm grip but can lack a bit of speed. -2°
to -8°C (29° to 18°F)
RODE KICK BLUE I The traditional Rode Blue kicker. -2°
to -6°C (29° to 21°F)
RODE KICK BLUE MULTIGRADE Extends well below
listed range to as low as -12°C (10°F). Amazing feel on
the snow and adjusts well to changing conditions. A
must-have in every wax box. -3° to -7°C (27° to 19°F)
RODE KICK WEISS There is a reason this was originally
called Super Weiss and was a World Cup only wax.
An amazing cover or to be used alone at the crossover
between the Violet and the Blue ranges. -1° to -4°C (30°
to 25°F)
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RODE KLISTER RACING KR3 -2° to +4°C (28° to 39°F)
This klister is incredible in both artificial and natural snow
around freezing and above. Especially fast as warming
occurs and the snow gets more free moisture in it. $36

Famous for the performance of its “Start Green” glide wax for extremely cold days, Start makes much more than just
cold paraffins. Produced in Finland for over 30 years, Start has a great lineup of pure fluoros, kickers and klisters as well.
Here are a few of our favorites.
START GREEN -10° to -30°C (14° to -22°F). The legendary
Finnish cold wax! This wax has been the gold standard in
cold weather waxes for years.
90g: $22
180g: $33
900g: $140

RODE KICK $12

RODE KICK GREEN SPECIAL Truly the cold side of green
kick wax. This is a time-tested favorite as a stand-alone
in cold and abrasive, non-transformed snow. -10° to
-30°C (14° to -22°F)

b o ul d e r no r d i c s p o r t l o g o f i na l

START

START LF08 GREEN -8° to -30°C (17° to -22°F). Same
great cold wax with a low fluoro content to help manage
small amounts of free moisture in the snow. 60g: $42

RODE KICK ALASKA A BNS Exclusive. We specially
requested that Rode North America bring this wax into
the U.S. again. The best cold-weather kicker out there.
We also love it as a cover wax for speed over waxes up to
the violet range. -15° to -30°C (5° to -22°F)

PROJECT :

RODE KICK BLUE SUPER A great wax in high-humidity
across all snow types. Often used just before the cross
into Zero conditions. -1° to -3°C (30° to 27°F)
RODE KICK VIOLA MULTIGRADE A favorite of coaches
and Masters racers alike. Works well outside of the
listed range down to -5°C (25°F). Adapts well to varying
conditions. 0° to -2°C (32° to 28°F)
RODE KICK BLUE SUPER EXTRA For new, fresh snow
and high humidity. This wax is exceptional in falling or
freshly-fallen snow. -1°C to -5°C (30° to 23°F)
RODE KICK VIOLET Made for at-freezing conditions.
Often used as a cover wax or in mixes with colder waxes.
0°C (32°F)

START HF80 GREEN -7° to -25°C (19° to -13°F). For
humidity creeping up to 75% but still colder drier snow.
This wax is a proven winner. 60g: $85
START SFR300 SPRINT LIQUID -7° to 2°C (19° to 36°F).
A really great liquid used mostly as a short distance wax
for races less than 5k. Apply, let dry and brush excess off.
30ml: $104
START SFR75 POWDER -15° to -5°C (5° to 23°F). This
powder has become a real player over the last two years.
Very good in humidity above 70% with colder snow. 30g:
$220

START RF KICK BLUE -10° to -4°C (14° to 25°F). A great
kicker for newer snow. Can be applied alone or as a speed
topper for other kick waxes. $26
START RF KICK VIOLET -2° to 2°C (28° to 36°F). A great
kicker for newer snow in the tricky conditions around
freezing. Firm kick with a very free feel. $26
START RF KICK RED -5° to -1°C (23° to 30°F). For newer
snow in the 20s, this is not your traditional red. For rapidly
warming and glazing in non-transformed snow. $26
START RF KICK YELLOW 1° to 3°C (33° to 38°F). In new
snow conditions above freezing. This wax has a larger
range than listed on the package, it performs well from 0°
to 5°C (32° to 41°F). $26

START OSLO KICK GREEN -15° to -7°C (5° to 19°F). Very
good in wet and changing conditions as well as manmade
snow. Contains one part klister and two parts hardwax.
$26
START OSLO KICK BLUE -8°C to -2°C (17° to 28°F). Very
good in wet and changing conditions as well as manmade
snow. Contains one part klister and two parts hardwax.
$26
START OSLO KICK VIOLET -3° to +2°C (26° to 36°F). A
gem in changing, variable conditions as well as manmade
snow. Contains one part klister and two parts hardwax.
$26
START UNIVERSAL WIDE KLISTER -5° to 10°C (23°
to 50°F). The great fudge factor klister! For varying and
pure klister conditions this wax provides great kick in a
huge range of conditions. Can be used alone or mixed with
hardwaxes. $20
START UNIVERSAL WIDE PLUS KLISTER 1° to 10°C
(33° to 50°F). A great universal klister for the plus side of
freezing. When things get wet and nasty this is the klister
to turn to. Can also be mixed with hardwaxes for great
results at freezing. $20

RODE KICK VIOLA EXTRA The plus side of the Violet
range. Very specific, but can be good when the conditions
are correct. Tends to be a bit slow and therefore often
needs to be covered. 0° to +1°C (32° to 34°F)
RODE RED EXTRA For rapidly warming conditions to just
above freezing. 0° to +2°C (32° to 36°F)
RODE ROSSA Tends to work best in wet new snow or
just before klister conditions. 0° to +3°C (32° to 37°F)
RODE YELLOW Gialla! For new fresh snow above
freezing and as a precursor to klister. +1° to +4°C (33°
to 39°F)
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GALLIUM

REX & GURU
GURU KICK WAXES AND KLISTERS

PROJECT :

GALLIUM WAX Nathan first discovered Gallium wax at the World Championships in
2009 in Liberec. While helping test skis for the US Ski Team wax crew, he jumped on
a pair of skis that he dubbed “improbably slippery.” This pair of skis went on to win the
wax test and the topcoat that was on the skis quickly made it onto the athlete’s race
skis. It wasn’t until a year later that he was able to learn what the topcoat was after
it made another showing at the Olympic Games in Vancouver. It was a liquid called
Gigaspeed Maxflour Liquid from Gallium. Gallium is a Japanese wax company that has
quickly come onto the scene with their fast topcoats and a full line of wax products.

such as the Pacific Northwest, Midwest and East Coast. That’s not to say that it’s
not a player in other regions. At the 2012 Junior Nationals in Soldier Hollow when the
temperature and sun were blazing, Gigaspeed Maxflour Liquid was the choice for many
teams with great results. The topcoats are a must-have for the serious racer. Though
there are many who might wince at the price of the liquids, keep in mind that each
container will wax many more skis than a vial of powder, keeping the cost-per-pair
relatively low; and in the right conditions, their “lights out” performance will make you
very glad to have them.

Our service team tested Gallium products over the last few seasons at many events.
We have found that the powders were rarely out of the running and the topcoats were
very good especially in warm, wet, old and dirty snow. Gigaspeed Maxflour Liquid has
become very popular in regions where snow conditions tend to be warm and wet,

The topcoats aside, we are excited to see how the rest of the product line develops over
the next few seasons. Gallium is a relatively new company but they clearly know how
to develop wax. We have recently received a new batch of test wax and will continue to
test the full line of powders and paraffins and are looking forward to sharing our results.
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Guru is still a hidden gem in classic waxes. BNS has been impressed with this lineup since long before we started importing it in 2010. These waxes were originally “cowboy”
waxes made in a Swedish wax shed, but have come to be a staple around the world due to their amazing performance. They are easy to apply and extremely durable, but their best
quality is their broad ranges. We recommend you pick up the whole line and you will not be disappointed.
PROJECT :

GREEN -6ºC to -20ºC A softer green kick wax than
you are used to with a black additive for durability. For
cold, new snow used alone, or as a binder or cover.
Can be mixed with Red for variable conditions in a
1:1 ratio. Startlingly fast.
$22
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YELLOW +1ºC to -2ºC For the tricky range around
freezing and in fresh, falling snow. Contains a silver
additive for increased durability and to keep it clean.
$22
EXTREME HALLGEIR -2ºC to -10ºC A universal
“shell” wax to speed up other waxes across it’s range.
Very good binder and also works well as a cover over
Extreme 39 klister. Best in coarse-grained and manmade snow. In every World Cup wax box you will find
this wax.
$26

BLUE -4ºC to -10ºC A traditional blue kick wax
but with better glide qualities than most with no
compromise in kick. Can be used in all snow types.
$22
VIOLET -1ºC to -6ºC Newly fallen snow and finegrained snow. Also mixes well with Red for conditions
at the top of Violet’s range.
$22

SUPER HALLGEIR -3ºC to -15ºC Very much like
Extreme Hallgeir but with a silver additive and a
colder range. Performs well on its own or in a cocktail
mix with other waxes.
$26

RED 0ºC to -4ºC All snow types. One of the
widest-ranging and best-performing red kick waxes
anywhere. This wax has saved the day in BNS testing
many times!. Excellent kick and broad range.
$22

GURU KLISTER
GALLIUM GIGASPEED SOLID

Wet -5ºC/23ºF to +10ºC/50ºF
Dry -20ºC/-4ºF to -6ºC/21ºF
10g: $170

GALLIUM GIGASPEED POWDER

WET -2ºC/28ºF to +10ºC/50ºF 30g
MOIST -10ºC/14ºF to -1ºC/30ºF 30g
DRY -20ºC/-4ºF to -9ºC/18ºF 20g
30g: $300

GALLIUM GIGASPEED MAXFLUOR LIQUID

GREEN -6ºC and colder. Base klister for fine-

-5ºC/23ºF to +10ºC/50ºF
DRY -20ºC/-4ºF to -3ºC/27ºF
30ml: $265

and coarse-grained snow. Great durability with
increased glide properties over other green klisters.
$25

BLUE 0ºC to -8ºC For all snow types. For all

snow types. Guru Blue klister extends its range
closer to 0ºC than other blue klisters in coarsegrained snow. Performs equally well as a hardener
and mixed with other klisters.
$25

REX GLIDE WAX & FLUOROS

Rex is a lesser-known Finnish wax with some real winners in its lineup. We stock the pieces of the Rex line that are a great addition to
any wax box. These waxes have excelled at the highest levels of competition and we’ve had them run well in Europe and North America.

VIOLET +4ºC to -5ºC A proven World Cup

HF OLYMPICO YELLOW This is one of the few
waxes that can give Ski*Go HF Yellow a run when the
snow is wet and above 0ºC/32ºF. Harder than most
yellow HF waxes, it repels dirt extremely well, giving
great long-term performance in dirty, sloppy conditions.
Use over RCF Graphite for a winning combo.
$75
TK-72 PURE FLUORO BLOCK TK-72 is an

excellent choice for colder, variable conditions as it is
one of the few fluoro blocks that almost never slows a
ski down. TK-72 may not always win tests in its range
of 0ºC to -18ºC, but it will often still be the best choice
to go fastest over the entire race course because it
handles so many different conditions well.
$121

TK-244 PURE FLUORO BLOCK TK-244 is suitable
for all snow types and a wide range of conditions. TK244’s peak performance is in humid conditions above
55%, but also performs well in coarse and wet snow
conditions. A proven World Cup winner!
$121

40

Winner. This klister is fast and works well in fineand coarse-grained snow.
$25

TK-50 PURE FLUORO POWDER TK-50 performs
very well in warm, wet snow especially with coarse
crystals above 0ºC. Works well in dirty snow.
$145
HYDREX LIQUID FLUORO AND KICK ZONE
TREATMENT Hydrex is our favorite zero/hairy cover

liquid out there. One bottle goes a long way, it’s
reasonably priced and doesn’t negatively affect kick.
We often will cover a klister job that drags a bit with
some Hydrex and it works great with no grip penalty. In
addition, Hydrex can be used as a glide wax above 0ºC.
$85

RCF GRAPHITE Rex RCF Graphite is one of our

favorite base layers because of its durability and ability
to repel dirt. 200g.
$30

REX KLISTERS are proven winners despite being relatively
unknown in North America. They are a favorite among the
best wax technicians in the world due to their durability
and positive grip in all conditions. 55ml.
$15

RED +5ºC to +15ºC A BNS favorite. Great klister in fine- and coarse–grained snow, old snow
and corn snow.
$25
EXTREME 39 +7ºC to -2ºC Incredible universal
klister for just below freezing. Use in a wide range
of conditions alone or mix with other klisters.
Extreme 39 is probably the most-used klister on
the World Cup; no wax box is complete without it.
$32
EXTREME 39 HARD +4ºC to -5ºC A tougher,
more durable version of Extreme 39. Works better
in harsh, icy conditions. Also effective as a binder.
$32

REX KLISTER $15
BLUE Icy snow -5ºC to -25ºC. This is one of
the hardest yet tackiest blue klisters on the
market. In icy snow it is often used straight
or as a hardener. In very hard tracks this can
also be used as a base for other waxes.

UNIVERSAL +10ºC to -30ºC One of the
absolute best universal klisters on the market. Works well alone or in mixes with other
waxes, especially Purple. New formulation
makes it easier to apply.

PURPLE 0ºC to -7ºC This is a favorite due
to its wide range and durable nature. Works
equally well in wet, icy conditions or coarse,
icy snow. Also mixes well with Universal to
handle variable conditions.

OU +10ºC to 0ºC A specialty wet snow klister for slush. Often the solution when nothing
else will work in Spring conditions.

RED +10ºC to 0ºC Rex Red klister is very
tough to beat in new, wet snow. While some
red klisters are designed for older snow Rex
Red excels in new or falling wet snow above
freezing.

OV +10ºC to 0ºC A specialty wet snow
klister for older coarse snow. Often used to
harden OU in wet snow conditions.
GOLD +3 to -7ºC An all-new klister for
coarse snow, man-made snow or glazed conditions. Can be used alone or combined with
other klisters.
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ELITE CLASSIC BOOTS

NEW FOR 2013-2014
Like last year, the big thing in NNN boots is the
Xcelerator outsole from Rottefella. Developed
to be used in conjunction with the Xcelerator
binding, this new product drops the heel of the
boot by 3mm to provide more leverage. This new
outsole also has increased torsional stiffness and
is 30g lighter than the R3 outsole, the NNN
standard up until now. The Xcelerator sole also
provides a more versatile flex pattern allowing
the boot to flex with the skier’s foot, instead of
the other way around. Only available last year
on the Alpina ESK Pro and Rossignol’s X-ium
line, this season’s crop of boots is seeing the
Xcelerator adopted more widely. Look for it on
the new Fischer Carbonlites, Alpina’s ECL Pro,
and Rossignol’s second-tier X-10. A variation
of the Xcelerator will also be found on the new
ultra-performance Super Nano from Madshus.
Not to be outdone, Salomon has revamped
nearly its entire high-end boot offering with a
new last that is designed to fit more feet more
comfortably. If you have had a difficult time
fitting into Salomon’s boots in the past, now
might be the time to give them another shot.
The materials used in the boot upper are also
new, using a softer material that flexes more
comfortably and allows for better breathability.
These new developments can be found on the
S-Lab line, the Carbon and Vitane Carbon line as
well as the Pro Combi Pilot. Salomon has further
refined its flagship S-Lab Pro Skate with a new
dissociated lacing system and a lower profile
ratchet and strap system. The weight and bulk
of the Pro has also been reduced noticeably.

BOOTS & BOOT FITTING

Like everything else we do at BNS, we’re
obsessed with finding the best fit. Here are some
suggestions gleaned from our clients’ feedback
combined with our experiences skiing, racing
and testing on-snow.
HOW TO FIND THE RIGHT BOOT
We advise all boot shoppers to try a wide range
of boots in order to determine which brands
and models match their foot shape. It is most
important to first limit your choices by fit. Most
of the boots currently available have excellent
performance, making fit and comfort a priority
over boot features and binding compatibility.
When looking at features, remember that higherperformance boots are constructed with higherquality materials providing a lighter, stiffer boot
that fits better and enhances performance.
New boots should fit quite snugly, keeping in
mind that boots “pack out” a bit as they break
in. Width and volume will change slightly
during break-in but the length does not. Find
the appropriate length and then try to get
the snuggest fit that is comfortable. If a boot
squeezes at the ball of your foot, it is too tight.
When possible, choose a thin or mediumweight sock; heavier socks will make the boot
feel sloppy and can reduce circulation, causing
the boot to feel colder. If you have trouble with
cold feet, a boot cover is the best solution. And
remember: never, ever use two socks at the
same time. This will cause slipping inside the
boot and could ultimately lead to blisters.

Once you have narrowed the field down, compare
the features and overall quality of the boots. To
get a good feel for what you are trying on, imitate
movements made when skiing. With skate
boots, push from side to side, transferring your
weight from left to right. Don’t be afraid to
make powerful movements and jump from
side to side. For classical boots, roll onto
the ball of your foot (not on your toes)
and push down, noting how the sole
flexes. It should be supple and allow
for your foot to flex naturally.
SKATING BOOTS
Skate boots require torsional and lateral
stiffness. Performance in a skate boot comes
from stability in the heel, a torsionally rigid sole
and a snug fit. The boot should have a little room
in front of the toe, ideally somewhere between
the fit of a cycling shoe and a running shoe. When
standing on the whole foot, your heel should
feel solid with little or no lateral motion when
you imitate a skating movement by pushing
sideways. There should be no rubbing
if you transfer your weight from left to
right. Your heel will likely lift up if you
roll up onto your toe—this is normal.
As long as you don’t get any torsional
rotation or rubbing in the heel as you
push off laterally with the entire foot, the
boot will work well.
CLASSICAL BOOTS
Classical boots require a bit more room in the
toe as they flex under the ball of your foot. Toes
should not hit the front of the boot at any time
during the stride. Do not worry much about
lateral motion in classical boots, but it does
not hurt to push from side to side and verify
that there is no significant rubbing.
BOOT FITTING ADJUSTMENTS
Research the available boot options and make
sure you have the ideal size and configuration to
fit your foot. Some models come in women’s and
men’s versions. Women’s boots have a narrower
heel, higher arch and more room for larger
lower-calf muscles. Many boots offer very useful
options such as 1/2 sizes, narrow, low volume
or “racer fit” versions, heel cup adjustment and
volume-filling insoles. Make sure that you are
aware of all the options as they can ensure that
you get the best possible fit.
We understand the value of a perfectly-sized
boot and try to carry options and sizes that
are hard to find elsewhere.
INSOLES
One of the easiest ways to improve fit, comfort
and performance is to replace the stock insole
with something that better supports your foot.
Stock insoles tend to provide very little stiffness
or support. Aftermarket insoles and custom
orthotics can make a huge difference in control
and comfort; they should be a consideration for
every serious boot purchase. Finding a trimto-fit insole that fits your foot well can be a
quick and inexpensive upgrade that works
for the vast majority of the population. For
those needing specific corrections, custom
orthotics are the way to go.

SALOMON S-LAB CLASSIC &
S-LAB VITANE CLASSIC
Updated with a new last and a softer, more breathable
upper material for this season, the S-Lab Classic and
women’s S-Lab Vitane Classic have long been some of
our most popular boots thanks to their fit and features.
The new and improved S-Lab Classic continues with
Salomon’s RS17 technology, which moved the pivot
point farther under foot to improve performance
and feel. The adjustable heel strap spoiler
and inner neoprene sock help the boot fit
great and the carbon heel and footplate
keep the boot light and responsive.
Everyone at BNS who uses this boot likes
it for its fit and support as well as the precise,
supple feel it provides.
S-Lab sizes: 3.5-14UK. Available in lowvolume “racer fit.” $350
S-Lab Vitane sizes: 3.5-8.5UK. $350
PROJECT :
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ALPINA ECL PRO
New this season, Alpina is introducing the latest evolution of
their highly-successful ECL. The new ECL Pro features the
Xcelerator sole introduced last season. The boot gives an
incredible feel for the snow, ski and wax pocket; the fit
is fantastic and they’re super light. The heel grip
liner keeps your foot where it’s supposed to be
and the Thinsulate insulation helps to feet
toasty in this minimalist boot. Sizes: 35-48,
available in ½ sizes. $350

MADSHUS NANO CARBON CLASSIC
Madshus has redesigned their top-tier classic offering with a
focus on refining the flex of the boot. This improved design
allows the boot to bend over the length of the ball of the
foot for precise control and feel of the wax pocket. The
namesake carbon wing heel counter provides torsional
stiffness and the PVC-free softshell construction
offer great fit, breathability and performance.
Sizes: 35-48, available in ½ sizes. $300

ROSSIGNOL X-IUM WC CLASSIC
Rossi’s top-end classic offering features the Xcelerator
sole to provide more leverage, stability and power thanks
to its low profile. This new sole also allows the boot’s flex
to be in-tune with the skier’s foot, improving comfort and
performance. The X-ium WC Classic is 30g lighter than the
previous generation and features Rossignol’s Lock Down
foot wrap and Active Control heel support to give a
great fit. Like its brother the X-Ium Skate, the
X-Ium Classic was a hit last season among
BNS staffers. Sizes: 39-46.5, ½ sizes are
available in both standard and low-volume
models (for narrow feet). $350
FISCHER CARBONLITE CLASSIC WS
The Carbonlite Classic WS is a true women’s elite-level
classic boot with a last that is optimized throughout to fit the
feminine foot. Developed by Fischer’s racing department in
conjunction with their top female athletes, the Carbonlite
Classic WS is featherweight but is still able to incorporate
a Diago Carbon Midsole and an anatomically-shaped
heel cap that is thermoformable. Sizes: 3-41,
available in ½ sizes. $329
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ELITE SKATE BOOTS

ELITE SKATE BOOTS
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MADSHUS SUPER NANO SKATE
An all-new boot from the ground up, the
Super Nano takes skate boots where they’ve
never gone before. Built on a 3D-molded
Integrated Carbon Base, the Super Nano is
designed to maximize energy transfer while
providing incredible stability. The onepiece base follows the contours of the foot
from the heel to the forefoot, minimizing
the amount of material between the foot
and the ski. The last has a noticeably lowvolume forefoot built with a precision fit in
mind. We tested prototypes of this boot
last season and were very impressed by
its precise handling, power transfer and
torsional rigidity. Madshus is truly raising
the bar with this boot. Sizes: 35-48, some
½ sizes available. $750

ALPINA ESK PRO
The ESK Pro builds on Alpina’s success in
designing incredible ski boots. The most
obvious differentiation from the time-tested
ESK is a completely redesigned and easilyremovable carbon cuff. The ESK Pro also
features the recently-introduced Xcelerator
sole, lowering the skier’s heel by 3mm
compared to the R3 sole found on many
previous NNN boots. This change affects
the feel of the ski in much the same way
as adding a “wedge” under the binding.
Designed to be used with the Xcelerator
binding, the Xcelerator sole is stiffer, wider
and also has a more variable flex pattern,
allowing the boot to flex with the skier’s
foot rather than the other way around.
Less noticeable, but no less important, is
a reduction in weight over previous Alpina
models and a 45º lacing system. BNS
received a limited number of these last
season and got great feedback on them.
Sizes: 35-48, available in some ½ sizes.
$525

SALOMON S-LAB SKATE PRO
Redesigned for this season, the S-Lab Skate
Pro features a number of improvements
over the previous generation. The
biggest change is Salomon’s new and
improved last, designed to fit more feet
more comfortably. Other improvements
include a new upper softshell material,
allowing for better climate management;
dissociated lacing for a more customized
fit; second skin construction to improve
fit and a lower-profile ratchet across the
top of the boot. This new generation is
lighter and less bulky than its predecessor
while retaining a carbon cuff and frame for
excellent power transmission.
Sizes: 3.5-13UK, also available in narrow
“racer” fit. $450

ROSSIGNOL X-IUM WC SKATE
New in 2012, the Rossignol X-ium Skate
boot was one of the stars of this past
season. Incorporating the Xcelerator sole,
which was introduced in the same year,
the X-ium quickly became a favorite
among BNS staffers as well as our friends
and customers. Other features include
a weight reduction of up to 50g from
previous models and improved, removable
and anatomically-shaped 100% carbon
cuffs. Inside, you’ll find an improved fit and
a stiffened sole combined with the Lock
Down foot wrap and Active Control heel
support. This boot delivers both comfort
and control in a stylish package. Sizes: 3549, ½ are sizes available in both standard
and low-volume models (for narrow feet).
$430

SALOMON S-LAB SKATE &
S-LAB VITANE SKATE
Salomon
has
made
significant
improvements to the S-Lab Skate (men’s)
and S-Lab Vitane Skate (women’s) skate
boots. Underneath the flashy new graphics
is a new upper softshell material that
allows for improved climate management;
but most noticeable is the new last that
Salomon has introduced across most of
their boot lines. As with the improved
S-Lab Pro, the new last is designed to fit
more feet more comfortably. If you’ve had
trouble getting Salomons to fit in the past,
give this latest generation a try—our guess
is that you’ll be pleasantly surprised.
S-Lab Sizes: 3.5-14UK, also available in
narrow “racer” fit. $400
S-Lab Vitane Sizes: 3.5-9UK. $400

RCS CARBONLITE SKATING WS &
FISCHER RCS CARBONLITE SKATING
Fischer has redesigned their boot for this
season reducing both weight and bulk
compared to previous models. Also new
for this season is the Xcelerator sole and
an improved Triple-F membrane material
on the upper to improve in-boot climate.
This boot is extremely comfortable, solid,
stable and easily adjustable—a noticeable
upgrade from the previous model. Features
include a World Cup Carbon Crosslink to
adjust the boot volume across the instep
and a carbon cuff with canting system that
enables individualized adjustments.
The WS model is designed specifically with
women in mind. Developed with World
Cup athletes, the women’s last means
there are different dimensions throughout
the boot: Narrow at the heel and ball of
foot, the modified cuff has more room for
lower calf and achilles and there is also
increased volume in the instep and ankle
area.
RCS Carbonlite Skating Sizes: 39-49,
available in ½ sizes. $460
RCS Carbonlite Skating WS Sizes: 36-42,
available in ½ sizes. $460

ALPINA ESK
The ESK is back for another season
with new cosmetics and the same great
characteristics that have made it one of the
most popular elite-level boots in the world.
Providing a minimalist design that allows
for an ultra-light, direct connection to the
ski, the ESK uses 3-D carbon molding for
the cuff to provide just the right stability
without getting in the way. Alpina’s Elite
Lacing System and Heel Grip Liner hold
the foot firmly in the boot while retaining
a comfortable fit. While the design of this
boot doesn’t lend itself to every foot, we
strongly recommend trying one on. Sizes:
35-48, available in ½ sizes. $420
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MADSHUS NANO CARBON SKATE
Back for the 2013-2014 season, the Nano
Carbon Skate boot features a stiffened
carbon composite cuff and footboard
to create a more efficient boot. Inside,
Madshus has gone with a single-material
build that reduces the number of seams,
improving comfort, waterproofness and fit.
Carrying over from years past, the Nano
Carbon Skate continues with a PVC-free
Cordura lower and a breathable, waterresistant MemBrain® upper. Sizes: 35-48,
available in ½ sizes. $430

Photo: Schultz - Men's Team Sprint, 2013 World Championships in Val di Fiemme, Italy
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BOOT COVERS

ALPINA OVERBOOT $75
Sizes: 38-46

Cross-country skiing in the cold can be challenging for lessexperienced skiers, but the right clothing and equipment
can keep you warm and comfortable even in the coldest
extremes. Protecting the fragile extremities is the biggest
challenge, since the activity level of skiing usually
generates plenty of heat to keep your core temperature
high. To keep your toes from limiting your enjoyment of
skiing, add a neoprene boot cover to cut the wind and add
a layer of insulation.

ROSSIGNOL OVERBOOT $65
S (35-37)
M (38-40)
L (41-43)
XL (44-46)
XXL (47-49)

Boot covers fit snugly over the ski boot and will not
interfere with your movements. In fact, all you will notice
is significantly warmer toes. You don’t need thicker socks
or two socks to keep your feet warm—keep your mediumweight socks and maintain the ideal fit and comfort in
your boot. Neoprene boot covers can be worn during races
as well as every-day skiing. Boot covers can also help in
slushy conditions where you want to keep the water out.
Most high-end boots are nearly waterproof these days, but
in rain and super sloppy conditions adding a neoprene
cover will keep your feet drier for longer.
For extreme cold or for those who have circulation issues,
tape a chemical hand warmer over the toe of the boot and
then pull on the boot cover so that the chemical warmer
is between the boot and boot cover.

MADSHUS HYPER RPS SKATE
Redesigned for this season, the Hyper
RPS has much more to offer than just
new graphics. The most significant new
features of this year’s RPS are a new
full-length composite last board and R3
outsole, replacing the more recreational
T3 outsole of years past. Based off of
their elite-level boots, the Hyper RPS is
very similar to its World Cup-winning
cousins—the major difference being the
materials used in construction. The result
is a high-performance boot at a reasonable
price. Combined with the warmth and
great fit of all Madshus boots, thanks to
the MemBrain softshell construction, we
expect this new generation to continue as
one of our top-selling performance boots.
Sizes: 38-48. $270

46

ROSSIGNOL X-10 SKATE
The new X-10 is a great high-performance
boot that shares design traits with its
elite-level brother the X-ium. New for this
year is the use of the Xcelerator sole—
normally found on top-end boots, the use
of the Xcelerator sets the X-10 apart from
other boots in its category. Also shared
with the X-ium is Rossi’s Lock Down foot
wrap, Active Control heel support and
asymmetrical lacing. The X-10 was built
with expert skiers in mind, but also excels
at keeping the budget from getting out of
control. Sizes: 36-48. $230

SALOMON RS CARBON SKATE &
VITANE CARBON SKATE
The redesigned RS Carbon and Vitane
Carbon provide many of the same features
as the S-Lab including Salomon’s new last
concept, new upper materials to improve
breathability and flexibility as well as a
carbon footplate. The RS Carbon also
offers some extra room in the forefoot
for wider feet. In fact, this is the widest
performance-level boot that we carry. The
Quicklace, great fit and friendly price have
made this a very popular boot over the
past few seasons. The Vitane Carbon takes
all of the performance features found in
the RS Carbon while adjusting the fit in the
heel and arch to better suit women’s feet.
RS Carbon Sizes: 3.5-13UK. $300
Vitane Carbon Sizes: 3.5-8.5UK. $300

MADSHUS HYPER & METIS C CLASSIC
Redesigned for 2013-2014, the Hyper and
Metis C boots have been among our bestsellers since its introduction at BNS. They
offer the best fit, build and performance
we’ve found within this price range thanks
to its many shared features with Madshus’
elite level boots. The Hyper and Metis C
are great boots for the recreational skier
and budget-minded racer.
Hyper Sizes: 38-48. $165
Metis Sizes: 35-43. $165

MADSHUS HYPER COMBI BOOT
The new 2013-2014 Hyper RPU combi
boot still offers great fit, comfort, warmth
and performance that we have come to
expect from this line of boots. The use
of the R3 sole lowers the height and
increases the performance of these boots
making them a great pursuit racing boot.
It’s also useful as an all-around combi boot
and as a dedicated classic boot for those
who are simply looking for extra ankle
support while classic skiing. We see a
great deal of these boots being used with
light touring skis by customers who want
something lighter and less bulky than NNN
BC offerings. Sizes: 38-47. $270

SALOMON PRO COMBI PILOT
As part of Salomon’s redesigned lineup, the
Pro Combi Pilot features the same new last
design and improved upper materials as
its elite-level brethren. Salomon has given
this latest edition a slightly softened sole,
which should improve its performance
when classic skiing. An affordable option
for both skating and classic styles, the Pro
Combi Pilot can also make an excellent
rollerskiing boot or a junior pursuit boot.
Incredibly comfortable, this boot also
works well for beginner classic skiers or
a lightweight backcountry/touring ski boot
option. Sizes: 3.5-13UK. $225
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FISCHER OVERBOOT $89
S (36-38)
M (39-41)
L (42-44)
XL (45-47)
XXL (48-49)
MADSHUS OVERBOOT $70
S (35-37)
M (38-41)
L (42-44)
XL (45-48)
SALOMON S-LAB OVERBOOT $75
Sizes: 3.5-13UK
YOKO OVERBOOT $52
S (36-38)
M (39-41)
L (42-44)
XL (45-47)

SALOMON ACTIVE 8 SKATE &
VITANE 8 SKATE
The Active 8 Skate and Vitane 8 Skate
(women’s) are excellent entry-level boots
that will appeal to those whose priorities
are warmth and comfort. Both boots use
the SNS Pilot and Quicklace systems
found on all of Solomon’s upper-tier boots.
A great boot for the recreational skier and
the occasional racer seeking an affordable
boot that will provide performance for
many seasons.
Active 8 Sizes: 5-13UK. $230
Vitane 8 Sizes: 3.5-8.5UK. $230

SALOMON ACTIVE 9 CLASSIC &
VITANE 9 CLASSIC
The Active 9 Classic and Vitane 9 Classic
(women’s) are a great option for the
recreational skier or entry-level racer
looking for a warm, comfortable boot
that still provides a reasonable level of
performance. The Active 9 and Vitane 9
incorporate features found on Salomon’s
higher-end boots; the Quicklace system
and heel hold is improved via adjustable
heel strap and spoiler.
Active 9 Sizes: 5-13UK. $179
Vitane 9 Sizes: 3.5-8.5UK. $179

Photo: Schultz - Asiago, Italy
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BINDINGS
ABOUT BINDINGS

TECHNOLOGIES BRIEFLY EXPLAINED:

SNS

Nordic bindings can be a bit confusing with different
technologies, jargon, graphics, naming systems and
boot compatibilities. This is our attempt to provide some
clarification and make choosing a pair of bindings an
easier part of your ski buying experience.

SNS PILOT The Pilot system is a 2 axis binding system
that is designed to increase torsional rigidity, particularly
when skating. Instead of using a traditional rubber bumper
or flexor against the toe of the boot, the Pilot utilizes a
spring-loaded hook that attaches to a second pin behind
the ball of the foot, allowing for improved control of the ski.

SNS PILOT EQUIPE SKATE
The Pilot Equipe Skate has been Salomon’s proven racing
skate binding for over a decade, designed with 2 Axis
Technology for optimized control, direct power transmission
and precision stability. Updated this season with new
graphics, the Pilot Skate is the choice for any racer on the
SNS system or for anyone looking for the reliability of a toplevel manual binding. Recommended for use on: Salomon
S-Lab, Equipe 9, Equipe 8; Fischer SpeedMax, Carbonlite,
RCR; Madshus Redline, Nanosonic; Rossignol X-ium or
any other performance-level ski. 320g. Available for skate
only: $100

A BRIEF HISTORY OF BINDINGS Since the 1980s, two
different boot/binding systems have taken over the vast
majority of the cross-country ski market: the New Nordic
Norm (NNN) system developed by Rottefella, and the
Salomon Nordic System (SNS) developed by Salomon.
Both systems consist of a proprietary boot sole that is
specifically designed to be used with the corresponding
binding system. Over the years, these two systems have
evolved, competing with each other to invent the latest
and greatest technologies such as the SNS Pilot System
and Rottefella Xcelerator. One thing, however, has
remained constant: The systems remain incompatible with
each other.
As the years have gone by, some boot manufacturers
have switched back and forth between the two systems.
Fischer, for instance, introduced their boot line with an
SNS sole but switched over to the NNN system in the mid2000s. Atomic, on the other hand, started off with the
NNN system but has since converted to using SNS. For the
most part, however, boot companies tend to remain quite
consistent with their use of either NNN or SNS. For the
2013-2014 season, boots with NNN soles are available
from Alpina, Fischer, Madshus and Rossignol. SNS soles
can be found on Atomic, One Way and Salomon boots.

NIS PLATE The NIS plate is an NNN-specific binding
mounting plate that is bonded onto a ski before it leaves
the factory. This system allows bindings to be mounted to
skis without the use of screws, making for lighter bindings
and giving the ability to easily change the positioning of
the binding on the ski. Another benefit of the NIS system is
the possibility to use the same binding on several pairs of
skis. While SNS bindings are not compatible with the NIS
plate, it is no problem to mount an SNS binding directly
through the plate.
BINDING WEDGES OR SPACERS A relatively recent
development for skate bindings, wedges or spacers are
devices that are mounted underneath the binding to
change the angle at which the skier’s foot sits on the ski.
This change in angle affects the feel of the ski and can help
the ski “release” in various conditions. These are available
for use with SNS, screw-mounted NNN and NNN NIS
bindings.
BINDING GRAPHICS Though some bindings may bear the
names of various other manufactures, these are cosmetic
differences only.
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SNS PROPULSE RC2
The Propulse binding system is Salomon’s elite classic
binding built with the intention of keeping the foot close
to the ski while maximizing transmission efficiency and
snow feel. One of the lightest bindings in the Salomon
line, the Propulse’s unique bumper is optimized for use
with newer SNS boots with the RS 17 sole. Recommended
for use on:Salomon S-Lab, Equipe RC, Equipe 8; Fischer
SpeedMax, Carbonlite, RCR; Madshus Redline, Nanosonic;
Rossignol X-ium or any other performance-level ski. 256g.
Available for classic only: $95
*The Propulse is not compatible with some older SNS boots,
in which case the SNS Profil Equipe is recommended.

NNN
XCELERATOR SSR
The latest binding for the NIS system, several key features
set the SSR apart from the original Xcelerator: a wider
platform, increased ramp angle under the forefoot that
functions like a spacer or wedge and the new Quick Lock
system that allows the binding to be moved or installed
without using an NIS key. Recommended for use on
Fischer SpeedMax and Carbonlite, Madshus Redline and
Nanosonic, Rossignol X-ium and any other elite-level NIS
plated skate ski. 210g. Available for skate only: $139

XCELERATOR
The Xcelerator has been the go-to binding for all elite level
NNN skiers since its introduction in 2010. Great for both
skate and classic skiing, the Xcelerator offers all the benefits
of the NIS system, has easily interchangeable flexors and
is the lightest racing binding available. Recommended
for use on Fischer SpeedMax and Carbonlite, Madshus
Redline and Nanosonic, Rossignol X-ium and any other
elite-level NIS plated ski. 170g. Available for skate or
classic: $110

R3
Until the introduction of the NIS system, the R3 was the
top-end binding in the NNN lineup and it is still the highestperformance screw-mounted NNN binding available.
The R3 is perfect for anyone looking for a reliable, highperformance binding on skis without an NIS plate, and
is our preferred NNN choice for rollerskis. Recommended
for use on Salomon S-Lab, RC Classic, Equip 9, Equipe 8
or any other non-NIS performance ski. The R3 can also
be a great manual binding option for light touring. 276g.
Available for skate or classic: $90

EXERCISE
The Exercise binding is a great option for those seeking the
benefits of the NIS system but aren’t as concerned about
minimizing every gram of their setup. Easily installed with
the use of an NIS key (provided), the Exercise is a simple
and user-friendly manual binding, perfect for the high
school skier, occasional racer or any other ski enthusiast.
232g. Available for skate or classic: $65

T3 AUTO
The T3 Auto is an automatic step-in-step-out binding
that is a great affordable option for side-country touring.
Compatible with a standard NNN sole, the T3 works well
for those looking to use a traditional classic or combi boot.
Recommended for use on Fischer Spider 62, Country
Crown, Ridge Crown; Madshus Voss, Glittertind or any
other light touring ski. Available for classic only: $50

BC AUTO & BC MAGNUM
The BC Auto and BC Magnum are designed to be used
with NNN BC (backcountry) boots. NNN BC differs from
standard NNN products in that it provides a wider, more
stable platform in conjunction with a hefty rubber boot
sole and is not compatible with standard NNN products.
The BC Auto and BC Magnum are great options for those
looking to explore the backcountry and are in need of
a boot and binding system that will function well while
breaking trail and during short descents. The Auto provides
the step-in-step-out convenience of an automatic binding
while the Magnum provides the increased reliability of a
manual binding. Recommended for use on Fischer Spider
62, S-Bound 88; Madshus Voss, Glittertind or any other
wide, metal-edged touring ski. Classic only: $105

SNS PILOT SPORT
The SNS Pilot Sport series is designed to have the improved
stability and efficiency of the Pilot System while providing
the ease of a step-in-step-out automatic binding. The Pilot
Sport is an excellent choice for the recreational in-track
skier or those looking for a light side-country touring setup.
Recommended for use on Salomon Equipe 8; Fischer
RCR, Superlite, Spider 62, Country Crown, Ridge Crown;
Madshus Voss, Glittertind. 320g. Available for both skate
and classic: $70

SNS PROFIL EQUIPE
Tested and proven over many years, the Profil binding is a
great, dependable manual binding that is compatible with
nearly all SNS boots, past and present. We recommend
this binding to those looking for a new binding to work
with older SNS boots without the Pilot outsole (the Pilot
outsole is easily identifiable with 2 pins underfoot). For use
with newer boots, a small modification to the bumper must
be made or a special adapter bumper must be purchased.
Recommended on for use on all skis from performance to
light touring. 254g. Available for both skate and classic:
$89
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ROLLERSKIS

TRAINING EQUIPMENT
ROLLERSKIING: WHY
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If you are serious about skiing, you should be rollerskiing. Rollerskiing helps you make significant improvements in
balance, upper body strength, technique and makes the transition to snow faster and easier. If you have never rollerskied
before, you will be amazed at how much it helps with ski-specific strength and technique. Plus it’s fun.
PROJECT :
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Not all rollerskis are equal however. It is important to get rollerskis that actually allow you to reasonably mimic skiing. For
skate skis, this means that they need to be fast enough but not blazing fast—about as fast as skiing on snow. Inexpensive
rollerskis that use urethane rollerblade type wheels are not only dangerous and difficult to stop, they do not accurately
simulate skiing on snow. Inexpensive classic skis use low quality ratchet wheels that do not ski anything like being on
snow and so bring very little training value.
BNS staffers have put thousands of hours on rollerskis and we have extensively tested every ski we sell. We know what
works on different roads, for different people, and for different goals.

ROLLERSKIING: HOW
CLASSIC VS. SKATE Rollerskis, like regular skis, come in
classical and skate versions. Skate rollerskis have narrower
wheels to roll on edge smoothly, while classical skis have
wider wheels for stability and a ratchet to provide “grip”
when kicking. Rollerskis are typically used to build specific
strength, balance and technique.
Because classical ratchets give perfect kick regardless of
technique, it is important to be diligent about technique
when classical striding on rollerskis in order to avoid
developing a late kick on snow. Many people avoid getting
bad habits by only skating and double-poling on rollerskis.
We recommend starting with a pair of skate rollerskis that
allow you to do 90% of what you need to do: double-pole
and skate. Classic rollerskis are best for classic-only skiers
or serious skiers who want to train both techniques.
BOOTS & BINDINGS Normal winter bindings and boots
are used with rollerskis. Alpina also makes a special
rollerski boot that is cooler and lighter than the winter
boot (available by special order). Rollerskiing breaks

ERCOLINA
The Ercolina poling machine is not only one of BNS’
hottest-selling dryland training items, it is the best-selling
poling trainer in the world. Designed and built in Italy,
the Ercolina is compact, versatile and effective. This
incredible training tool simulates the poling motion with
two independent cords attached to magnetic brakes that
offer variable resistance and the width between cords
can easily be adjusted without tools. The Ercolina is not
only good for single- and double-poling—thanks to the
adjustability built into the machine—a wide range of
personalized workouts can also be achieved.
Last season, Ercolina introduced a power meter option
that has become incredibly popular. It is available
installed on new machines or as an add-on kit for all
Ercolinas sold after 2007. During the workout, the power
meter allows the user to track current power, average
power, peak power and time. This is an incredibly helpful
training tool for the serious athlete.
Built on a stainless steel frame, the Ercolina can be
mounted indoors or outdoors on two anchor bolts or on an
optional mounting rail that offers easy height adjustment.
Optional door-mounting hooks are also available for those
with limited space.
The list of athletes who use the Ercolina Poling Machine
is impressive: Martin Fourcade (2013 Biathlon World Cup
winner), Justyna Kowalcyk (2013 World Cup Champion),
and Sergio Bonaldi (2013 Birkie winner) are just a few.
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SHARPENING TOOLS

Diamond sharpeners are best for
sharpening the extremely hard steel
on rollerski tips.

POLES & FERRULES Any pole can be used for rollerskiing
by switching out winter pole baskets with special
rollerskiing tips called ferrules. These have hardened steel
tips that grip asphalt. Using rollerskiing ferrules is strongly
advised as the tips on snow-skiing baskets wear out very
quickly and are prone to breakage. Use the same pole
length that you would on snow.

DMT MINI-SHARP
DIAMOND SHARPENER
Lightweight and ultraportable
stone for sharpening anywhere.
Throw one in your water bottle
carrier or attach to a keychain.
Coarse grit $12
Extra Coarse grit $12
DMT 2-SIDED
DIAMOND SHARPENER
One side coarse, one side Extra
Coarse. Folds into a butterfly-style
case and has a larger sharpening
surface than the mini-sharp. $45
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ROLLERSKIS

V2 XL 98SL b
Tried and true, the 98SL aluminum skate rollerski is a
great option for those looking for a more affordable ski
or for skiers weighing approximately 180lbs or more.
While the aluminum shaft does not flex or absorb road
vibrations like its carbon-shafted brother, it is still an
excellent training tool and is able to be fitted with both
speed reducers and the V2 calf brake. $239
SKIGO ROLLER POLE 80% CARBON d
SkiGo’s new rollerskiing-specific pole is a great option for
those who are looking for good performance without having
to subject their winter poles to the hazards of rollerskiing.
Complete with SkiGo’s proprietary carbon rollerski ferrule
and grip/strap system, the 80% Carbon pole is a great
addition to the pole quiver for those serious about summer/
fall training. $140
SKIGO ROLLER POLE 40% CARBON e
New for this fall, the SkiGo 40% Carbon rollerski pole is
a great option for the recreational rollerskier. With a very
friendly price point, this pole comes with road ferrules
already installed and ready to be taken out on the asphalt.
Noticeably heavier than the 80% variant, this pole is good
for skiers using a shorter pole length. For those who use a
pole 160cm plus or with a powerful double-pole, the 80%
Carbon is recommended. $80

h

f

V2 XLF 98R a
V2’s latest generation of carbon skate rollerskis, the XLF
98R features new monolithic wheel forks that provide
improved stiffness, reduced weight and incorporates
fenders (which were an optional item on previous
models). As with all V2 rollerski products, the XLF 98R
comes with the ability to accept V2’s propriety speed
reducers and calf break. The carbon shaft gives a ski-like
feel and helps absorb vibrations. $339

a

Poling Machine without Power Meter: $1050 a
Poling Machine with Power Meter: $1400 b
Power Meter Retrofit Kit: $500 c
Height Adjustment Mounting Rails: $40
Door Mounting Hooks: $20
Storage Bag: $65
Ergonomic Handles (pair): $32

b o ul d e r no r d i c s p o r t l o g o f i na l
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COARSE GRIT
For regular maintenance and final
sharpening.
EXTRA COARSE GRIT
For rapid removal of material when
tips are dull.

Ercolina
Ercolina
Ercolina
Ercolina
Ercolina
Ercolina
Ercolina
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boots down significantly faster than normal skiing, so it is
advisable to use separate boots for rollerskiing and winter
skiing. Many people use a pair of boots for a few winters
and then convert them into rollerski boots.

Rollerski tips grip asphalt and dirt but not concrete. The
tips need to be sharpened regularly to avoid slipping on
the road surface. The best way to do this is sharpen tips
every time you go out—it only takes 30 seconds and
makes rollerskiing much more enjoyable and effective.
Regular sharpening is important; going too long between
sharpenings will lead to tips being too dull to sharpen
effectively.

e

V2 SPEED REDUCERS
V2 speed reducers attach to the front wheel of any V2
rollerski and can be easily adjusted to provide different
levels of resistance. They can be used to slow speed
on downhills or to provide more resistance for harder
training. We recommend these for most people looking
for a braking option on their rollerskis. Sold in pairs.
Starting at $49.
V2 CALF BRAKE
The V2 brake is installed behind the skier’s calf and
is applied by leaning back into a cuff. One brake is
enough to provide adequate stopping power. Price varies
depending on ski model. Starting at $69.
SWENOR SKATE ELITE e
Used by elite athletes the world over, the Skate Elite
provides the famous Swenor on-snow feel by using a
composite laminate shaft. This construction dampens
road noise and gives a ski-like flex that is excellent for
off-season technique training. $325

V2 XL150 c
The use of 150mm diameter pneumatic tires gives
the XL150 the unique ability to handle rough roads or
smooth dirt paths. The disadvantage is that this ski is a
bit heavier and loses some on-snow feel. Wheel speed
is medium-fast and V2 speed reducers and/or calf break
are strongly recommended. BNS also recommends
purchasing a spare wheel in case of a flat tire. $329
V2 XLM 900 CLASSIC ROLLERSKI d
The XLM series classic rollerski is built with a carbon
composite shaft that provides great feel, stability and
vibration dampening. This is an excellent high-end classic
rollerski for those looking to install accessories such as
speed reducers or brakes. Available in slow, medium and
medium-fast speeds. $449

BRINGING WORLD CUP SERVICE TO EVERYONE

SWENOR CLASSIC FIBERGLASS CAP f
The long shaft length and composite shaft of this rollerski
has made it a favorite training tool for years. Providing a
ski-like feel and smooth ride, the Classic Fiberglass Cap
ski from Swenor is an excellent choice for those serious
about logging many hours on rollerskis. A bit heavier than
some other rollerskis, these skis can sometimes prove
challenging for smaller women and junior skiers. $330
SKI*GO CARBON SKATE g
This carbon composite skate ski dampens road noise
and vibration while giving a very realistic feel. Stiff and
extremely light, the Carbon Skate is very stable and
smooth. This is one of the first rollerskis to come with
an optional NIS plate allowing for easy binding mounting
and the ability to use any NIS-compatible NNN skate
binding. $340. With optional NIS plate: $375.

j

SKI*GO CARBON CLASSIC h
One of BNS’ best-selling classic rollerskis, the Carbon
Classic’s long, cambered carbon composite shaft allows
the ski to track extremely well while providing a smooth
ride and ski-like feel—all in a lightweight package. The
optional NIS plate (new for this season) allows these skis
to be easily mounted and is compatible with any NIS
classic NNN bindings. Available in soft and stiff flexes.
$340. With optional NIS plate: $375.
SKI*GO CLASSIC ALUMINUM i
The Classic Aluminum rollerski from Ski*Go provides
the great tracking characteristics of the Carbon Classic
thanks to an equally long shaft and fork design. Perfect
for those seeking a high-performance, budget-oriented
ski, the aluminum shaft comes pre-drilled to make
binding mounting a breeze. We also recommend these for
those who find composite shafts too soft. $299
ROLLERSKI FERRULES j
Any serious rollerskier should be using rollerski-specific
ferrules on their poles. Made from hardened carbide steel
and designed specifically for skiing on asphalt, rollerski
ferrules keep a sharp tip longer and break far less often
than snow baskets. BNS carries rollerski ferrules from
V2 for use on traditional poles utilizing hot melt glue for
affixing components. For Swix poles utilizing the Triac
Basket System (TBS), Swix TBS ferrules are strongly
recommended.
V2 10mm Ferrules (Black): $17
V2 8mm Ferrules (Yellow): $17
Swix Triac Basket System (TBS) Ferrules: $30

ALWAYS MORE INFORMATION
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ALPINE TOURING ARTICLES
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Pete Swenson is a three-time U.S.
National Skimo Champion, Director
of the U.S. Ski Mountaineering
Association, founder of the Colorado
Ski Mountaineering Cup (COSMIC)
Series and the Rocky Mountain rep
for Dynafit and Pomoca.

GO SKIMO RACING!

Donny Roth is the owner and lead
guide of Chile Powder Adventures.
A professional skier and guide,
he works closely with Sweetgrass
Productions, Dynafit, Zeal Optics
and
Backcountry
Magazine.
You can follow his adventures at
independent-descents.com.

IT’S NOT A MATTER
OF UP VERSUS DOWN

PETE SWENSON

T

his sport is so new in America it has three
names: rando racing (short for randonee),
skimo (short for ski mountaineering) and ski
running (the Germans came up with that one), and all
mean going uphill and downhill on skis. Skimo racing
combines the best of skiing: bomber kick on the uphill,
winding trails in the woods, powder skiing (we hope)
and Super-G turns on the downhills. A Nordic effort
spliced with backcountry skiing – what’s not to like?
Not surprisingly, Skimo racing has taken off in the
past five years with an influx of trail runners, mountain
bikers, and Nordic and alpine skiers.
Getting into skimo racing takes some gearing up (we
call it “investing”), but the gear is durable and skins
are the only component that may need to be replaced
each season. Here’s the ideal setup:
RACE SKIS Ultra-light and much like straight slalom
skis; they turn easily and are also great for couloirs in
the spring.
BOOTS A cross between a Nordic skate boot (on
steroids) and an ultra-light alpine boot.
DYNAFIT BINDINGS Acts like a classic Nordic binding
on the uphill, but flip the heelpiece for the descent and
it becomes an alpine binding with a locked heel.
MOHAIR SKINS Provide kick and a surprising amount
of glide.
Efficient skimo skinning technique is the evil cousin
to a classic stride – a late kick is a GOOD thing here!
Transitions take practice and a short clinic (available
before COSMIC races) is a big help. With practice,
pulling skins off at the top of a climb takes under 20
seconds and putting skins on at the bottom around 45
seconds. Descending fast on skimo boots also takes
getting used to, but the practice is fun— repeatedly
skinning up and skiing powder makes for a good day
of training!
If an intense workout (think rollerski kick on every
stride uphill), powder skiing and going downhill fast
sound good, here’s your sport. Boulder Nordic Sport
stocks all the gear. To find a race or clinic near you go
to COSMICSKI.com and USSMA.org. I look forward to
seeing you at the races!
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This means shapes, flex patterns and camber profiles
specifically for not only the deep snow, but for all the
conditions encountered in an unmanaged environment.
Technical outerwear we use continues to get lighter,
more breathable and incorporates features we need while
working hard in a cold landscape. The gear really does
open the door to a better experience.

F

DONNY ROTH

ive years ago, backcountry skiing was still a sport
for a few odd ducks that liked to “earn the turns” or
live on the fringe of the sport as ski mountaineers.
As more people became curious, two distinct camps were
formed: those who focused on the descent and those who
really enjoyed the uphill part of the day. Those who were
“all about the down” considered the uphill portion of the
day a necessary evil, while those who actually enjoyed the
up thought of the descent as a nice little bonus. Today, we
don’t have to choose whether we are more of an uphill skier
or downhill skier. It is possible to enjoy both!
Backcountry skiing allows us to enjoy beautiful, peaceful
and often exhilarating moments in the mountains. Most
people are drawn to the sport by images of deep, untracked
powder distant from the noise and clutter of civilization.
It’s out there! Soon, however, most come to appreciate the
other, more profound aspects of human-powered skiing.
The rhythm and pace of the skin track, the observation and
analysis of the environment, the teamwork and the solitude
become equally as rewarding as the thrill of descent.
It is a fact that on any given day skiing in the backcountry,
in lieu of mechanical assistance, we spend more time
going up than going down. It was not long ago that
most skiers couldn’t imagine this. Why would one work
harder to go up and have fewer opportunities to enjoy the
descent?! Ironically, even those who spent their summer
hiking, mountain biking and trail running thought this
was a somewhat absurd idea. It’s astonishing to see how
quickly this has changed. Today, chairlifts are not required
to access the mountains. Not to mention that helicopters
are expensive and consume tremendous amounts of fossil
fuels—two less-than-popular characteristics. Earning your
turns is now cool!
Admittedly, technology has changed the equation
immensely. Improvements in boots, bindings, skis and
clothes make a day of walking up mountains and sliding
back down much, much more enjoyable than just a few
years ago. Bindings that weigh one pound and boots that
weigh three pounds are now common. This equates to
double-digit values in weight loss. Everyone knows lighter
goes up better. Imagine if your bike weighed half as much!
Skis are being designed specifically for the backcountry.

It is also evident that ski touring is a sport for more than just
elite athletes, goof balls or adrenaline junkies. At its core,
backcountry skiing is not much more than a walk in the
mountains with some balance required on the return home.
The original intent was to deliver mail and hunt large game
in the winter – hardly worthy of the cover of a magazine.
Today, more people realize that if they enjoy a good hike in
the mountains or a long bike ride in the summer, then they
have the ability to enjoy a day of ski touring. And not every
descent is extreme. A 25º slope is far from thrilling; but
when shared with only your friend, after working to get to
the top, even a slow glissade through an aspen forest offers
rewards unknown in a resort.
That said, backcountry skiing is not absolutely risk-free.
Physically, it’s fairly straightforward, but overall it can be
quite complex. Avalanches are a real hazard. Participating
in an introductory-level avalanche course should be one
of the first steps taken. Beyond avalanches, there are a
tremendous number of variables to any day of ski touring.
Weather, navigation, group preparedness and experience,
fitness levels and risk acceptance all factor into the day,
making each foray into the backcountry unique. Eventually,
this becomes enjoyable, but it takes time to learn the skills
and systems required to manage the uncertainties that
arise during any day in the backcountry. Hiring a qualified
ski guide every now and then is a great way to get a hand
while honing skills that require patience and practice. You’ll
soon discover that the challenges in the backcountry go
beyond mountain navigation and avalanche avoidance. You
will witness the human condition across a wide spectrum
of states. This is often the real discovery of the day.
A day of backcountry skiing is about both the up and the
down. And in many ways, it’s about so much more. We
come to the sport in search of untouched snow, wilder
peaks and more remote places. We learn to love the effort
of the uphill and the skill required of complex decisionmaking. And in the end we are left with raw, emotional
moments that challenge us as humans. Human-powered
skiing, by any name—ski touring, ski mountaineering,
backcountry skiing or alpine touring—is an endeavor that
transcends the pieces that draw us. It is more than simple
ups and downs.

Photo by: Kevin Krill
Crested Butte Photography
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AT SKIS
ATOMIC ULTIMATE—BNS EXCLUSIVE
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One of the most popular ski mountaineering race skis in the world, the Ultimate has not been available for
purchase in the United States—until now. BNS is proud to say that we will be the only shop in the U.S. to sell
the Atomic Ultimate for the 2013-2014 season.
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Ski Mountaineering World Champion Kilian Jornet tailored this ski to his personal preferences—and took it to
an overall World Cup victory. Built at the Atomic factory in Altenmarkt, Austria, the innovative Lite wood core
keeps the Ultimate at a miniscule 700g per ski, making it one of the lightest skimo race skis available. A carbon
insert maximizes smoothness and stability. The best in the world choose the Atomic Ultimate and for the first
time in the United States, you can too. $600
ATOMIC ULTIMATE RACE SKINS—$120

SKITRAB GARA AERO WORLD CUP

At 705 grams, the Gara Aero World Cup is one of the lightest skimo race skis available. Not only designed to be
lightweight, this ski was built with performance in mind, too. The Aramid honeycomb compound core provides
an impressive strength-to-weight ratio providing stability, performance and long-term durability. Combined with
carbon components and a Piuma cap, the Gara Aero World Cup is among the elite of its field. $1,300
SKITRAB GARA WORLD CUP SKINS—$130

DYNAFIT DY.N.A. RACE

With an innovative carbon technology and a paulowina/Isocore foam core construction providing lightweight
performance, the Dynafit Dy.N.A. (pronounced D.N.A.) is one of the most capable ski mountaineering race
products on the market. Designed with durability and descending performance in mind, this ski still weighs in
at a skimpy 710 grams. The bottom line: These climb fast, ski great and are built to last. $1,400
DYNAFIT SPEEDSKIN RACE READY SPEEDSKINS—$150

DYNAFIT PDG RACE

Not just a great race ski, the PDG is durable enough to come out and play outside of racing, too. Still light at
790 grams, the paulowina wood and carbon construction make the PDGs great climbers, fun on descents and
robust enough to take them out for a day of spring skiing in the corn snow. This was our best-selling race ski
last season and we expect to see many more go out the door in 2014. $700
DYNAFIT SPEEDSKIN RACE READY SPEEDSKINS—$150

DYNAFIT CHO OYU

Don’t be deceived by the wide geometry of the Cho Oyu, it comes in at 1080 grams, making it perfect for deep
snow as well as for expeditions and high-altitude touring. The new slim shovel geometry combined with scoop
rocker in the tip, tail rocker in the back and carbon stringers in the core make this ski light, responsive and most
of all fun. What’s with the name? Cho Oyu is the sixth highest mountain in the world and means “Turquoise
Goddess” in Tibetan. $800
DYNAFIT SPEEDSKIN CHO OYU SPEEDSKINS—$180

DYNAFIT NANGA PARBAT

Named after the world’s ninth highest mountain and designed with lessons learned from skiing the mountain
itself, the Nanga Parbat’s Flex-Tip technology, modern rocker design and new slim geometry ensures that
it is forgiving of mistakes, particularly in difficult snow conditions. This is an ideal ski for fast touring and
mountaineering with a light paulownia wood core and micro sidewall in the binding area. 1000g. $700
DYNAFIT SPEEDSKIN NANGA PARBAT SPEEDSKINS—$180

SKITRAB RIPIDO

The Ripido is new to BNS this season after impressing our staff last year during ski testing. The high torsional
rigidity provides great grip and steering ability even at high speeds, making this a great option for hard snow on
difficult terrain. With 14 layers of materials including a reinforced Aramid honeycomb core, the Ripido delivers
when it’s steep and firm but can still put a smile on your face in the powder. 1320g. $900
SKITRAB RIPIDO SKINS—$190

DYNAFIT GRAND TETON

The long rocker shovel and massive sidewall design make the Grand Teton great fun to ski on, and not just in
the powder. The unique bamboo-beech core, reinforced with carbon stringers, keeps the weight low while still
providing the performance sought after by the descent-oriented ski mountaineer. Remarkably light on the way
up, sensational on the way down. 1540g. $800
DYNAFIT SPEEDSKIN GRAND TETON SPEEDSKINS—$210

DYNAFIT HUASCARAN

135mm at the shovel, the Huascaran was designed to “blend the feeling of surfing giant waves with the grip
of the snow leopard in steep and icy terrain.” And Dynafit delivers. With a long, progressively curved rocker
towards the tip and gently rising rocker in the tail, the Huascaran combines maximum lift with incredible
smoothness. These can hold an edge when the going gets tough, too. If you’re headed to the big faces, this
should be your weapon of choice. Named after the highest point in Peru. 1690g. $900
DYNAFIT SPEEDSKIN HUASCARAN SPEEDSKINS—$220
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SKI CRAMPONS Designed specifically to work with
Dynafit bindings, these ski crampons float when the ski is
unweighted allowing for easier glide. 90mm (blue): $70
100mm (orange), 110mm (black), 120mm (red): $75
130mm (gold): $80

d

DYNAFIT SLOPE TRUCKER CAP
An update to the classic trucker cap:
technical fabrication with mesh back,
and offset 3D Dynafit Snow Leopard
embroidery. Colors: Black/White. Red/
White. $25
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e

b
DYNAFIT LOGO KNIT HEADBAND
A classic headband emblazoned with
the Dynafit Snow Leopard logo. Dryrelease wool liner aids in wicking
away sweat. Colors: Black/White. Red.
White/Green. $25

f
c

GUIDE LEASH This leash is easily girth-hitched to most
bindings, has a coated cable with coils to keep it in close to
the foot and easily attaches to your boot via the quick-clip
carabineer. $25

DYNAFIT M & W MERCURY SOFTSHELL PANT
This stretch-woven Softshell pant is made with a light and highly
elastic single-ply fabric. The dense nylon construction provides wind
and water resistance while allowing high breathability without the need
for a membrane layer. It features a reinforced hem to keep from cutting
the pant with a sharp ski edge, along with a snow gaiter at the cuff.
Wind-, water- and abrasion-resistant. Black. $200

TRACKER DTS When ease of
use matters most, the Tracker
DTS dual antenna beacon is the
best all-round choice. Harness
included. $240

DYNAFIT RACING SOFTSHELL PANT
An ultra-light and technical ski touring pant with stretch inserts helping
them conform perfectly to the body. Boots can be changed from ascent
to descent mode quickly through a convenient opening at the seam.
Stirrups at the bottom keep the pants in place, along with a reinforced
hem to protect the pant from sharp ski edges. Wind- and waterrepellant. Black. $175

DYNAFIT BEAST 16—LIMITED EDITION a
Designed by freeriders for freeriders, the all new Beast is the biggest news
on the AT binding scene for 2013-2014. The world’s first frameless touring
binding with a release value up to 16, the Beast introduces several new,
unique features intended to make this the go-to binding for the aggressive
freeskier and those who are looking for that one binding that works great
both in and out of bounds.
There are numerous features that set the Beast apart from any other
tech binding that has come before it. A rotating toe piece is designed
to overcome premature release caused by sudden impacts and increased
elasticity allows for increased energy absorption during dynamic actions—
such as jumping. The bottom line is that the Beast is designed to provide
most of the same benefits found with a traditional frame binding the light
weight and touring performance of a tech binding.

TRACKER 2 BEACON One of
the most-recommended and
widely used beacons on the
market. Three antenna design.
Harness Included. $335

Individually numbered, only 850 pairs of Beasts will be available for
the 2013-2014 season, so be sure to get yours before they’re all gone.
Available with 120mm or 135mm brake widths. 935g. Release capacity:
6-16. $1000

B-1 SHOVEL When looking for the
lightest essentials possible, think B-1.
This shovel is a mere 525 grams. $45
STEALTH 240 PROBE
BCA’s top-selling probe with the new Stealth
deployment mechanism. $50

DYNAFIT LOW TECH RACE b
The ultimate racing tech binding, the super-minimalist Low Tech Race
binding is so light that it makes cross-country bindings jealous. Utilizing
a smaller jig pattern (14 screws instead of 18) and innovative mix of
titanium, forged aluminum and high-strength plastic; Dynafit has set the
bar for rando racing bindings. The patented anti-snow grooves on the toepivot help with rapid entry in all types of snow. The Auto Lock feature
ensures that you can ski even the harshest terrain. 230g. Non-releasable.
$800

B-1 EXT SHOVEL BCA’s B-1 EXT
shovel offers an extendable handle
and unbeatable strength-to-weight
ratio. $50

STEALTH 260 CARBON PROBE
For those looking to shave excess weight this
is the pole for you! $80
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DYNAFIT TLT SPEED RADICAL d
The Speed Radical is a great, simple all-around AT binding that is suitable
for tourers. One of our best-selling bindings last year, the Speed Radical
features Side Towers to make binding entry easier, a two-level Speed Step
climbing bar and an adjustable length (+/- 12.5mm). 682g. Release
capacity: 4-10. $400
DYNAFIT TLT RADICAL ST e
The TLT Radical ST is one of the easiest-to-use bindings in the entire
Dynafit lineup. Utilizing Side Towers to help with binding entry, a two-level
Speed Step climbing bar, adjustable length (+/- 12.5mm) and brakes, this
is a great binding for those who just want to step into their bindings and
go. Available with 92mm, 100mm, 110mm and 130mm brake widths.
1062g. Release capacity: 4-10. $500
DYNAFIT TLT RADICAL FT f
A great solution for aggressive or heavier skiers, the Radical FT’s carbon
plate stiffens by shifting the shock absorber to Lock. In this position, the
rear rubber pieces work as dampeners, stiffening the ski. In keeping with
the rest of the Radical line, the FT features Side Towers for easier binding
entry, a two-level Speed Step climbing bar and an adjustable length (+/12.5mm). Available with 110mm and 130mm brake widths. 1198g.
Release capacity: 5-12. $600

DYNAFIT TLT SPEED SUPERLITE c
The TLT Speed Superlite is the binding for those seeking a releasable
ultra-light AT binding for racing and touring. Thanks to patented Dynafit
technology, the Speed Superlite is only slightly heavier than the Low Tech
Race but has a side and front release that can be adjusted with a single
screw. Ideal for those who like to race at top speed without compromising
safety. 370g. Release capacity: 5-10. $600
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DYNAFIT DY.N.A. EVO a
At an astounding 705 grams, the Evo is only 80g
heavier than an elite cross-country skating boot; yet it
still provides the climbing and downhill performance
that Dynafit is known for. The Dy.N.A Evo combines the
revolutionary (and patent pending) Ultra-Lock ski/walk
system and 100% carbon cuff with a Grilamid lower shell
and a short, rockered sole. With an incredible range of
motion, great heel retention to minimize blisters and a
fully thermoformable liner, the Evo is a race boot with no
compromises.
Mondo sizes: 23.5-29. $1700

DYNAFIT DY.N.A. PDG b
Only 95 grams (790g) heavier than the Dy.N.A. Evo, the
PDG is the boot for skiers seeking incredible lightweight
performance in a more affordable package. Last season,
it was always fun to see our customers’ reactions the first
time they felt how light the PDG really is. Trading out the
Evo’s carbon cuff for a fiberglass one, the PDG shares the
same Grilamid shell, Ultra-Lock System, Evo Race sole
and 62º of cuff rotation making the perfect boot for the
serious skimo racer or fitness skier.
Mondo sizes: 22.5-29: $850

SCARPA ALIEN 1.0 c
Scarpa’s premiere skimo racing boot, the Alien 1.0 proudly
claims the title of lightest boot, coming in at a mere 700
grams. Along with a 100% carbon cuff and A-Light singlethrow buckle ,the Alien is the first ski boot in the world to
use the Boa Closure System, offering an extremely light,
quick adjustment that gives a glove-like fit. The lower
shell has a polyamide exterior with a carbon-fiber internal
core—providing a more agile performance over all-carbon
construction yet keeping the boot very light. Keep an eye
on the skimo podiums this season, chances are there’ll be
Alien 1.0s up there.
Mondo sizes: 23-30. $1800

Based on the design of the Alien 1.0, the Alien offers much
of the same technology at a far more affordable price. At
850 grams, the Alien is designed for amateur racers, as
a training boot or for the speed-savvy backcountry skier
who wants the ultimate in light weight. The shell is
full polyamide using the Boa Closure System giving the
boot a glove-like fit and Scarpa’s A-Light single-throw
buckle to lock the cuff firmly into ski mode with a single
motion. Complete with an included Lycra Gaiter and
thermoformable Intuition liner, this a great boot for fast
times in the mountains.
Mondo sizes: 23-30. $800
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SCARPA ALIEN d

DYNAFIT TLT6 PERFORMANCE CR e
The TLT6 is the latest iteration of Dynafit’s Tour Lite
Tech (TLT) concept—boots designed to easily cover long
distances and then navigate technical descents. One of
the most noticeable improvements over the TLT5 is the
improved Custom Ready thermoformable liner that will
provide improved warmth. Also new and improved is the
Ultra-Lock System 2.0, an articulated cuff buckle that will
reduce lateral snag, unhampering the transition between
ski and walk modes. With the included tongue insert to
increase the stiffness of the boot, the TLT6 is one of the
most capable light ski mountaineering boots available.
1210g. Mondo sizes: 22.5-30.5. $1000

DYNAFIT ONE PX–TF f
Back for another season is the One—the one boot to do
it all. Based off Dynafit’s experience with the Dy.N.A.
and TLT5, the One PX–TF combines a comfortable fit,
Pebax shell, high level of insulation, the Ultra Lock 2.0
system and a short, rockered sole for excellent walking
and climbing with and without crampons. Compared
to the TLT6, the One is a bit wider, warmer, stiffer and
more adjustable thanks to the Central Buckle three-buckle
system. Like all Dynafit offerings, this boot comes with
a thermoformable liner to provide the ultimate comfort,
fit and warmth. A great boot for traditional ski touring.
1490g. Mondo sizes: 25-31.5. $650

DYNAFIT TLT6 MOUNTIAN WOMEN’S CR h
The TLT6 Mountain Women’s differs from the men’s
version with a women’s-specific fit, low-profile liner
and a Grilamid cuff, providing an intermediate level of
cuff stiffness and elasticity. This boot features a fullythermoformable liner, removable tongue insert to increase
stiffness and the Ultra-Lock 2.0 buckle system. A great
boot for women seeking a boot for fast ski mountaineering,
winter climbing and ski expeditions.
1105g. Mondo sizes: 22.5-27.5. $750

DYNAFIT ONE WOMEN’S U–TF i
The One Women’s U–TF features Dynafit’s women’s
specific TF–thermoformable liner as well as a lower
and softer profile to better accommodate the female leg
anatomy. The Women’s U–TF also is a bit more affordable
thanks to the use of a polyurethane shell that offers
great progressive forward flex and support at a weight
comparable to Pebax boots.
1450g. Mondo sizes: 22.5-27.5. $550
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DYNAFIT MERCURY – TF g
The Mercury is a next-generation freeride boot, capable
of driving any modern freeride ski at any speed. With a
Grilamid shell and removable Downhill Booster Tongue,
the Mercury combines skiing performance, walkability and
lightness with the patented technologies that made the
TLT5 so popular. If you’re looking for boot to use with your
big skis or with your new Beast 16 bindings, the Mercury
is the one for you.
1600g. Mondo sizes: 22.5-31.5. $800
SCARPA MAESTRALE j
The original, award-winning Maestrale, the lightest fourbuckle boot on the market. The innovative Alpine Axial
design allows the tongue to open to the side of the boot,
giving the Maestrale the benefits of both overlap-and
tongue-style boot constructions. Simply put, this boot
offers stiffness and performance on par with many fourbuckle boots weighing much more. Throw in an incredibly
comfortable Intuition thermoformable liner, magnesium
buckles, plant-based Pebax Rnew plastic and a very
competitive price; the Mastrale needs to be on your
radar if you’re looking for a high-performance boot in the
backcountry.
1534g. Mondo sizes: 24.5-32, 33. $600
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SWIX M & W PROFIT REVOLUTION JACKET
The new ProFit Revolution Jacket combines Gore
Windstopper on the front with microfiber and spandex on
the back for the ultimate in protection, breathability and
movement. Look out for this jacket on the backs of the
Norwegian World Cup and Olympic squads. W: Blue/Navy.
M: Black, Red. $230

SWIX M & W PODIUM FLEECE JACKET
A comfy basic fleece jacket for warm-up or as an
everyday casual piece, with nice embroidered details.
W: Blue Ocean. M: Black. $60
SWIX UNIVERSAL PANT
Always a top seller, the Universal Pant has an elastic
waistband with buttons on the sides for fastening. A fulllength zipper eases removal after a warm-up or as the
temperature increases without having to take off your
boots…or even your skis! Wind- and water-repellant. M:
Black, Navy. $96

SWIX M & W STAR ADVANCED PANT
A mainstay in the Swix line-up, the Star Advanced is a
light all-around microfiber warm-up and training pant
with stretch panels in the back for better movement
and breathability. It has articulated knees and an elastic
waistband with draw cord, along with reflective piping for
visibility in the dark. Side zip from the knee down. Windand water-repellant. Black. $110

SWIX M & W PROFIT REVOLUTION PANT
The new ProFit Revolution pant combines Gore Windstopper
on the front with microfiber and spandex on the back for
the ultimate in protection, breathability and movement.
It features articulated knees for freedom of movement, a
zipper from the knee down, not to mention a reflective
design for increased visibility in the dark. Look out for this
pant on the Norwegian World Cup and Olympic squads.
W: Black, Navy. M: Black. $150

Trevor HunT
1 sT descenT February 19 TH 2013
unnamed peak
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TLT6 PERFORMANCE
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BJORN DAEHLIE M & W CHAMPION JACKET
An update from the Olympic jacket, the Champion combines
a lightweight 3-layer elastic softshell with a waterproof
membrane on the front and a breathable softshell on the
back for exceptional moisture management. With a slim fit
and reflective seaming, it is the ultimate XC performance
piece. It’s no wonder why it’s a choice of the U.S. Ski
Team. Black. $350
BJORN DAEHLIE M & W CHAMPION PANT
An update from the Olympic pant, the Champion combines
a lightweight 3-layer elastic soft shell with a waterproof
membrane on the front and a specially designed breathable
fabric on the back for exceptional moisture management.
With a slim fit and reflective seaming, it is the ultimate XC
performance piece. Don’t be surprised if you see members
of the US Ski Team in this exceptional ski pant. Black.
$255

BJORN DAEHLIE M & W PACER JACKET
The Pacer Jacket offers similar features to the
Champion Jacket but at a more affordable price.
The stretch windproof front and arm panel
coupled with stretch panels at the back and
under the arms allow for freedom of movement,
giving the skier a jacket that will protect as well
as move with great ease. W: Black/White.
M: Black/Blue. $280

BJORN DAEHLIE M & W CHARGER JACKET
A lightweight microfiber training jacket with a slightly
more generous fit than other Bjorn pieces, the Charger
has fantastic freedom of movement, making this
budget-friendly piece a top choice. Wind- and waterrepellant. W: Purple/Black. M: Green/White. $125

BJORN DAEHLIE M & W PACE PANT
Just like its jacket companion, the Pace Pant
offers a 3-layer waterproof membrane on the
front and a lightly-brushed, stretch-breathable
back panel. Couple that with an exceptional fit
and a great price and you get one pant that can
do it all. Black. $180

BJORN DAEHLIE QUEST 2-PIECE RACE SUIT
New this year, the Quest brings forth the ultimate in
fit using seamless construction and a four-way stretch
throughout the entire piece. Extremely light, warm
and comfortable with an optimal warmth-to-weight
ratio, the Quest can perform equally well as a race
suit or as your go-to base layer. M: Black/Green. $255

CRAFT M & W ACTIVE FULL ZIP HOODIE
A comfortable hoodie that can be worn for everyday use
or as a great mid-layer for skiing. W: Black. M: Grey. $90
SALOMON M & W MOMENTUM WARM TIGHT
This thermal-weight tight provides a brushed backing
throughout for a great soft feel as well as increased
warmth in colder conditions. Black. $90

CRAFT M & W PERFORMANCE WP STRETCH JACKET
Windproof and water-repellant front panel is paired with
a stretch back panel for great freedom of movement and
breathability. Add in a brushed interior for comfort and
warmth in colder conditions, and you have an amazingly
versatile jacket at an even better pricepoint. W: Black/
Purple. M: Black/Blue. $125
SALOMON WINDSTOPPER TRAIL TIGHT
Windproof protection on the front of these tights gives you
added warmth while stretch fabric on the knees and back
aid in increased movement and breathability. W: Black.
$125
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CRAFT M & W PERFORMANCE BRILLIANT JACKET
A high-visibility jacket for safety in low-light conditions.
With wind and water resistance, plus a zippered music
and key pocket on the back, this is your ultimate rollerski
piece for cooler weather. Yellow/Reflective Silver. $150
SALOMON M & W MOMENTUM PANT
Windproof softshell pants with stretch back for ease of
movement as well as ventilation; the Momentum is a great
warm-up or cold weather training pant. Black. $130
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BOULDER NORDIC SPORT
Natron Nordic Enterprises, LLC
3600 Arapahoe Ave
Boulder, Colorado 80303
USA
+1 720.227.9400
877.BNS.SKIS Toll Free
(877.267.7547)
866.371.0631 Fax
bouldernordic.com
mail@bouldernordic.com

BONOCO

BNS MOBILE

BNS EAST

200 Anderson St, Suite 5
Portland, Maine 04101

Once again, the BNS Mobile Service Rig hits the road, bringing “World Cup Service for Everyone.” At
events across the country, the BNS Mobile setup allows us to provide race waxing services and serves
as our mobile storefront showcasing wax, tools and other great gear. We can do a better job testing wax
and you can get the fastest wax of the day right at the race venue.

+1 207.541.7438
bnseast@bouldernordic.com

BNS RACE SERVICE CALENDAR
Below is a sample of races that will have full BNS Mobile support. While your competitors stress about
which wax to use, where to get it and how to apply it, you can relax after you drop off your skis with our
professional service crew. Like a World Cup racer, you’ll pick up your skis race-ready with the best wax
and structure applied so you can focus on your race.

BNS MOBILE
At Events Near You

+1 303.656.3886

Want to do your skis yourself? No problem. Drop by BNS Mobile, ask us about our test results, get
advice and grab whatever wax you need at our mobile store.

bnsmobile@bouldernordic.com

EVENT

DATE

LOCATION

West Yellowstone Ski Festival

Nov 26–30, 2013

West Yellowstone, Montana

U.S. Cross-Country Championships

Jan 4–10, 2014

Soldier Hollow, Utah

Noquemanon

Jan 25, 2014

Marquette, Michigan

Stagecoach Classic

Jan 25, 2014

Devil's Thumb, Colorado

Alley Loop

Feb 1, 2014

Crested Butte, Colorado

City of Lakes Loppet

Feb 1–2, 2014

Minneapolis, Minnesota

Boulder Mountain Tour

Feb 1, 2014

Sun Valley, Idaho

Vasaloppet USA

Feb 9, 2014

Mora, Minnesota

American Birkebeiner

Feb 22, 2014

Hayward, Wisconsin

Junior Nationals

Mar 1–8, 2014

Stowe, Vermont

We raised the bar in wax testing and recommendations in over the past three seasons by testing multiple
brands of wax and using the same professional methods used in our work as technicians at World Cups,
World Championships and the Olympics. One of the things that most excites us about our mobile setup
is that it enables us to do more on-site testing and provide more feedback on waxes, grinds and ski
flexes. The direct benefit will be an increase in the quality and quantity of our wax recommendations as
we continue to push the standard higher.
Go to BOULDERNORDIC.COM for a complete schedule of supported events.

To lessen our environmental
impact, we printed this Guide
on 30% post-consumer waste
recycled paper in conjunction
with
independent
outdoor
retailers across the country. This
saves resources throughout the
process. Enjoy, then please pass
along your copy or recycle it.

30%
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